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Abstract 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) of electric motors, specifically, Laser Powder Bed Fusion 

(LPBF), for rotating soft magnetic cores is of research interest because of its potential 

benefits in industry sectors such as energy, aerospace and automotive. AM, also 

commonly known as 3D printing (3DP), offers unrivalled design freedom and the 

capability to produce components with complex geometries from metal alloys that 

cannot be processed with conventional manufacturing methods (casting, injection 

moulding etc.). However, before AM becomes the norm in the production of novel 

electric drives and power generators, it is necessary to understand how the selection of 

materials in the motor affects the performance of the 3D printed active components 

(rotor, stator, windings). This thesis aims at enabling the AM of more compact, 

lightweight, reliable and efficient electric machines through the development of a 

comprehensive understanding of the metallurgy and material properties of the additively 

manufactured components of an electric drive.    It focuses on two materials: a soft 

ferromagnetic alloy, namely silicon steel, for the soft magnetic core and high purity 

copper for the windings of the electric motor.  The study investigated the mechanical, 

thermal and magnetic properties of high silicon steel (from Fe-3.5%wt Si up to Fe-

6.9%wt Si) by adjusting – for the first time – the alloys’ chemistry in order to improve 

ductility and avoid the risk of in-process cracking; this is achieved by mixing pre-alloyed 

Fe-6.9%wt Si powder with high-purity Fe powder. Another material investigated, which 

has lately received increased interest both for electrical applications and heat 

exchangers, was pure copper. Although high purity copper is challenging to process with 

LPBF due to its high reflectivity, oxidation and high thermal conductivity, it was 

included in the study due the potential to further increase a motor’s performance by 

optimising the design of the windings in a 3DP electric motor. The absorptivity of pure 
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copper powder and bulk material and the electrical conductivity of copper parts were 

experimentally measured.  

All the materials under investigation were subjected to heat treatments. Annealing of the 

soft magnetic parts produced by LPBF changed their microstructure by increasing the 

grain size and increased their permeability. Experiments were also performed to 

investigate how the performance of a Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM) could be 

improved by manufacturing the soft magnetic rotor core using LPBF. A prototype SRM 

soft magnetic core was additively manufactured from 5%w.t. silicon steel and tested. 

We compared the efficiency of the motor with the 3D-printed rotor core to a motor with 

an identical but traditionally laminated rotor.  

This investigation has therefore, developed an understanding of the various aspects of 

the LPBF process for the successful manufacturing of a prototype functional electric 

motor. The results from this work can be used to advance the implementation of AM in 

the production of lightweight high-performance electrical machines and revolutionise 

the way electrical motors are designed and manufactured. We suggest that future 

research should focus on the design of novel topologies of motors based on AM design 

principles in order to maximise the advantages of LPBF. Further research into soft and 

hard magnetic materials is required as well as into copper and copper alloys, to expand 

the list of materials available for manufacturing soft magnetic cores for a variety of 

applications. 
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1. Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) has emerged across a wide range of industrial sectors 

including automotive aerospace and medical for the creation of functional lightweight 

metallic parts. AM, also commonly known as 3D printing (3DP), is comprised of several 

different technologies that build components by adding material, layer by layer, based 

on a sliced 3D CAD (Computer Aided Design) model. The most common metallic based 

AM processes include Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF)/Selective Laser Melting 

(SLM), Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) and Electron Beam Melting (EBM) [1]. 

Although AM has been used for over 30 years, only recently has it started evolving into 

a mainstream manufacturing process, with the development of more refined 

technologies and materials, including new metal alloys. The production of metallic parts 

with AM has gained popularity due to the many advantages of this technology; such as 

a high degree of design freedom that enables the manufacture of geometrically complex 

parts and the customisation of parts on demand. In some cases, it is even possible to 

manufacture parts of complex geometry using AM that cannot be produced using any 

conventional manufacturing techniques [2,3]. Another important benefit that AM has to 

offer is the reduction of waste material compared to traditional subtractive 

manufacturing. For the aerospace industry, less material waste for expensive materials 

such as titanium and nickel super-alloys translates to a drastic reduction in costs. Rather 

than subtracting material from a large billet, AM offers the possibility of manufacturing 

near net shape parts in a single-step process, with little or no post-processing required 

[4]. The raw material (metallic powder) can be recycled and reused, contributing to a 

reduction in costs and simultaneously, reducing the environmental impact of the 
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manufacturing process. Because of the simplicity of the AM process, it is more 

straightforward to make design changes or produce different products with the same 

equipment, simply by changing the input of the 3D CAD model. For the aerospace 

industry where mass production and lead time are crucial, AM can improve the 

manufacturing and assembly process by simplifying the design and reducing the number 

of parts required in a component.  

However, before AM becomes implementable and widely adopted, directly competing 

against conventional manufacturing technologies, there are many challenges to 

overcome [5].   Though it is a great enabler for design freedoms, there is much work to 

be undertaken into developing materials specific for the process, as well as making the 

systems more reliable. For example, because of the inherent nature of the process, 

precise monitoring of the powder bed and/or the melt pool is required to ensure the 

quality of the end-use metallic parts [6][7].  Additionally, as a high-power laser beam is 

used to irradiate material in powder form, there exists a series of complex physical 

phenomena. The formation of defects such as porosity, surface finish, residual stresses, 

crack formation and propagation depend on material properties as well as on the 

processing parameters. To ensure reliability and the required quality of the end parts in 

high-demanding industry sectors, further research and standardisation processes are 

necessary.  

There are three main types of metallic AM systems, categorised based on the system 

employed to supply the material. These are: powder-bed systems, powder-feed systems, 

and wire-feed systems. Besides the material feeding mechanism, the heat source used to 

process the material might also be used to categorise different processes, with the most 

popular heat sources for melting metal powders being electron and laser beams. The 
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technology of interest in the current study is LPBF (Laser Powder Bed Fusion), which 

is a powder-bed process with a laser beam as the heat source. 

Despite the use of LPBF for the production of structural parts using metals such as steel 

alloys, aluminium, Ti6AlV4 and Nickel super-alloys, there has been limited work to date 

focusing on more functional materials, such as soft magnetic metallic alloys and copper. 

The lack of literature on ferromagnetic materials suitable for the fabrication of electric 

machines indicates a gap in the knowledge, thus, additional research to expand the 

materials list available for LPBF is required.  

1.2 Motivation and Aim of this study 

The interest in LPBF of electric motors is motivated by the increasing demand for 

automotive and aerospace vehicle electrification and by the aim of producing more 

lightweight highly efficient electric drives and generators that will be easier to operate 

and maintain [8]. Although a handful of attempts at producing 3D printed soft and hard 

electromagnetic components for electric motors have been published, there is a lack of 

sufficient data available with regards to the performance of the additively manufactured 

parts. Furthermore, high purity copper, which is a common material for electrical 

applications, has been very difficult to process via LPBF due to its high reflectivity and 

high thermal conductivity. Several researchers have attempted to process copper but 

failed to provide any electrical or thermal properties such as resistivity and conductivity.  

The superior design capabilities of AM can be fully exploited in electrical power 

generation applications by designing a completely new machine topologies. However, 

this can prove a very difficult and complicated task. In order to focus on the challenges 

related to material processing and to the specific manufacturing technology, an existing 
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design from a commercial electric motor was used in this study as a prototype. For this 

purpose, and in order to provide an initial proof of concept, a Switched Reluctance 

Machine (SRM) s chosen as a case study. Its soft magnetic rotor core was investigated 

by additively manufacturing it via LPBF of Fe-5%Si. The performance of the 3DP rotor 

was then compared to that of an identical commercial motor featuring a laminated rotor 

core, via in-depth experimental tests.  

Although numerous AM technologies are capable of producing a wide range of materials 

from plastics to metals, only LPBF features a high technology readiness that can deliver 

the 3D printed parts needed for this research. Some of the examples that AM can offer 

in the production of electric motors include continuous skewed rotors, innovative flux 

barrier designs, control of magnetic properties and complex cooling systems with 

internal cooling channels embedded in 3DP parts. Innovative AM methods and new 

materials will inevitably replace conventional manufacturing techniques of electrical 

machines in high performance applications as AM technology matures. One of the main 

reasons hindering the adoption of LPBF for the production of electric motors currently, 

however, is the lack of suitable materials, gas atomised ferromagnetic materials, which 

this study addressed. The overall aim was to investigate a range of Fe-Si alloys with 

varying silicon content and optimise it for LPBF using a SRM soft magnetic core as a 

feasibility study. The main objectives are listed below: 

● Investigate the possibility of processing high silicon steel alloys and determine 

the optimum amount of silicon content for the fabrication of soft magnetic cores by 

LPBF. 

● Investigate the possibility of processing high purity copper for the fabrication of 

windings for an electric motor with a 200W LPBF machine 
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● Manufacturing and testing of the SRM rotor prototype to evaluate the 

performance and proof of concept 

● Comparison of AM core with laminated commercially available rotor core 

1.3 Methodology 

The methodology of this study will provide a comprehensive understanding of the LPBF 

process in terms of the role of the process parameters in manufacturing near fully dense 

parts. The resultant microstructure mechanical and magnetic properties as well as 

electrical resistivity will validate the performance of the materials under investigation. 

In order to select the best combination of process parameters a progressive study looking 

into several parameters that can influence the quality of the final parts is conducted. Such 

parameters include powder characteristics, laser power, scan speed, hatch distance scan 

strategy and more. With the aim of determining the impact of silicon content in Fe-Si 

alloys several compositions were created and the microstructure was analysed. The 

mechanical properties were assessed by means of microhardness and tensile tests. 

Moreover, AC and DC magnetic measurements shed light on the magnetic properties 

and electrical resistivity values are measured. Finally, with all the above-mentioned data 

at hand, the performance of the soft magnetic rotor core is assessed and compared to a 

conventional laminated rotor core. 

1.4 Thesis Structure 

This research is structured in such a manner as to show that AM can produce a fully 

functional highly efficient electric motor with the use of LPBF technology. This first 

Chapter provides an introduction and overview of the areas that this research will cover. 

It presents the aim and motivation for this study and the structure of this thesis is shown 
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in Figure 1-1. Chapter 2 is a literature review where the state of the art in AM of electric 

motors is presented. The aim and objectives are identified, and the novelty of this study 

is outlined based on the gaps of knowledge ascertained from the literature. Chapter 3 

analyses the materials and methods used in this research. Several compositions of high 

silicon steel alloy were investigated with the main focus being on the fabrication of a 

soft magnetic core. In addition, pure copper was examined with the potential of being 

employed for the production of windings by LPBF. The equipment used for various 

experiments is presented as well as the methodology of the tests. Chapter 4 focuses on 

the windings of the electric motor. High purity copper was processed and in-situ 

absorptivity values are reported for the first time. Moreover, electrical resistivity values 

are also presented together with prototype coils. 

Chapter 5 is a parametric study of the effect of various process parameters in the LPBF 

of Fe-Si and focuses on producing near-fully dense parts. The results of the metallurgical 

and microstructural characterisation of the LPBF Fe-Si alloys are presented. Chapter 6 

focuses on the mechanical, electrical and magnetic characterisation of the LPBF Fe-Si 

parts.  In particular the effect of Si content is investigated with the aim of determining 

the maximum Si content that still enables crack free parts with good structural integrity 

to be manufactured. 
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In addition, it presents the effect of annealing heat treatment on the material’s 

microstructure. Chapter 7 presents the experimental details and performance of a SRM 

rotor prototype with an AM rotor. The performance of the motor was measured 

experimentally and compared to a conventionally manufactured motor (with a Fe-

3%w.t. Si laminated rotor). Finally, Chapter 8 presents conclusions and 

recommendations for future work.  
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Motor via LPBF

Soft magnetic core 
(Rotor, stator)

Fe-Si

Parameter 
Optimisation 
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performance of 3D 

printed vs 
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Effect of Silicon 
content
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Properties

Electromagnetic 
Properties
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temperature 
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Single track and 
melt-pool analysis

Figure 1-1: Thesis Outline – Structure of study based on components and materials 
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2. Chapter 2: Literature Review  

2.1 Introduction 

The aim of this Chapter is to provide a critical state of the art review of the published 

literature pertinent to the thesis.  Firstly, the LPBF process is reviewed, with discussion 

of the effect of process parameters and scan strategies.  The electric motor topologies 

are reviewed and the active parts of a rotating electrical machine, such as soft magnetic 

cores and windings, are discussed with special focus on the materials used to 

manufacture these components with a view to providing context for their potential 

replacement with AM parts. An overview of the AM technologies that have previously 

been used in the production of electric motor components is presented. The main 

materials in this study, namely silicon steel and copper are then discussed in more detail. 

The potential and challenges of LPBF in manufacturing of an electric motor as well as 

the gaps in the literature are identified. A comparison between materials and motor 

topologies is conducted in order to conclude that high silicon steels are the best candidate 

for manufacturing an SRM soft magnetic core via LPBF. 

2.2 Laser Powder Bed Fusion 

Laser powder bed fusion is an additive manufacturing process in which metal 

components are fabricated from loose powder spread flat on a powder bed. The energy 

for laser processing is provided by a high laser power concentrated beam typically 

between 100 W-1000 W. The LPBF process, starts with a thin layer of metal powder 

spread over a build platform, which is selectively irradiated by a laser beam that melts 

the powder. The build platform is then lowered, and a new layer of powder is spread. 

The process is repeated until the part is complete (Figure 2-1). 
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Due to the reactive nature of some powdered metal alloys, the build chamber is usually 

purged with Argon gas to provide oxidation protection and a more stable welding 

process. During the LPBF build process, the build platform is normally heated to at least 

100ºC to raise the temperature of the powder. This lowers the amount of energy required 

to melt the powder by the laser and reduces the stresses resulting from the steep thermal 

gradients induced by the localised rapid heating/cooling and solidification of molten 

metal [9]. For that reason, there is usually a need to design support structures that will 

help conduct heat towards the build platform and will prevent part distortion and in-

process metal cracking. When the build is complete, the parts are removed from the base 

plate (substrate) by breaking or cutting the support structures. One of the most common 

processes used in this stage is Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM). After the part has 

been removed, several finishing procedures are usually needed either to improve the 

Figure 2-1: LPBF set up and operation from [219] 
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surface finish, such as milling or/and polishing, or heat treatments, such as stress relief, 

annealing etc. to achieve a desired microstructure. AM parts become functional when 

the post processes are complete. 

LPBF is a generic term and this process is also known as Selective Laser Melting (SLM), 

Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) [10], Direct Metal Printing (3D Systems 

Corporation), Laser Beam Melting (LBM) [11], Laser CUSING (Concept Laser GmbH) 

[10], Laser Metal Fusion (TRUMPF Laser Technology), Micro Laser Melting or Micro 

Laser Sintering (MLM-MLS) [12][13]. In this thesis, the term LPBF will be used for 

simplicity.  

2.2.1 Parameter Optimisation 

The LPBF process is controlled by more than 130 parameters [14], however, only few 

of them are considered of main importance. The main set of parameters controlling 

LPBF is illustrated in Table 2-1. The major parameters involved in the process are: the 

scan speed of the laser beam (defined by the point distance and the exposure time), the 

hatch spacing (the distance between each two adjacent laser scans), the laser power, the 

layer thickness, and the properties of the laser beam in terms of laser power and spot 

size. These parameters are selected to adjust and control the building process. They can 

also affect the microstructure, mechanical properties, surface finish and overall quality. 

The geometrical features, such as point distance/sequence, hatch distance/geometry, 

border geometry, and layer thickness have been extensively investigated in numerous 

studies to enhance part density. Another parameter that offers a large degree of freedom 

to the LPBF process is the scan strategy. The scan strategy is defined by the scan pattern 

and scan orientation. The most common scan patterns are the unidirectional scan, the 

meander scan, and the checkerboard scan. The scan orientation describes the rotation in 
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degrees of the scan pattern from one layer to another and the number of scans per layer 

should be defined if each layer is to be scanned more than once.  

2.2.2 Scan Strategies 

Residual stresses and deformations induced during LPBF manufacturing impose a 

serious limitation in the widespread adoption of this technology for processing brittle 

high silicon steel. Various scan strategies have been used in LPBF to reduce thermal 

stresses during fabrication aiming either to decrease or distribute stress more evenly 

inside the parts and minimise defects such as part distortion and delamination. The main 

reason for the induction of stresses in the part is the material expansion and contraction 

from rapid heating of the material by the laser to beyond its melting point, followed by 

a relatively high cooling rate in the build chamber [15]. Some of the most common scan 

patterns were presented in [16] where the authors showed that island scan strategies limit 

the thermal gradients in the part. In [17] L. Parry used a thermo-mechanical model and 

presented that short scan vectors reduce the residual stress during the LPBF process of 

Ti-6Al-4V. A spiral/helix scan strategy was investigated in [18][19], and a fractal scan 

paths were used in [20], aiming to stabilize thermal gradients and reduce residual stress 

in nickel superalloys. Except from the reduction of residual stresses, scan strategies can 

also influence the microstructure and crystallographic texture. Several studies on 

Table 2-1: LPBF main process parameters adapted from [38] 
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different materials concluded that the direction of grain growth and the crystallographic 

texture is affected by the scan pattern during LPBF processing. Thijs et al. studied the 

influence of different scanning strategies on the microstructure and texture of LPBF 

printed AlSi10Mg [21] and Ti6Al4V [22] and found that using an optimum scanning 

strategy, an isotropic microstructure was achievable. The same author showed that a 

strong fibre texture obtained by scanning every layer using unidirectional vectors, could 

be changed into a weak cube texture when scan vectors rotated by 90 ̊ between layers 

were employed. In [23] the authors processed Ni-Mo alloy with various scan strategies 

and presented the effect on texture. Single crystalline-like texture was produced via 

bidirectional scanning along one axis and bidirectional scanning with a 90o rotation 

between layers. However, a fibre texture was observed when bidirectional scanning with 

a 67o rotation was employed. All authors reported that the scan strategy affects both the 

direction of growth of the grains and their crystallographic texture, which is controlled 

by the preferential growth directions of columnar cells and the subsequent epitaxial 

growth. Scanning strategies are often overlooked, with the focus being on optimising 

process parameters. However, it has been shown that varying the scanning strategy 

results in different defects and anisotropy of mechanical properties. Scan strategies have 

also been used as a method to increase the density of LPBF parts. Aboulkhair et al. [24] 

showed that an alternate scanning strategy along with optimised process parameters 

could remove porosities and obtain about 99.8% dense AlSi10Mg parts. Moreover, 

Kruth et al.[9][25] presented the strong relevance of scanning strategy on densification 
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and mechanical properties of iron-based powders. The main scanning strategies used in 

LPBF are shown in Figure 2-2. 

2.3 Electric Motors 

An electric motor is a device that converts electrical power into mechanical power 

whereas a drive/generator is the electronic device that harnesses and controls the 

electrical energy sent to the motor. There are many different types of motors, however, 

at a fundamental level every motor has 3 main parts. A rotating part called the rotor, a 

static non-moving part called the stator and a part that generates a magnetic field [26]. 

In Figure 2-3 a view of an (induction) and permanent magnet electric motor shows the 

active components of a traditional electrical machine. In the static part, or stator, a 

rotating magnetic field is generated through an array of electromagnets. The magnetic 

field produced in the stator interacts with the rotating part, namely the rotor, resulting in 

Figure 2-2: Main scan strategies commonly used in LPBF [18] 
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the production of a mechanical torque. Both the stator and the rotor consist of soft 

magnetic materials, whose function is to amplify and guide the magnetic field. Copper 

field coils are wound around the stator to produce an array of field-generating 

electromagnets. The interaction between the stator’s magnetic field and the rotor 

determines the topology of the motor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

2.3.1 Types of electric motors  

There are two main categories of electric motors: DC and AC. As the name suggests 

they are categorised based on the type of current that runs through them and they can be 

sub-divided into four main classes. The first type is the DC electric motor, which was 

first developed in the beginning of the 19th century and is the oldest type of motor driven 

by DC current. The second type is the AC induction motor (also known as squirrel-cage 

Figure 2-3: Stator and Rotor comparison between a permanent magnet 

and an induction machine [26] 

Figure 2-4: Topologies of Electric motors, DC, Induction Machine (IM), Switched Reluctance 

Machine (SRM), Synchronous Permanent Magnet machine (SPM) and Induction Permanent 

Magnet Machine (IPM) [220] 
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induction motor) and the third type is the AC synchronous motor (also called brushless 

AC motor or PM motor). The fourth and last type is the reluctance motor. The 

characteristics related to the different topologies of electric motors determine their 

respective field of application. Electric motors are also categorised based on the relative 

rotation speed of the rotor in relation to the magnetic field produced by the stator. When 

the rotor and the magnetic field rotate at the same speed the machine is called 

synchronous. On the contrary, when the rotor and the stator’s magnetic field rotate at 

different speeds the motor is called asynchronous. The main types of electric motors are 

shown in Figure 2-4. 

 

The advantages and disadvantages of each machine type make them suitable in different 

applications were different requirements such as power range, speed, torque and 

operational/maintenance conditions are critical. In hybrid/all-electric aerospace and 

automotive transportation, the primary requirements are high power density, high 

efficiency and lightweight motors with increased reliability [27]. The highest potential 

by taking into account these requirements is given by the brushless Permanent Magnet 

(PM) machine, the Switched/Synchronous Reluctance machine (SRM, SynRM, 

respectively) and the Induction Machine (IM) [27][28]. While the first two machine 

types are examples of synchronous machines, the IM is the most popular representative 

of the asynchronous category. In order to determine the most suitable electrical machine 

(EM) topology for manufacturing via AM and more specifically through LPBF, we need 

to assess their respective advantages and disadvantages and take into consideration 

design and manufacturing constraints. The selection of the motor suitable for fabrication 

through AM is an important step in this study and multiple criteria must be taken under 

consideration such as efficiency, reliability, power density, controllability operating 
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advantages and disadvantages for the various motors. The main advantages and 

disadvantages of the various types of EM are shown in Table 2-2.  

 

 

During the comparison, several manufacturing and testing constraints were also taken 

into consideration i.e., material selection, manufacturing process, prototype design and 

motor testing (Figure 2-5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2-2: Comparison of electrical machine types with their respective advantages and 

disadvantages 
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2.3.2 Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM) 

SRM has windings on the stator, but no permanent magnets or windings on the rotor, 

which allows it to operate at high temperatures. This property also leads to a lower 

manufacturing cost, simple and rugged structure, allowing it to be designed with reduced 

dimensions. The SRMs need an advanced control technology in their drive systems in 

comparison with other AC and DC motor drives. However, the SRM has some 

drawbacks that include vibration, noise, and use of a position sensor that makes the drive 

system more complex and less reliable. The advantages of SRMs in comparison with 

other electric motors are attributed to their simple structure, flexibility of control, high 

efficiency and lower cost. The rotor is conventionally made of laminated soft magnetic 

material and it does not have any windings or permanent magnets which enhances 

reliability along with fault tolerance making the SRM suitable for very high speed drive 

applications [29]. The most common SRM topology are shown in Figure 2-6. Recently 

Figure 2-5: Motor manufacturing and testing considerations 
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the interest in SRMs has increased because of the high cost of rare-earth materials 

required in permanent magnetic machines. SRM motors can be classified based on 

movement pattern (rotary or linear), flux path and type of excitation. SRMs have been 

designed mainly for the applications in high-power, high-efficiency, variable speed 

drives, enabling them to deliver a wide range of torque. This type of motor requires 

closed-loop position control. Therefore, due to the simplicity of the rotor design and lack 

of windings, the motor that best suits the aim of this study and seems to be the most 

suitable for laser powder bed fusion additive manufacturing is an AC reluctance motor 

and more specifically the SRM.  

 

Another parameter of importance, which led to the selection of an SRM motor for this 

study, is their availability within the predetermined size limitations imposed by the 

LPBF machines. Although SRM soft magnetic cores are conventionally produced by 

lamination stacks, in this study the rotor core will be fabricated as a solid component for 

a feasibility study though this might result to higher eddy current losses. Eddy current 

losses and their impact on the performance of a soft magnetic core will be presented in 

detail. 

Figure 2-6: The salient rotor in an SRM [221] 
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2.4 Soft Magnetic Materials  

Since their development, electrical machines have used simple iron cores. However, that 

caused problems due to increased eddy current losses until 1880 when the first laminated 

core was produced [26]. Traditionally lamination sheets were punched by stamping 

machines and stacked together to form a rotor core. To this day, the use of laminated 

sheets is the most common method for manufacturing cores for electrical machines from 

Non-Oriented silicon steel. Intensive research is on-going aiming to improve the 

magnetic characteristics of materials and effectively the performance of electric motors.  

For example, various ferromagnetic alloys have been investigated such as silicon steel 

(Fe-Si) and nickel-iron (Fe-Ni) [30–32], as well as amorphous and nano-crystalline 

materials. More recently soft magnetic composites (SMCs) were processed for electric 

motor applications [33,34].  

The typical material parameters that determine the material’s, and thus subsequently the 

motor’s, performance that must be taken under consideration during the machine design 

and manufacturing process are:  

• Magnetic saturation 

• Coercivity 

• Permeability 

• Iron losses (magnetic losses) 

• Magnetostriction (noise) 

• Delivery (forms, fully processed, semi-processed) 

• Market availability (supply) 

• Price 
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Further details of the magnetic properties of ferromagnetic materials are discussed in 

[35] by Bozorth. Conventional soft and hard magnetic materials are presented in  [36] 

and the work in [37] covers amorphous and nano-crystalline materials. A general 

introduction to magnetic properties of materials can also be found in  [38] whereas   [39] 

covers analytically novel materials of technological and scientific interest, including 

advanced soft magnetic materials for power applications. As a summary: the magnetic 

saturation of the selected material usually determines the potential power density of an 

electrical machine. To achieve larger magnetic saturation values, less material is 

required to guide the magnetic flux inside the magnetic core. Coercivity determines the 

material hysteresis and thus the required magnetic field strength for the creation of the 

desired magnetic flux inside the machine. Magnetostriction is the property of 

ferromagnetic materials that causes them to change their shape or dimensions during the 

process of magnetisation and is related to its magneto-crystalline anisotropy. It is highly 

dependent on the chemical composition of the material and it can be controlled by 

changing or adding different alloying elements. In general, materials with low saturation 

magnetisation tend to also have lower magnetostriction (e.g., cobalt based amorphous 

alloys and 80% Fe-Ni). Magnetostriction can create vibrations and noise in the machine 

core therefore alloys with large magnetostriction characteristics can have a negative 

impact when used in motor applications. Over the years it has been established that high 

motor torque and power output can be achieved with magnetic core materials 

characterised by low core loss, high magnetic saturation and low coercivity.  

An overview of the magnetic characteristics in terms of the magnetic field strength and 

coercivity of the most common soft magnetic materials used in electrical machines is 

presented in Figure 2-7. 
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Soft magnets are ferromagnetic materials that can be easily magnetised and 

demagnetised. In other words, they are characterised by a narrow induction-applied field 

loop and they are typically employed to enhance or channel the flux produced by an 

electric current in a large variety of devices, including transformers, generators and 

motors. An example of a soft magnetic material magnetisation curve is shown in Figure 

2-8, where the main points are indicated. A hysteresis loop or also known as B-H loop 

shows the relationship between the induced magnetic flux density (B) and the 

magnetising force (H) as it is successively magnetised to its saturation point (point a), 

then demagnetised (point b), magnetised in the reverse polar direction (point d) and then 

finally re-magnetised. The loop is generated by measuring the magnetic flux of a 

ferromagnetic material while the magnetising force is changed.  

Figure 2-7: Magnetic saturation flux density vs magnetic coercivity for 

typical soft magnetic materials [222] 
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Soft magnetic materials are an important industrial product and an overview of the 

market with the relative contribution of each material is shown in Figure 2-9 [39]. A 

major share of the market is covered by the grain oriented (GO) and non-oriented (NO) 

electrical steel. More commonly known as “silicon steel”, electrical steel is without 

doubt the most common soft magnetic material with a worldwide production of 

approximately twelve million tons annually, accounting for 80% of the total soft 

magnetic material market. Ferrites, powder, amorphous, Fe-Ni, and Fe-Co together 

reach an annual global value of approximately 17%. A high global demand for efficient 

electrical power generation drives the development of steels with lower magnetic losses 

and higher permeability [40].  

Figure 2-8: Hysteresis curve (B-H loop) showing the relationship between 

the induced magnetic flux density (B) and the magnetising force (H) 

[223]. 
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Therefore, due to the excellent magnetic properties of Fe-Si, its low price and market 

availability, it has become the material of choice for laminated rotors, where typically 

rotating electric motors are constructed of Fe-Si laminations with thicknesses of 0.2 to 

1 mm [41,42] where iron is the major element in the material composition and silicon, 

aluminium, nickel, cobalt, vanadium and other metals are the alloying elements that 

allow for adjustments to the magnetic and mechanical characteristics.  For this reason, 

in this study, Fe-Si soft magnetic alloy with varying silicon content is proposed as the 

material to be processed via LPBF for the fabrication of a soft magnetic rotor core and 

is discussed in more detail below. 

 

 

NO FeSi
53%

GO FeSi
30%

Rest 17%

Annual Value of soft magnetic 
materials

Ferrites 
44%

FeNi 29%

Powder
15%

Amorphous
9%

Other 3%
Rest

 

 

Figure 2-9: a) Commercially available soft magnetic materials in toroid form of different 

sizes adapted from [224] and b) Annual value of world production of soft magnetic materials 

adapted from [225] 
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2.4.1 Silicon Iron alloys (Fe-Si) 

The material of choice when it comes to electrical machine applications is silicon-iron 

(Fe-Si), also known as silicon steel. Alloying iron with silicon content between 1-

6.5%wt makes the steel harder and significantly decreases eddy current losses by 

increasing the resistivity of the material [35]. The carbon content in all silicon-steels is 

low, approximately 0.003%, which makes rolling and other fabrication processes easier. 

To further minimise hysteresis losses, impurities such as oxides, nitrides, and sulphides 

in silicon steel must also be tightly controlled and kept to a minimum. During traditional 

manufacturing processes such as cold rolling, body centered cubic crystals are stretched 

and flattened (oriented along the rolling direction of the strip Figure 2-10) [43]. Fe-Si 

exhibits minimum coercivity and maximum permeability when magnetized along one 

of the <001> axes and the resulting silicon steel alloy is called Grain-Oriented (GO). 

The material is anisotropic and it is characterised by different permeability values in 

different directions. Non-Oriented (NO) silicon steel has isotropic magnetic properties 

in all directions after being subjected to an annealing heat treatment, which eliminates 

the grain structure in the material [44]. Most rotating electrical machines use NO Fe-Si 

because the flux direction constantly changes as it rotates in the stator yoke and stator 

tooth tips. NO Fe-Si are cold rolled carbon steels with silicon contents of between 1.5%-

3%wt . GO silicon steel usually contains more silicon than non-oriented steel, 

approximately 3.0%–3.5% [45].   

 

 

 

Figure 2-10: Goss (110)[001] and cubic (001)[100] texture, 

[43] 
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Currently, the maximum silicon content reached for laminations is 3.5% since any 

further increase in silicon makes the alloy more brittle and harder, hence, very difficult 

and expensive to process. In addition, higher silicon content may lead to an unwanted 

reduction of maximum flux density and permeability. The golden spot when it comes to 

magnetic efficiency is Fe-6.5%wt Si but there is a trade-off between minimising eddy 

current losses and maximising processability. To achieve such high silicon content there 

are two methods available. First, JFE Steel has developed a two-step industrial process 

where a Fe-3%wt Si is produced by typical cold rolling and then is doped in a chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) process to further increase the silicon content [46]. The process 

is illustrated in Figure 2-11, however, this manufacturing process is energy intensive and 

increases the cost dramatically [47]. The second method to increase Si content in NO 

steels is diffusion annealing where the Fe-3%w.t.Si cold rolled steels are immersed in a 

molten Al-Si bath. This process modifies the alloying structure of the steel with an 

increase in Si and Al and changes the microstructure of the material while affecting its 

magnetic and mechanical properties [48]. 

 

 

 

 

Several grades and thicknesses of silicon steel laminations are commercially available 

suited for a variety of applications and different types of electric motors. According to 

IEC 60404-8-8 [49], and ASTM A1086-13 [50], silicon steel is defined by thickness, 

grade and by total specific core loss.  

 

Figure 2-11: Simplified schematic of CVD technology for the 

production of 6.5%FeSi [43] 
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2.4.2 Ordering-Disordering transformation in high silicon-steel alloys 

At silicon concentrations above 2wt% electrical steel features an A2 body-centered 

cubic (bcc) structure. When the silicon concentration is increased to about 5.3 wt.%, B2 

ordering starts to occur below 500°C according to the phase diagram shown in Figure 

2.12 (a) [51]. D03 ordering starts to appear when the silicon content is increased beyond 

6 wt.%. The terms A2, B2, and D03 are symbols that specify the crystal structure. The 

ordering of Fe-Si can be best described using the superlattice structure consisting of four 

interpenetrating face-centered cube (fcc) cells having a lattice parameter twice that of a 

single bcc cell [51], as depicted in Figure 2-12 (c). For high silicon contents around 

6.5wt% Si electrical steel is ferritic (bcc) at all temperatures. A property of interest is 

that Fe-Si undergoes two ordering phase transitions during cooling [52], as it is depicted 

in the Fe-Si phase diagram in Figure 2-12 (b). For Fe-6.9wt% Si, the first disorder-order 

transformation occurs at approximately 820°C, where disordered ferritic solid solution, 

commonly referred to as A2, transforms into a short range ordered B2 phase. In this B2 

phase, the previously randomly distributed Si atoms take the place of the centre atom of 

the bcc cell, while the Fe atoms occupy the corner positions at the cell [53]. Fe- 6.9wt% 

Si can be partially B2 ordered, since this phase has a stoichiometry of 1:1 Fe to Si atoms. 

When the alloy is cooled and the temperature drops further, a magnetic transition follows 

around 680°C and the material becomes ferromagnetic [54]. A last transformation takes 

place below 650°C, a further ordering reaction proceeds: B2 and residual A2 become 

B2+D03. D03 is an even more ordered structure, exhibiting also a long-range order [53]. 

In this structure, the centre atom of every second bcc cell is occupied by a Si atom, due 

to a stoichiometry of 1:3, ordering can attain a much higher extent than by the formation 
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of B2 phase. Advanced techniques are necessary to study the ordering effect in Fe-Si 

alloys processed by LPBF.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-12: a) Fe-Si phase diagram over the full composition range [52], b) 

magnified extract of the region of interest (6wt%)where order disorder 

transformation takes place. c) Atomic structures of B2 and D03 phases [51] 
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Ordering has been investigated by TEM [55], XRD [56][57], Mössbauer spectroscopy 

[58] and neutron diffraction [59]. Lemke et al. used Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

(DSC) to analyse ordering-disordering transformations in a Fe-6.9wt% Si alloy. The 

authors correlated the calorimetric results with microhardness and heat treatments [60].  

A superlattice structure can also be viewed as consisting of 8 bcc lattices stacked as a 

cube. A2 is in the disordered state, with random distribution of iron and silicon atoms in 

the superlattice. The atom pairing of the nearest-neighboring atoms results in B2 

ordering, where silicon atoms preferably occupy the sublattice sites. Further ordering 

between the next-nearest-neighboring atoms results in D03 ordering, where only silicon 

atoms preferably occupy half of the sublattice sites with the longest separation. It should 

be noted that the full B2 structure requires all sublattice sites (bcc sites) to be occupied, 

corresponding to the stoichiometric compound Fe-Si. Fe-6.5wt%Si has insufficient 

silicon to form the stoichiometric compound. The B2 phase in Fe-6.5wt%Si adopts the 

structure, wherein silicon atoms occupy some of the sublattice sites (bcc sites) and iron 

atoms fill the rest of the sites. Similarly, the full D03 configuration requires 4 silicon 

atoms and 12 iron atoms, which correspond to the stoichiometric compound Fe3Si. The 

D03 structure in Fe-6.5wt%Si represents the structure in which silicon and iron tend to 

occupy the sites in the same manner as they do in Fe3Si D03.  

The ordering interacts with dislocations resulting in a strengthening effect and a super-

dislocation slip deformation mechanism as proposed for B2 and D03 lattices in [61] 

deteriorates the mechanical properties. B2 and D03 ordering leads to improved magnetic 

properties, where B2 growth is responsible for higher specific magnetization, and D03 

growth is responsible for low magnetostriction, high maximum permeability, and low 

coercive force [62]. 
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2.5 Effect of Silicon content 

2.5.1 Magnetic properties  

Bozorth studied the effect of Si content on various magnetic properties of Fe such as the 

magnetisation at saturation (Figure 2-13 (a)), total losses at a frequency of 60Hz (Figure 

2-13 (b)) and maximum permeability, coercivity and hysteresis loss (Figure 2-13 (c)) 

[35]. The results show that the saturation magnetisation decreases with increasing Si 

content, whereas all the other magnetic properties (permeability, coercivity and total 

losses) are improved by the addition of Si to Fe. Specifically, Fe-Si alloy containing 

about 6.5%-Si features the lowest total losses at 1T magnetic induction and 60Hz 

frequency [35], thus, making it an ideal candidate for electric motors. The 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy also decreases with silicon addition, which results in 

higher relative permeability for high silicon steel [35][37]. The relative permeability was 

shown to increase slowly below 3%wt silicon, then increase rapidly reaching a 

maximum of 29,000 at around 6.5%wt silicon content before it drops [35]. The 

magnetostriction decreases rapidly along the <100> axes with increasing silicon content, 

while it increases slowly along the <111> axes, resulting in nearly zero combined 

magnetostriction for 6.5wt% silicon steel [48][63]. The saturation magnetization, 

however, decreases with increasing silicon content, reaching ~1.8 T at 6.5wt% silicon 

[35][37].  
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2.5.2 Mechanical Properties 

Steel becomes more brittle with increasing silicon content due to the formation of 

ordered phases. Bozorth in his work [35], also presented the impact of silicon content 

on the mechanical properties of Fe-Si alloys . Based on his findings, yield and tensile 

strength increase until 4.5wt% Si and above that, they decrease rapidly (Figure 2-14). 

Importantly, ductility tends to 0 in the vicinity of 5% Si. Because of the brittle nature of 

high-Si steels, processing this material (e.g., by rolling and punching) becomes 

extremely challenging. Therefore, practically all-commercial Fe-Si cores contain 

Figure 2-13: Effect of silicon content on several magnetic properties as presented by Bozorth 

[35], a) saturation magnetisation, b) total losses at 60Hz, c) permeability (μm), coercivity (Hc) 

and hysteresis loss (WH) 
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around 3.5%w.t. Si. Tensile tests presented in [64] on annealed Fe-6.5%w.t. Si steel 

produced by melt spinning, suggested that the appearance of a D03 superlattice structure 

is responsible for the loss of ductility. The authors in this study also showed that the 

ductile as-quenched samples could be converted into brittle materials by air cooling or 

annealing, and brittle ribbons can be converted back into ductile ribbons by annealing 

above the B2-D03 temperature followed by quenching; this further supports the 

argument that D03 ordering renders the Fe-6.5%w.t. Si steel brittle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5.3 Micro-hardness  

By increasing Si content in steel, the hardness and brittleness also increase and the 

processing of thin sheets below 0.5 mm by cold rolling becomes almost impossible for 

Si-content of over 3.5wt%. J. Shin et. al in [55], studied the hardness of silicon content 

between 5-6.5wt% by micro/nano-indentation tests with respect to composition and heat 

treatment conditions (Figure 2-15 (a)). They found that Vickers hardness varied linearly 

with silicon content and it was not influenced by heat treatment conditions. Two 

Figure 2-14: Effect of Si content on the mechanical properties (tensile and yield 

strength of Fe-Si alloys with increasing silicon content[35] 
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empirical equations were established; for high silicon steel (more than 6%a.t.) equation 

2.1 was used and for low (less than 6%at) silicon steel, equation 2.2 was validated. 

HV = -112 + 41.1 at% Si                 (2.1)  

HV = -59.9 + 24.3(at% Si)2/3             (2.2)  

Moreover, in the high Si content range, the short-range order in A2 disordered phase 

caused a comparable hardness to that of the B2 ordered phase. Therefore, the micro-

hardness should remain roughly the same irrespectively of the amount of ordered or 

disordered phases in the alloys. Garibaldi et. al. [65], presented the evolution of Vickers 

micro-hardness (HV) with increasing laser energy input for Fe-6.9%wt Si soft magnets, 

processed via LPBF, before and after stress-relief at 700 C for 5 hours (Figure 2-15(b)) 

[65].  Although the HV was not affected by the processing parameters, the stress-relief 

process caused a significant increase of HV in the high silicon steel samples. The 

observed increase of approximately 15% in HV following the stress-relief treatment, 

was attributed to the redistribution of the Si-rich micro-segregates as there was no direct 

evidence of phase ordering. 

F. Faudot et. al. in [66], presented the effect of annealing temperature on micro-hardness 

(Figure 2-15 (c)). A noticeable difference in HV was found with an increase in hardness 

when the ordered structure DO3 was present in the alloy.  
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A change in the slope of the curve shown in Figure 2-15 a), occurs at around 5%wt of 

silicon that corresponds to ordering (Figure 2-16). For pure iron the density is higher 

than 7.85 g/cm3 and a linear decrease is observed with silicon addition up to 5wt% Si 

and a density of 7.55 g/cm3. Fe-6.5wt% Si has a density of 7.48 g/cm3 [35]. It must be 

noted that the density decreases less rapidly when the silicon content exceeds 5wt% and 

a break in the line is noticed at 5wt% where the ordering-disordering transformation 

occurs.  

Figure 2-15: a) Effect of Si content on Vickers Hardness of high-silicon steels with 

various heat treatment conditions [55], b) hardness evolution with increasing laser 

energy density for as built and stress relief Fe-6.9wt%Si [65] and c) effect of 

annealing temperature on microhardness silicon content on Vickers Hardness [66] 
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2.5.4 Electrical Resistivity 

The addition of silicon in steel rapidly increases the electrical resistivity of silicon steel 

that results in lower eddy current loss and higher efficiency [35]. The electrical 

resistivity of 6.5wt% Si steel is 82 μΩ-cm, while that of pure iron is 10 μΩ-cm [32][35]. 

In [67][68] the authors found that Si addition increases the electrical resistivity linearly 

with a coefficient between 11.62-12.785 µΩ-cm per w.t.% for silicon between 0.15–2.2 

w.t.% silicon steel. The increase in resistivity is less rapid beyond 5% silicon, when 

atomic ordering begins to occur, and as ordering increases the resistivity reaches a 

maximum at 11-12% silicon and then falls rapidly to its minimum value (Figure 2-17).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-16: Effect of Si content on the density of Fe-Si alloys the break 

between the solid and dashed line corresponds to order-disorder 

transformation [35] 
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The difference in the two trends is attributed to the order-disorder transformation in this 

system, which is related to the rate of cooling during sample preparation in various 

studies [69][70][71][72][73][74]. These studies showed that samples with 5–20wt% Si 

prepared by slow cooling have increased of ordering and lower resistivity than quenched 

samples, which have decreased ordering and higher resistivity. The change in electrical 

resistivity with respect to annealing temperature varies according to the order–disorder 

phase transitions. The magnetic properties change at three different stages with 

annealing temperature. The permeability reaches its maximum value and the coercivity 

is minimum after annealing at 850 C. The soft magnetic properties of the Fe–6.5wt% Si 

are improved upon annealing owing to the transformation of A2 to B2 whereby B2 

domains are dispersed in the disordered A2 matrix.  

Figure 2-17: Evolution of electrical resistivity with silicon content experimentally 

measured from various sources also illustrating ordered and disordered phases 

[226] 
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2.6 Effect of post processing heat treatments  

Residual stresses can have a detrimental effect on the mechanical and magnetic 

properties of soft magnetic alloys leading to the formation of defects. The introduction 

of stress will increase electrical losses in Fe-Si and several researchers investigated the 

relationship of deformation (in the form of both stress and strain) on the properties of 

electrical steel [58][75]. To minimise the impact of LPBF induced residual stresses in 

Fe-Si produced parts, post processing heat treatments are necessary. There are three 

primary effects that occur with annealing of electrical steel, namely stress and strain 

relief, additional grain growth, and decarburization. The magnetic properties of silicon 

steel consist of the complex interaction of several effects: grain size, defect number, 

defect size and distribution, anisotropy, ordered/disordered microstructure and residual 

stresses. This indicates that a compromise needs to be made when selecting heat 

treatment profiles for soft magnetic materials fabricated by LPBF because it is not 

possible to optimise all the parameters simultaneously. For example, heat treatments that 

could be beneficial for stress release and grain growth would also induce ordering and 

could eliminate favorable anisotropy. The impact of various traditional heat treatments 

on rolled silicon steel has been extensively studied and presented in the 

literature[66][76][77][78][79][80]. However, the only example of heat treatment 

previously reported in the literature for Fe-Si processed via LPBF is found in the work 

of Garibaldi et. al. [81].  

As discussed earlier, when the silicon content is higher than 2%w.t. in the binary alloy, 

silicon suppresses the high temperature γ phase of Fe (austenite fcc phase), thus the alloy 

is ferritic (α or bcc phase) at all temperatures enabling higher annealing temperatures 

from 1000 to 1200oC. To remove residual stress, temperatures between 700-800 C were 
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employed in [82] and temperatures between 1100-1200 C for annealing in [83]. S. 

Nakashima et. al,  found that increasing the Si-content from 3 to 3.7% in commercial 

electrical steels can retard recrystallisation and grain growth [84]. In high-Si steels, 

grain-growth retardation has also been observed and was attributed to the onset of 

ordering by Faudot et. al [66]. The ordering reaction during various thermal treatments 

was investigated and it was concluded that the ordering effect for rapidly quenched Fe-

6.5wt% Si alloys is insignificant with regard to grain size. Garibaldi et. al. in [81], after 

processing Fe-6.9wt%Si by LPBF, found that heat-treating samples for 5 hours at 700 

oC is the required dwell time period and temperature necessary for the removal of 

residual stresses. The same authors also investigated the effect of the annealing 

temperature on the microstructural evolution and magnetic properties of high-silicon 

steel processed via LPBF. For an annealing treatment of 1100 C for 1 hour a 

recrystallized isotropic microstructure was obtained with grain sizes up to 300 μm and a 

maximum relative permeability of 24000 and coercivity of 16 A/m, as shown in Figure 

2-18. The same authors compared the magnetic properties and losses of Fe-6.9wt% Si 

processed by LPBF to commercial grade of 0.1mm thick lamination (namely JNEX by 

JFE steel). They concluded that the eddy current loss component does not increase 

significantly with grain growth and that annealing does not alter significantly the <001> 

texture induced by LPBF along the build direction.  
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Z. Zhang et. al. in [85] investigated the cooling process of electrical steel with the use of 

three quench media to suppress ordering transformations. The cooling rates of oil, water, 

and salt water (10% NaCl) were found to be 74, 304, and 375 C/s respectively. A 

remarkable decrease of the precipitated phase with increasing cooling rate and plasticity 

was found for an oil-quenched sample The faster cooling rates resulted in a reduction of 

the ordered region, but it is important to note that very high cooling rates resulted in 

larger residual tensile stress, which in effect, counteracts the ductility gained by lowering 

the degree of ordering. 

The impact of the annealing atmosphere on the magnetic properties of Fe-Si was shown 

by  S. C. Paolinelli [86]. The interaction of the steel surface with the annealing 

Figure 2-18: Annealing effect on magnetic properties and losses of Fe-6.9wt% Si processed 

by LPBF in comparison to commercial grade of 0.1mm thick lamination namely JNEX by 

JFE steel. a) Maximum permeability for an applied field of 1000 A/m (B10), b) flux density, c) 

coercivity where the red line represents the remanence and d) power losses evolution with 

annealing temperature. [81] 
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atmosphere caused nitridation and/or oxidation of the metal. According to the findings 

by C. Bolfarini et. al.[87], grain size appears to be the key factor controlling the magnetic 

properties of Fe-6.5%w.t. Si sprayed formed alloy. However, there are optimum grain 

sizes for each frequency that give a minimum core loss the different effects of the grain 

size on the hysteresis losses and the classical eddy current losses, which are the primary 

component in total losses, must be taken under consideration. The heat treatment applied 

to Fe-Si alloys must be application specific and there are optimum grain sizes that will 

result in minimum core loss for each frequency [77,88]. Higher heat treatment 

temperatures would lead to larger crystal grain size and hysteresis loss decrease that 

would effectively increase eddy current losses [89].  

Besides residual stress, ordering in Fe-Si alloys can have detrimental effects and several 

fast-quenching methods have been investigated in the literature as an attempt to suppress 

the ordering transformation. Ordering – disordering transformations of rapidly solidified 

Fe-6.5wt%Si were investigated in [90] and a strong dependence of ordering on the 

cooling rate was presented. The effect of cooling rate on Fe-6.5wt%Si-0.05wt%B alloy 

was presented by H.D. Fu et. al. [61]. Rapid oil quenching reduced the growth of boron- 

rich precipitates that are harmful to the mechanical properties. It appears that rapid 

cooling can suppress the formation of D03 and reduce the size of B2, but cannot 

completely suppress the B2 ordering. A summary of the relationship between known 

cooling rate and the resulting ordering is shown in Figure 2-19. 
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Figure 2-19: B2/D03 ordering as a function of cooling rate. Red circles indicate the presence of 

D03 phase, and black squares indicate the absence of D03 phase. The presence of D03 is 

unknown in the case of blue triangles [85][91][92] 

 

2.7 Soft Magnetic Core Losses - Iron Losses 

In addition to the magnetic values, the “iron losses” of soft magnetic materials are 

another key factor for electrical machine manufacturing, material screening and 

operation. All electric motors experience rotational losses during the conversion of 

electrical to mechanical power. These losses are generally categorised as magnetic losses 

or also known as core/iron losses, copper losses from the windings, brush losses and 

stray losses. Lower iron losses can be beneficial for machine efficiency while reducing 

thermal cooling requirements of the motor. Iron losses are comprised of the hysteresis 

loss due to the change in magnetisation and the eddy current loss from induced voltages 
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in the electrically conducting magnetic material. Losses in an electric motor can be 

classified as shown in Figure 2-20. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hysteresis loss is caused by the magnetisation and demagnetisation of the core as current 

flows in alternating directions. As the magnetising force increases, the magnetic flux 

increases. But when the magnetising force (current) is decreased, the magnetic flux 

decreases less gradually causing, a hysteresis. Therefore, when the magnetising force 

reaches zero the flux density still has a positive value. In order for the flux density to 

reach zero the magnetising force must be applied in the negative direction. The area of 

the hysteresis loop shows the energy required to complete a full cycle of magnetising 

demagnetising and the area of the loop represents the energy lost during this process. 

The loss, i.e., wasted energy, is mainly dissipated in the form of heat and determines the 

various grades and prices of silicon steel.  Considerable research and development 

resources have been consequently applied to electrical steels, which are used to build 

soft magnetic cores, towards lower core losses, because even small improvement 

contributes to significant economic and environmental benefits [40]. Core losses in 

silicon steel have seen significant decrease over the last century. The loss has been 

Figure 2-20: Classification of the various types of losses in an electric 

motor 
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reduced very close to the theoretical value of 0.4 W/kg from the initial 15 W/kg at 1.5 T 

under 50 Hz AC magnetization [43]. The power loss can be expressed as the sum of 

three parts in the following: 

                       𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃ℎ + 𝑃𝑒 + 𝑃𝑎
              (2.3)  

where, Ph is the hysteresis loss; Pe is the classical eddy current loss; Pa is the anomalous 

loss. The first part hysteresis loss Ph is proportional to the area of the static hysteresis 

loop and the frequency. Hence, Ph is a material characteristic and a function of the peak 

flux density. The well-known Steinmetz  hysteresis loss empirical formula was first 

proposed in 1892 [93], and calculated by (2.4):  

                   𝑃ℎ = 𝑓𝑘ℎ𝐵𝑝𝑘
𝑛                     (2.4) 

where f is the AC magnetisation frequency, kh is the constant for the material, n is called 

the Steinmetz exponent and it was originally taken as a constant 1.6 by Steinmetz. In 

1926, C. Webb found that exponent n varies a lot with the flux density [94].  The second 

part Pe (classical eddy current loss) is related to the loss caused by eddy currents induced 

by the main flux B. The classical eddy current loss for a constant permeability can be 

calculated from (2.5): 

                 
𝑃𝑒 =

𝜋2

6𝜌
𝑑2𝑓2𝐵𝑝𝑘

2                       (2.5) 

where ρ is steel lamination resistivity and d is the thickness of the lamination. Building 

the core from a stack of thin laminations with high resistivity restricts the flow of eddy 

currents and reduces Pe. The third part, Pa is the anomalous loss (or excess loss), because 

it was found that there is always a difference between the measured specific power loss 

and the sum of theoretical calculated hysteresis loss and classical eddy current loss. This 
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anomalous loss was not explained well until the domain wall model (Figure 2-21) was 

proposed by Pry and Bean in 1958 [95]. Pa is thought to be proportional to the domain 

wall spacing 2L and inversely proportional to the sheet thickness d.  

Figure 2-21: Diagram of domain walls for anomalous eddy current loss as presented by Pry 

and Bean 

 

Further extension of the anomalous loss study following Pry and Bean were presented 

in [96][97], which can be simplified using (2.6), where ka is the material constant 

             𝑃𝑎 = 𝑘𝑎𝑓1.5𝐵𝑝𝑘
1.5                  (2.6) 

The three components of the total core loss can thus be separated if the total specific 

core power loss curves at various frequencies are measured. The separated power losses 

will benefit the prediction of the specific power loss and the transformer core loss 

modelling for the future studies using the finite element method. The current popular 

power loss separation algorithms, based on the four equations (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), and 

(2.6), were not tested on the latest commercial GO steels, and particularly there was little 

measurement data at high flux densities  [98]. 
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In  [99] the effect of silicon content on the iron loss of grain oriented electrical steel 

sheet was studied. With the addition of silicon up to 6.5 mass%, it was shown that the 

iron loss is decreased (Figure 2-22 (a)).  

 

 

 

 

 

At the same time, the hysteresis loss decreased drastically to almost half of that at 3 mass 

%, but the eddy current loss, measured at 50 Hz, increased slightly (Figure 2-22 (b)). 

This small increase in eddy current loss was attributed to the increase of the magnetic 

domain width for 6.5wt% silicon content in the alloy. Eddy current losses are resulting 

from Faraday’s law, which states that any change in the environment of a coil of wire 

will cause a voltage to be induced in the coil regardless of how the magnetic change is 

produced. Thus, when a motor core is rotated in a magnetic field a voltage or 

(a) 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 2-22: Effect of silicon content on a) iron loss, b) hysteresis and eddy current 

loss for 3% and 6.5% silicon steel [99] 
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electromotive force (EMF) is induced in the coils. This induced EMF causes circulating 

currents to flow and these are referred to as eddy currents. The power loss associated to 

these currents is known as eddy current loss. The motor’s soft magnetic cores use many 

thin pieces of iron referred to as laminations with insulation coating in between, with the 

resistance of individual pieces stacked together being higher than the resistance of a 

single solid piece. This higher resistance reduces eddy current losses and the insulation 

prevents eddy currents transferring from one lamination to another. The difference in 

Eddy currents between a solid and a laminated core is shown in Figure 2-23. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7.1 Reduction of losses in soft magnetic cores via LPBF 

The reduction of eddy current losses in soft magnetic cores is one of the main challenges 

in the production of high-performance electric motors and generators. In [100] several 

concepts that could result in a reduction of eddy-current losses and good magnetic 

performance were presented. Instead of the electrical insulation traditionally used 

between soft magnetic metallic sheets, additive manufacturing can offer alternative 

options such as separation by air gaps (slits). The authors presented complex topological 

structures with slits (Figure 2-24(a)) that caused disruptions of the electrical current 

paths and effectively reduction of eddy currents. They confirmed the results with finite 

element analysis (Figure 2-24 (b)).  

Figure 2-23: Schematic illustration of eddy currents in soft 

magnetic laminated core in comparison to bulk solid core. 
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In a concept similar to stacks of laminations, where electrical insulation is used between 

the soft magnetic strips, a multi-material approach was proposed by D. Goll et. al.  [100]. 

In this concept, layers of Fe-6.9wt% Si with large saturation polarization were alternated 

with layers of soft magnetic FeAl16 featuring a higher specific electrical resistivity to 

limit eddy current losses to single layers (Figure 2-25). 

 

 

 

 

 

The multi-material approach to solve the increased eddy current losses in solid bulk soft 

magnetic cores seems very promising but is currently limited, due to technological 

constraints, which impose single material usage in commercial LPBF systems. However, 

Figure 2-24: a) Cross section of a ring composed of four slits at the internal and external side 

of the ring and additional three slits in the volume of the ring, b) Finite element simulation of 

eddy currents. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 2-25: Concepts for the reduction of eddy current losses of soft magnetic cores by LPBF 

[100], a) multi-material layered structures to design and control electrical path length and 

magnetic flux, d) combination of microstructurally induced slits (air-gaps) with multi-material 

approach 
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LPBF offers the flexibility of tailored processing parameters, according to each material, 

allowing for a customizable microstructure, for example columnar grain orientation 

along the direction of the magnetic flux. LPBF can mimic the traditional stacking 

approach of Fe-Si laminations, while offering superior mechanical robustness in 

comparison to punched laminations.  

In a similar study by A. Plotkowski et. al. [101], novel 3D geometries were produced 

via LPBF to reduce eddy current losses. The geometries comprised of parallel plates 

with increasing number of thin plates, a mesh structure and a Hilbert space-filling curve 

(Figure 2-26). A decrease in the spacing between thin walls was used to increase the 

stacking factor of the cross-section. However, smaller spacings resulted in unwanted 

electrical shorting between walls and an increase in the eddy current losses. Compared 

to simple parallel plate construction and a mesh structure, the cross-section design based 

on a Hilbert space-filling curve was found to produce the lowest power losses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-26: a) Schematics of novel 3D geometries for the reduction of eddy 

currents [101]. 
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2.7.2 Additive Manufacturing of Soft Magnetic Cores  

AM of soft magnetic materials is a relatively new research area that has attracted a lot 

of interest over the past few years, with efforts mainly focusing on producing near fully 

dense magnetic parts with magnetic and mechanical performance similar to those of 

conventionally manufactured magnetic materials. In other words, researchers try to 

develop materials that combine high magnetisation whilst minimising the hysteresis loop 

area that correspond to the magnetic losses of a material/component through the 

reduction of the intrinsic coercivity Hc. Table 2-3 lists typical magnetic properties of 

different types of soft magnetic materials. 

 

One of the first soft magnetic alloys that was additively manufactured by laser-based 

techniques such as LBPF and LENS is Fe-Ni. The specific alloy has been widely used 

in applications where magnetic shielding or high permeabilities are required. Custom 

powder blends consisting of Fe and Ni (spherical) powders as raw material were used 

in[106][107], where the authors produced soft magnetic parts via LPBF. They 

demonstrated that the processing parameters are closely related to the microstructural 

features and magnetic performance of Fe-30wt%Ni. Moreover, they showed that the 

scanning speed and the chemical composition can influence the shape and size of grains 

in the final AM part. Another study on Fe-Ni-based alloys (Ni-Fe-V and Ni-Fe-Mo) 

processed by LENS [104], concluded that both alloys feature saturation magnetisation 

Table 2-3: Comparison of properties for main Soft Magnetic Materials 
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and coercivity higher compared to traditionally processed compositions. A Fe-Ni alloy 

was also processed via LENS in [105] and it was found that columnar grains with fcc 

crystalline structure are formed for slower scan speeds and a bcc phase was observed for 

faster scan speeds. Furthermore, it was shown that LENS results in higher coercivity by 

at least one order of magnitude in comparison to that observed for Fe-Ni processed by 

LPBF.  

Fe-Co-V alloys are well known for possessing the highest saturation magnetisation 

among all magnetic materials, making them suitable for a range of applications. In [106–

108] Fe-Co and Fe-Co-V was processed by LPBF and parts with a density up to 99.9% 

were reported. The authors did not mention the processing parameters, however 

mechanical properties and resistivity values were presented that were comparable to 

conventionally produced Fe-Co parts. For the same alloy, the authors in [109] employed 

LENS to fabricate parts of Fe-Co-1.5V. A pre-alloyed powder was processed under 

various parameter sets and the authors compared the magnetic properties of as-built 

versus annealed samples. A significant improvement of the coercivity and magnetic 

permeability was observed for the annealed samples as a consequence of eliminating 

residual stresses. Although there were microstructural differences between the as built 

and annealed samples, the crystallographic texture remained the same.  

Among all soft magnetic alloys, Fe-Si has the most prominent position in the electronics 

industry due to its unique magnetic properties, relatively simple processability and 

affordable cost which makes it applicable in transformers (use of the grain-oriented 

FeSi), industrial motors and generators (use of non-grain oriented electrical steel). 

Garibaldi et al., processed high silicon steel (Fe-6.9wt%Si) by LPBF and reported 

several findings in numerous studies [56], [77] and[110]. The authors provided a 
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comprehensive understanding of the metallurgy of additively manufactured Fe-Si and 

they investigated relationships among laser energy input, microstructures and magnetic 

properties. Near fully dense parts (99.5%) were fabricated after identifying an optimum 

parameter set, however cracks were observed for the majority of Fe-6.9wt%Si samples. 

All printed samples were comprised of a single ferritic phase without phase ordering and 

a crystallographic <001> fibre texture. Through the introduction of post heat treatment, 

the authors modified the texture from fibre to cubic, which was identified through pole 

Figures, and they established porosity and texture as the main impact factors on the 

magnetic performance. 

Another soft magnetic alloy of interest is Fe-Ni-Si that combines the benefits of Fe-Ni 

based alloys, such as magnetic permeability with low losses and higher saturation 

magnetisation in comparison to FeSi alloys. In [111] the authors processed Ni coated 

Fe-Si powders with the use of LPBF.  Similarly to additively manufactured Fe-Si, 

alterations in the laser energy input can contribute in the elimination of porosity, 

however, due to the limited ductility of Fe-Ni-Si alloy, cracks were observed for higher 

values of energy density.  

Another area of research that has attracted a lot interest, is the deposition of soft magnetic 

composites and characterisation of their fundamental material properties, such as 

permeability, losses etc. An example of this approach can be found in [112]. The authors 

produced complex shape soft magnets by combining polymer and magnetic powder 

instead of directly processing magnetic powder with lasers. ABS was mixed with 

stainless-steel filler that improved the magnetic properties of the printed parts but at the 

same time it deteriorated the mechanical properties. Additional examples of magnetic 

composites processed with diverse AM methods can be found in [112] and [113] 
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including development and characterisation of polymer formulations based on magnetic 

nanoparticles as well as magnetic composites produced by FDM. Combining polymers 

with magnetic powders degrades the magnetic performance of the resulting material, 

however, it paves the way for further development of soft magnets for a wide range of 

applications. 

There have been only a handful of attempts to explore the capabilities of AM in electrical 

motor fabrication. In some cases, researchers have used Topology Optimisation and 

Finite Element Analysis simulations to investigate new prototype designs of electric 

motors [114][115]. Despite the fact that several claims have been made for a fully 

functional 3DP electric motor, there is still no evidence of an additively manufactured 

motor due to lack of performance from the materials available, risks associated with high 

acceleration, costs and limitations in manufacturing capabilities. This research is aiming 

to fill this gap in literature by presenting the experimental results of a 3D printed SRM 

rotor tested under different conditions. 

In  [116] the authors used LPBF to process H13 steel powder in order to produce a 

lightweight rotor prototype for a permanent magnet machine. The rotor in this study 

successfully demonstrated the ability of AM to produce the active parts of a motor with 

decreased weight (Figure 2-27 (a)), however, the steel alloy did not display soft magnetic 

behavior and its permeability was lower than expected. In  [117], high silicon steel was 

processed via LPBF and topology optimisation  was used to create an innovative design 

for a rotor intended for a PMM (Figure 2-27 (b)). The authors investigated in depth the 

metallurgical effect of the processing parameters on the microstructure and magnetic 

properties of 6.9%w.t. FeSi.  
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In a study published by the VVT Technical Research Centre of Finland [118][119], an 

optimised SRM rotor was made from a custom Fe-Co-V powder blend. This soft 

magnetic alloy was processed to a maximum density of 99.9% and a magnetic saturation 

flux density value of 2.3T was achieved. This is the only example of an AM technology 

using Fe-Co for the production of a rotor as shown in Figure 2-28 a). In the same context, 

the authors in [120] produced a rotor for an SRM via LPBF using a maraging steel alloy 

as raw material. The elemental composition of the powder in this study included roughly 

18% nickel, 9% cobalt and 5% molybdenum in w.t. %. As seen in Figure 2-28 b) the 

design of the rotor incorporates complex features such as 5% continuous skew and a rib 

feature which contributes in the reduction of torque ripple and windage loss. In [8] the 

potential of additively manufactured electrical machines used for more electric aircraft 

(MEA) was discussed. In terms of application, AM motors might be implemented in the 

aerospace sector due to the need for electrified aircraft and reduction of emissions. 

Figure 2-27: PMM rotors manufactured via LBPF a) soft magnetic rotor [227] and b) 

topology optimised rotor manufactured from Fe-6.9wt% Si [117]. 
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The increased demand in terms of lightweight machines with increased performance can 

potentially be addressed by AM that has seen relative maturity to produce several 

aerospace and automotive structural parts.  

2.8 Additive Manufacturing of Copper Coils/Windings 

Copper and copper alloys are extensively used as functional materials in electronic 

devices and heat exchangers owing to the excellent thermal and electrical properties of 

the material [121][122]. The increasing demand to produce functional circuits, 

electronics, heat sinks and high performance devices with superior electrical and thermal 

properties has led to major breakthroughs in the ability to manufacture copper and 

copper alloy parts with several AM processes such as LPBF and Electron Beam Melting 

(EBM) [123–125].  

However, there are some critical challenges facing the manufacturing of high-density 

copper parts with LPBF [126], including oxidation, need for very high power lasers (up 

to 1kW) due to high thermal losses [127] [128] and low laser radiation absorption [129] 

as well as the formation of an unstable melt pool [130]. Due to its high thermal 

Figure 2-28: Two rotor prototypes produced through LPBF a) Prototype rotor for low torque 

ripple of 6/4 SRM manufactured from a custom Fe-Co-V powder blend [119], (b) Asymmetric 

skew rotor made of maraging steel alloy with rib structure and pole slots for reduction of 

torque ripple [120] 
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conductivity, copper can cause rapid heat transport away from the melt pool resulting in 

partial melting and insufficient interlayer adhesion. Samples produced with conventional 

LPBF machines (200 W laser power) typically have an average density of 83-88% 

depending on the laser power employed [131]. The poor densification is directly related 

to the low laser absorption of infrared radiation during LPBF of copper due to the 

wavelength dependency of the absorption coefficient [132][133].  

In reality, a copper powder bed has very low absorptivity especially at infrared (IR) 

wavelengths (~1070 nm) commonly used in LPBF, absorbing only up to 5% of the 

incoming thermal energy when in flat solid form and up to 15% of the laser energy when 

it is in powder form depending on the temperature [134][135]. In such conditions, the 

powder bed reflects most of the radiation and a low amount of energy is absorbed by the 

powder and then transformed into thermal energy. When the laser wavelength is reduced 

(blue/green), copper absorptivity increases significantly and at wavelengths below 532 

nm (green spectrum) it can reach values close to 40% [136] as shown in Figure 2-29. 

 

Figure 2-29: Absorptivity of IR and green wavelength laser by copper 

 

The use of blue/green lasers has seen significant research interest [137–142] because 

they are much more effectively absorbed by copper. It has been shown that it is possible 

to increase the absorption by copper through the adoption of combined green and 
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infrared lasers systems, with 515 nm and 1030 nm  wavelength respectively [143] . A 

green laser was used to pre-heat and pre-melt the material, improving the absorptivity to 

infrared radiation and favoring the subsequent melting by the infrared laser. The stability 

of copper weld tracks has also been greatly improved by using CW modulated green and 

IR laser beams [138]. The weld penetration depth was increased, the melt ejections were 

reduced, and a homogenous weld surface was achieved. Overall, an increase in 

absorption comes with shorter wavelengths, as the coefficient of absorption increases. 

In several studies, researchers used high power lasers up to 1 kW to fabricate near fully 

dense copper parts via LPBF [144–147].  

An alternative approach to improve the ability to process copper with a laser beam is 

through alloying, however, elemental modification to pure copper has a negative 

influence on its thermal and electrical conductivity and impurities can reduce the 

conductivity dramatically as shown in Figure 2-30. For example, Carbon Nano-Tubes 

(CNTs) have been added to copper powder and an improvement in the optical absorption 

and powder flowability was observed [148]. The Cu-CNT blend facilitated the LPBF 

process and as a result, reduced laser energy density led to the production of near fully 

dense parts (98%). However, the printed samples featured relatively poor mechanical 

and electrical properties. Several examples in the literature exist where alloying has 

resulted in specialized alloys with excellent thermo-mechanical properties that can be 

processed by LPBF such as the copper-base GRCOP-84 developed by NASA 

[122][149][150]. 
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Absorptivity of metallic powders is dependent on numerous parameters, including 

powder layer thickness, particle size and particle distribution in the powder bed, but is 

also affected by the temperature of the substrate and by laser scanning parameters such 

as laser power and scan speed [151][152]. Measuring absorptivity in LPBF is complex 

because the material undergoes continuous dynamic surface morphology fluctuations. 

In addition, several physical effects take place during laser-matter interaction, for 

example, multiple light reflections, energy loss by material evaporation and ablation, 

absorption and refraction of light by the vapor jet formed, etc. [153–155].  

In most studies, absorptivity has been measured under only certain conditions, which 

may not be suitable for practical applications, such as large area low-laser power, or with 

integrating sphere reflectometers for higher temperatures [132][133][156]. For this 

reason, there is a need to measure the effective absorptivity of pure copper under 

conditions similar to the LPBF process focusing only on the energy absorbed by the 

substrate. An experimental method to directly measure the absorptivity using a micro-

Figure 2-30: Effect of residual elements on the conductivity of 

pure copper [228] 
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calorimetric setup that was developed, validated and used previously in [157]. The 

results were in good agreement with an improved finite element simulation developed 

at LLNL for LPBF which depicts laser beam interaction with the melt pool through ray 

tracing analysis [158][159]. 

An area of research interest in the production of fully 3D printed electric motors is the 

manufacturing of highly conductive and functional coils through LPBF. Several AM 

methods with a varied level of technological maturity have been used to successfully 

process materials suitable for the fabrication of windings [160]. However only a limited 

number of studies have reported experimental findings on the electrical properties of the 

additively manufactured materials.  

In this context, numerous examples can be found in the literature with the most 

representative example found in the literature is the work by C. Silbernagel [161][162] 

on copper and aluminium windings processed via LPBF. The electrical conductivity of 

copper is measured based on the International Annealed Copper Standard (IACS), which 

is an empirically derived standard value for the electrical conductivity of commercially 

available copper. In [162],  the electrical resistivity of Cu was measured at 50.3% IACS 

which was better than AlSi10Mg at 30.4% IACS  [161] and copper-tin alloys at 43.2% 

[163]. This research demonstrated the advantages of using AM for custom shaped coils 

for the reduction of losses. In a feasibility study [164], N. Simpson et. al. employed 

LPBF to fabricate a coil with the individual coil turns having a different profile as 

presented in Figure 2-31 This design aimed to reduce losses by balancing both DC and 

AC winding loss components. However, the electrical conductivity of the AM coil was 

found to be 51% IACS, which is significantly lower than the equivalent copper 

commonly used in fabricating coils. In [165], C. Wallis et. al. conducted further work 
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with CuCrZr and they accomplished a noteworthy improvement in the electrical 

conductivity of the coil material after heat treatment (75% IACS). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Despite the fact that casting has been used traditionally to create highly conductive coils, 

AM coils can offer several advantages such as freedom of geometry, increased fill factor, 

variable cross-sectional profiles, better surface accuracy and an improved surface finish. 

Usually coils produced via AM require post-processing where a coating of insulating 

material is applied [164]. AM of windings/coils is highly desirable because it could 

allow potential reduction or even elimination of various processes used in the 

conventional manufacturing of electrical machines.  

2.9 Research Scope and Novelty 

Although AM processes are being adopted by numerous industrial sectors, there is still 

a limited number of magnetic materials that can be successfully processed by LPBF. 

This is due to the different physical properties of the materials and their interaction with 

the laser beam. Since the main goal in this study is to produce a working, industrial-type, 

electric motor, ferromagnetic materials for the soft magnetic core and pure copper for 

the windings of the motor are the main materials of interest. In this research, the 

Figure 2-31: “Variable” profile copper coil for concentrated 

windings, Source: [164]  
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possibility of manufacturing components via LPBF from high silicon steel alloys (Fe-

5%w.t. Si, Fe-6%w.t. Si, Fe-6.9%w.t. Si) will be investigated. The only study available 

so far on Fe-Si [110], report parts to suffer from high degrees of in-process cracking. 

To successfully manufacture a functional soft magnetic core and windings for a 

functional SRM using LPBF, the challenges related to processing high silicon steel and 

Cu must be resolved. High-silicon steel, i.e., Fe-Si alloy with Si content around 6.9%, is 

selected as the base feedstock material of choice, owing to its high electrical resistivity, 

which helps to reduce eddy currents and total losses. However, the crucial problem with 

high silicon FeSi LPBF parts is the type and total number of defects, mainly porosity 

and cracks, caused by the higher silicon content. This study evaluates how the amount 

of silicon content affects the ability to process the material by tailoring the chemical 

composition of the alloy. The effect of silicon content on the mechanical and magnetic 

properties of parts is assessed and the results of Fe-Si with varying silicon content are 

presented and compared. 

Moreover, the poor workability of the alloy in conventional manufacturing techniques 

makes it suitable for investigating the advantages of AM over traditional manufacturing 

methods. As a case study, the rotor core of a switched reluctance machine (SRM) is 

selected as the most suitable topology because of the possibility to produce its rotor as a 

solid component, rather than as a lamination stack, owing to the near-static nature of the 

magnetic flux inside it. It is argued that the increased resistivity of the high-silicon steel 

selected for this research also helps counteract the eddy currents propagating across the 

solid component. In addition, prototype windings for the SRM are produced and their 

electrical and thermal performance is evaluated. 
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3. Chapter 3: Materials and Methods 

3.1 Introduction 

This Chapter presents the materials and experimental methods used with this work for 

the fabrication and characterisation of Fe-Si alloys with varying silicon composition and 

pure copper processed by LPBF. Initially, the feedstock powders and powder blends are 

characterised in terms of shape, size, elemental composition and flowability. The overall 

methodology covers the investigation of processing the materials of interest via LPBF 

and analysing functional properties such as electrical resistivity and magnetic properties. 

At first the ability to process the materials is evaluated and an extensive parameter 

optimisation study is presented in the respective Chapters. Mechanical tests and 

microhardness tests were conducted in order to ensure that the final Fe-Si parts used in 

the EM are robust enough to be functional and measure their performance. In order to 

compare the magnetic performance of Fe-Si alloys processed by LPBF to hot-cold rolled 

silicon steel manufactured conventionally, magnetic tests were performed and the 

magnetic properties were analysed. The impact of silicon content on the electrical 

resistivity was also measured to determine its effect on material performance and rotor 

efficiency.   Thus, a description of the AM equipment, the various samples and methods 

of testing is carried out. Finally, the experimental equipment and methodologies used 

for in-situ absorptivity measurements, electrical, and magnetic. 

3.2 Material Characterisation 

3.2.1 Cu Powder 

Samples of gas atomised copper powder were obtained from ECKA Granules GmbH 

(Germany). A number of other suppliers were contacted, however only ECKA met all 
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the requirements for high copper purity (99.5%+), availability and reasonable price. A 

gas atomised powder named ‘ECKA Copper AN’ was purchased which had a 

phosphorus content <0.05%.  

3.2.2 Fe-Si powder blends 

In this study Fe-Si powder blends with varying silicon content were used as feedstock 

material. A gas atomised pre-alloyed Fe-Si powder with approximately 6.9%wt Si was 

supplied from LPW Technology Ltd., Runcorn UK. The selected powder presents a Si 

content that is slightly higher than the ideal 6.5% for electromechanical applications as 

shown in Chapter 2. While the additional Si content is expected to cause a decrease in 

both magnetisation at saturation and ductility, it also causes an increase in electrical 

resistivity, which should minimise dynamic losses. This is deemed necessary in light of 

the final goal of the present research, which is to build an electrical machine rotor core 

as a solid component rather than in laminated form. However, based on the findings 

from [108], it was shown that it is possible to successfully process Fe-Si with such a 

high silicon content and produce small, nearly fully dense crack-free samples and 

demonstrated the influence of processing parameters and heat treatment on 

microstructure development. However, when the same pre-alloyed Fe-6.9%w.t. Si 

powder was used to fabricate parts that were larger than 10x10x10mm it was very hard 

to fabricate parts without cracks. Different laser scan strategies were used and various 

support structures including custom made supports were applied to slightly larger parts. 

All the above-mentioned solutions combined with maximum substrate temperature 

(170oC) were employed in order to minimise residual stresses. Despite the efforts and 

the repeated attempts to build high Fe-6.9%w.t. Si it was impossible to build crack free 

parts.  
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For this research, the chemical composition of the soft magnetic alloy was changed to 

reduce the silicon content to increase ductility and reduce the risk of ordered phases. 

Therefore, the pre-alloyed high silicon steel powder was mixed in a tumbling mixer with 

a gas atomised high purity Fe (99.9%) supplied from Sigma-Aldrich. The Fe powder 

was chosen for its high purity and particle size. Three blends of Fe-Si alloy were 

produced with Si in concentration of 3.5%wt, 5.0%wt and 6.0%wt respectively. Prior to 

powder mixing, particle size distribution, apparent density and flowability of the 

powders were determined. Each measurement was repeated three times to ensure 

accuracy of the results. The mixing method and the particle size distribution can affect 

the flowability and can have a large impact on the quality of the powder layer deposition 

and melting behaviour [166]. In [167,168] R.M. German reported the beneficial effects 

of bimodal distributions of powders and in [169] A.B. Spierings it was showed that the 

flowability and packing density of powder layers can be improved with the use of 

bimodal powders. The main properties of bimodal powders include improved surface 

finish by having the small grains fill the voids among the large grains and increased 

packing density for the same reason. The powders were mixed for 10 minutes to achieve 

homogeneity.  According to [170] the accuracy of the degree of mixing powder blends 

can be decreased if the mixing time is over 10 minutes due to particulate agglomeration 

and segregation. Good packing density can be restrained, thus decreasing the thermal 

conductivity in the powder bed and consequently decreasing density of the final parts. 

The average size of the particles and their distribution was determined using a 

Mastersizer 3000 (Malvern, UK) that uses laser diffraction to measure the intensity of 

light scattered as the laser beam passes through a dispersed particulate sample. The 

scattering pattern produced is then analysed to calculate the size of the particles [171]. 

To evaluate powder morphology and the microstructure of the as built samples a 
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scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a 20kV accelerating voltage was used (XL30, 

Philips, Netherlands). With regard to the chemical composition analysis, an energy 

dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector, which is mounted to the SEM, was used to provide 

analytical results of the chemical composition of the powders. 

The average density of the powders was measured using a gas displacement pycnometry 

system (Accupyc II, Micromeritics, USA) at room temperature, running standard 

analysis software (Accupyc 1330, Micromeritics, USA). The pycnometer was calibrated 

with 10 purges of helium gas before testing the powders. The flowability of powders in 

LPBF process determines if the layers’ thickness is consistent, thus setting the baseline 

for a uniform laser energy absorption in the processing area. In order to minimise the 

effect of moisture/humidity on the flowability, all powders were heated within a sample 

oven for 60 minutes at 70oC before testing. The Hall flow meter test method uses gravity 

as a driving force to measure the time which 50gr of powder takes to flow out of the 

funnel. The flow-rate of the metal powder running through the outlet of the Hall funnel 

was measured according to [172,173]. 

3.3 Additive Manufacturing - LPBF Equipment  

Both Fe-Si and Cu in this study were processed using a LPBF machine (AM125, 

Renishaw, UK) (Figure 3-1) equipped with a 200W laser (D-Series redPOWER 

ytterbium fibre CW, SPI Laser, UK) with a wavelength of 1070mm (±10nm) and a spot 

size of 20 μm (±15μm). This resulted in an average energy density of 22.1MW/cm2 

(±6.19MW/cm2). It had a build volume of 125mm3 with a base plate heater set to 170oC, 

which was maintained at this temperature throughout the build process. A vacuum and 

argon purge were used in the build chamber in order to maintain an inert environment 

and keep oxygen content below a maximum of 500 parts per million (ppm). Mild steel 
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substrates were used for all the materials as it was found to be the most suitable material 

to build Fe-Si and Cu parts upon. The AM equipment selected was appropriate for 

processing copper due to its high laser power density resulting from a small laser spot 

size. To put this into perspective, a machine with a 70μm laser spot diameter (two times 

the size of Renishaw AM125) would need to operate at 800W laser power to achieve the 

same energy density.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 LPBF Process parameters 

High silicon Steel and pure copper were processed in the Renishaw LPBF 125 machine 

and a processing parameter set was investigated for each material to optimise the density 

of the as-built parts. A set of parameters was reported in [108] where a Realizer SLM50 

machine with a maximum laser power of 100W and a laser beam focus of 13.1 mm was 

employed. The process window used in one machine cannot be directly replicated by 

another machine that is characterised by different technical 

 

a) b) 

Figure 3-1: Renishaw LPBF125 machine a) exterior view, b) build chamber 

configuration 
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specifications. Therefore, a new process window was defined for the Renishaw LPBF-

125 machine with a maximum laser power of 200 W and a nominal spot size of 35 μm. 

Pure copper has not received the same amount of attention in the past and there was a 

lack of process parameters for copper processed by a medium laser power machine 

within the range of 100-400W. An investigation into the printing parameters that would 

achieve the highest possible density for silicon steel and copper was necessary. The 

parameters that were investigated for this study are shown in Table 3-1. 

Laser power is one of the parameters defining the energy density that will interact with 

the top surface layer of the powder. The maximum laser power of 200W was used as a 

starting point for all the materials in this study to ensure good wettability to the substrate 

and that the previously deposited layers of powder are fully melted. Laser spot diameter 

also influences the laser power density and was a variable that was fixed within the 

LPBF equipment.  

Table 3-1: Variables investigated to determine optimal processing conditions for silicon steel 

alloys and pure copper 
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Powder bed temperature was set to the maximum allowable value in order to preheat the 

powder and lower the energy required to melt the powder. Laser scan-speed and laser 

point-distance influence the length of time in which the laser interacts with the top 

surface of the powder. The laser scan speed in the Renishaw AM125 LPBF-machine 

was calculated by dividing the point distance over the laser exposure time (in μs). When 

a specific laser scan speed was tested, a number of point distances were also investigated. 

Then the laser exposure time was calculated with the use of a build preparation software 

(QuantAM, Renishaw, UK) to define the speed. For example, for a laser speed of 

200mm/s and point distances of 50 and 100μm the exposure times would be 250 and 

500μs respectively.  

Layer thickness defines the amount of material that the laser needs to fully melt as well 

as how well the powder spreads on the powder bed. Thick layers spread well but make 

it difficult for a laser to fully melt, whereas thin layers are easier to fully melt but may 

be difficult to spread homogenously at the powder bed.  Spreading very thin layers of 

powder evenly may be challenging due to powder particles that are larger than the 

desired layer thickness. Laser beam focus position adjusts the location of the focus and 

changes the spot diameter as well as the energy profile of the laser spot (edges of the 

laser become less defined). Hatch spacing influences the amount of overlap a laser weld 

track has with previous tracks in the same layer. An overlap occurs when the hatch 

distance is less than the weld track width and is desirable to ensure the fusion of adjacent 

tracks. 
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3.4.1 Scan Strategies 

At the initial stages of this research study, only stripe scan strategies were used namely 

unidirectional and bidirectional as shown in Figure 3-2 a) and b) respectively. An 

extensive number of scan strategies were later tested in this study to assess their impact 

on density and texture as illustrated in Figure 3-2 c).  

 

 

 

 

 

The various scan strategies can be divided into single scans per layer (stripes, islands, 

rotation, nested) and multiple scans per layer (pre-sinter with lower power first, re-melt 

by repeating the scan, multiple scans, and an offset scan between tracks). Rotation of the 

scan pattern either by 0o, 67o, or 90o were tested with both island and rotation scan 

strategies. The stripes scan pattern allows long continuous tracks to be made whereas 

a) 

Fi

b) 

Fi

c) 

Fi

Figure 3-2: Stripes scan strategy (a) Unidirectional, (b) bidirectional scan strategy with the 

scan vectors scanning each layer by rotating 90o in X-Y direction and c) various single scan 

strategies on the top half and multiple scan strategies at the bottom half.  
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the island pattern creates shorter clustered tracks. However, with islands being used as 

scan pattern the heat is more concentrated within the islands. Rotated scan patterns help 

even out defects from layer to layer. Nested scans attempt to maintain long tracks while 

also scanning close to previous scans to help reduce thermal gradients. Multiple scans 

per layer attempt to increase density by melting more material than a single scan can 

achieve. Pre-sinter and re-melting scans use laser powers less than the main scan power 

in an attempt to sinter the material and aid in increasing the density, as this has been 

shown to work with other materials such as AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V[21,24,174,175]. 

Re-melting scan strategies attempt to melt any un-melted powder particles, which may 

exist in areas of discontinuities or irregularities by using the same laser power and scan 

pattern. Similarly, the multiple scan pattern uses more than two scans per layer in 

addition to different laser powers per scan. Finally, the offset scan pattern focuses on 

attempting to melt and fuse the areas between the original scan tracks and melt any 

partially fused powder in this region.  

3.4.2 Parameter Optimisation  

The method for parameter optimisation was as follows for the two materials under 

investigation. First single scan tracks were fabricated to define laser power and scan 

speed. Next, thin walls were fabricated to evaluate the intra-layer bonding with a layer 

thickness being varied in the range 30-60μm at intervals of 10μm for Fe-Si and intervals 

of 15μm for copper. Thin walls were also used to evaluate the effect of focus position 

and hence spot size, on the quality of copper samples. Cubes with dimensions 5x5x5mm 

were then fabricated to assess hatch distance, rotation and scan strategy with respect to 

density and interlayer bonding. In addition, various scan strategies were used for both 

materials in an attempt to minimise defects and increase the density of as-built parts. 
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Furthermore, the scan strategies were used in order to evaluate the effect of different 

laser paths on the residual stresses and texture of Fe-Si. An optimum processing 

parameter set along with experimental results that support the findings will be presented 

for each material in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively.  

3.5 Manufacture and preparation of Fe-Si and Cu samples 

In order to investigate porosity, crack formation and micro-structural features, the 

manufactured cubic samples were cut along two perpendicular planes, parallel to the 

cube faces, horizontal (XY) and vertical along the build direction XZ (Figure 3-3). The 

test specimens were cross-sectioned, mounted, and polished. Metallographic preparation 

of the specimens was performed according to the procedure for Fe alloys and pure 

copper suggested by Struers (Struers AS, Denmark). Details on the grinding and 

polishing steps for silicon steel alloys can be found in Appendix 1. For the studies 

requiring the visualisation of the melt-pool boundaries and solidification structures, after 

the last polishing step the Fe-Si sample surfaces were chemically etched by exposing 

them to a solution of 2% Nital (2% nitric acid and 98% ethanol by volume) for 30s-60s. 

For copper samples, grain boundaries were identified using a macro-etch solution of 

50mL water with a submersion into the solution for 2 seconds followed by a water rinse. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3: Schematic of the 3 cross sectioning planes XY, XZ 

and YZ for the evaluation of sample porosity 
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Test cube samples were ground using standard grit papers to remove scratches from the 

surface of the samples, polish and reveal the section of interest (Appendix 1). It was 

found that due to the soft nature of copper intermediate grit papers were not needed. 

Specimens were ground flat and polished according to Struers guide for pure copper. 

The steps of the grinding and polishing steps for each material can be found in Appendix 

1. After initial optical imaging, grain boundaries were identified using a macro-etch 

solution of 50mL Nitric Acid (1.40pH) and 50mL water with a submersion into the 

solution for 2 seconds followed by a water rinse. 

Test cubes were also imaged and analysed using an FEI XL-30 field emission scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) with backscattered electron detection. Images were taken 

using an acceleration voltage of 20kV along with an EDX spectrometer for elemental 

composition analysis, which was performed using an Oxford Instruments ISIS system.  

Density measurements, were made using the Archimedes method and the gas 

pycnometer. It was calibrated using a sphere with a known volume of 318.5510 mm3. 

The maximum sample size that could be tested in this machine was a cylinder 17 mm in 

diameter and 35 mm long. 

3.6 Tensile Samples 

Tensile specimens were built only for silicon-steel alloys, as the high porosity in copper 

samples inhibited mechanical tests of copper.  At first cylindrical dog-bones were 

manufactured according to the Test methods for Tension Testing of Metallic Materials 

with designation ASTME8/E8M [176]. Cylindrical specimens were selected over flat 

specimens in an effort to avoid residual stresses and resulting cracks at the edges of the 

samples. More details are and results can be found in Chapter 6. 
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3.7 Magnetic samples Test Rigs and Methodology 

The magnetic properties of the binary Fe-Si alloy, with varying Si composition (Fe-

5.0%w.t. Si, Fe-6.0%w.t. Si and Fe-6.9%w.t. Si), processed by LPBF were measured in 

collaboration with The Superconductivity and Magnetism Group, Department of 

Physics, University of Warwick. A Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) with a 12-

tesla superconducting solenoid was employed for DC magneto-static measurements 

(MagLab, Oxford Instruments, UK). The as-built dimensions of the cylindrical samples 

manufactured for magnetic tests were height h=5 mm and diameter d=4 mm. The 

samples were cut in half and ground to their final dimensions according to the 

restrictions imposed by the use of the VSM for the measurement of the DC magnetic 

properties. For example, the mass of the final magnetic sample had to be less than 1 

gram. The VSM could operate between 1.5 and 300 oK using a standard Variable 

Temperature Insert (VTI). The operating principle of the VSM is based on Faraday’s 

law which states that an electromagnetic force is generated in a coil when there is a 

change in flux through the coil. In the measurement setup a magnetic sample is moving 

in the proximity of two pickup coils as indicated in (Figure 3-4). M vs H loops were 

obtained and each loop was 6 quadrants from 0 to +0.5 T, then to -0.5 T, then back to 

+0.5 T and last back to zero field. The field sweep rate was set at 0.05 T/min. The voltage 

from the PSD was converted by a calibration to give the magnetisation. The VSM was 

calibrated prior to the experiments to a minimum error of 3%. On the field axis the 

trapped field in the coil is of the order of ±2 mT.  Some noise was detected around zero 

- zero and it was attributed to the very quick signal change causing the PSD to auto-

range. The coercive field and remanent magnetisation were extracted from the acquired 

data sets and remanence values are presented in Chapter 6. 
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In order to assess the effect of post-heat treatment on the magnetic properties of Fe-Si, 

prior to magnetic tests, the samples were subjected to a heat treatment at 1150 oC for 90 

minutes. The measured magnetisation curve and corresponding permeability and 

coercivity are presented in Chapter 5. 

 

 

In addition to the DC magneto-static measurements, AC experiments were performed in 

a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (QD – PPMS) using the AC 

Measurement System (ACMS) option. Each sample was mounted in a straw with the 

axis of the cylinder parallel to the AC and DC applied fields. The sample was centered 

in the coil set. Each point is a 5-point scan, which ensured that the calibration was 

correct. The test equipment was operated in the frequency range 20 to 10000 Hz and 

where HAC < 100 Oe. The same samples used in DC magnetometry were also used for 

the characterisation of the AC magnetic properties of Fe-Si alloys.  

Figure 3-4: Diagram showing Vibrating Sample Magnetometer and 

measuring components  
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3.8 Electrical Resistivity  

In addition to density and microstructure, electrical test specimens were designed and 

manufactured.  The resistance of a specimen can be directly measured by an ohmmeter 

but can also be calculated by the standard formula in equation 3.1: 

R= ρL / A                    (3.1) 

 

Electrical resistance (R) is the product of the electrical resistivity (ρ) measured in μΩ-

cm and the length of the specimen (L) in cm, divided by the cross-sectional area (A) of 

the specimen in cm2. To calculate the resistivity of the material to a high degree of 

accuracy, the resistance, length and cross-sectional area need to be also known. 

However, LPBF can result in a rough surface finish that can cause deviations in the 

dimensions of the final samples. Therefore, it is critical to remove this roughness in order 

to accurately measure these dimensions. Surface grinding was applied to all resistivity 

samples as a standard post processing operation to ensure dimensional accuracy. All 

tests were undertaken at room temperature. 

Silicon steel rectangular bars for electrical resistivity measurements from silicon steel 

alloys were printed at 10 x 10 x 50 mm and copper bars were and printed with 

dimensions of  2 x 2 x 25 mm. The optimum processing parameters for Fe-Si and Cu 

samples were selected from the set that resulted in the highest density for each material. 

Three samples in three build orientations with respect to the build direction (horizontal 

0o, diagonal 45o and vertical 90o) were produced for each material. The direction of the 

longest edge of the bar defined the name of the orientation. With regards to Fe-Si, test 

cases include samples with 5%, 6% and 6.9% silicon content as build and post heat-
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treated at 1150 oC for 90 minutes. The Cu test cases include: as build, two post-heat 

treatment temperatures (800 oC and 1000 oC) and three post heat treatment dwell times 

(30 minutes, 1hour, 4 hours). Overall, this resulted in the creation of 63 test samples. 

The build plate with the total number bar samples and two prototype coils is shown in 

Chapter 4. Specimens were individually measured along all dimensions in a minimum 

of four places using Mitutoyo digital callipers, which had a resolution of ±0.02mm. The 

values were averaged out to determine as accurately as possible the cross-sectional area 

and the length of each specimen.  

Electrical DC resistance tests were performed using a Valhalla Scientific Inc. (USA) 

4300B digital micro-ohmmeter. This DC four-wire Kelvin resistance measurement 

meter was calibrated internally to within 5% accuracy through tests using precision low-

resistivity resistors and current shunts. It was capable of generating a current between 

0.1 mA to 10 A, and was able to measure the voltage from 20 mV to 2 V with a minimum 

sensitivity of 1 μV. Each specimen was tested a total of five times. This was in 

accordance to ASTM B193-02 “Standard Test Method for Resistivity of Electrical 

Conductor Materials” [177]. 

3.9 In-situ absorptivity of Cu  

Knowledge of the metal powder absorptivity is of significance not only in the 

optimisation of additive manufacturing but also in the evaluation of LPBF, cladding and 

alloying. For the purposes of this study, in-situ absorptivity measurements of high purity 

copper were conducted at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, California, USA. 

Absorptivity measurements of the effective laser absorptivity of bare copper plates and 

copper plates coated with copper powder are presented by performing single-track 

experiments.  
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The calorimetric setup consisted of a custom sample holder and two type K 

thermocouples. Each of the thermocouples was spot welded to the rear side of the 

substrates and the distance between the two thermocouples was kept at 3 mm (±0.1 mm) 

for all the measurements. The LPBF process took place in a custom build chamber that 

included a set of in-situ monitoring tools. A more detailed description of the 

experimental setup can be found in [157,158] and it is shown in Figure 3-5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The chamber was flooded with argon gas to create a controlled atmosphere and 

minimise the oxidation of the copper (oxygen content below 500ppm). A 600W Yb-

fiber laser with an optical system resembling that of a commercial LPBF machine was 

employed. The laser beam was focused to a laser spot size of 50μm with the use of a 

convex-concave lens pair integrated into the scanner system (3XB, THORLABS, USA). 

The laser scans produced single tracks on the discs or powder surfaces. The temperature 

time curve was measured for a total time of 60s with a measurement frequency of 14Hz 

Figure 3-5: Experimental setup used for single scan tracks and absorptivity experiments 

of pure copper 
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using thermocouples. Each set of parameters was measured three times. The reported 

absorptivity is the mean value of the three measurements from the two thermocouples.  

3.10 Micro-Hardness Measurements 

In order to assess the effect of the processing parameters and heat-treatment on the 

mechanical properties of Fe-Si alloys, micro-hardness was measured using a Vickers 

indenter. For each sample, ten indentations were performed to cover a large surface area 

and minimise deviations in the measurements. An indentation force of 500g was 

employed to create the indents.  

3.11 X-Ray Diffraction  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used in this research for solid phase determination and 

lattice parameter measurement. Tests were carried out with the use of a Bruker D8 

Advance diffractometer (Siemens, Munich, Germany) equipped with nine-position 

sample holder. A Cu anode was used, which produces a Kα x-ray radiation characterised 

by a wavelength λ=1.54 Å. The radiation produced by the X-ray tube is not perfectly 

monochromatic, since standard monochromators are not able to separate the two Kα 

components (known as Kα1 and Kα2). Therefore, background noise removal and Kα2 

radiation stripping was performed using Diffrac, EVA software (Bruker, Billerica, 

Massachusetts). Diffraction peaks in the range 2𝜃 = [25°, 100°] were considered for 

determining solid phase composition. The study was performed in one vertical plane of 

powder samples and 3DP cubic samples (front view plane). The acquisition conditions 

were step size ∆𝜃 = 0.05° and step time 𝑡 = 8𝑠.  
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3.12 Electron Back Scattering Diffraction 

In the present research work a Nova 600 Nanolab Dualbeam FIB/FEG-SEM system 

(FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) was employed for EBSD investigation. Grains were 

defined by a misorientation angle larger than 5o and the scanning step size was 2 μm. 

The average confidence index of the EBSD imaging was approximately 0.90 for phase 

verification. The results from the EBSD scans are presented in Chapter 5 of this study 

with the use of pole figures (PF), inverse pole figures (IPFs) and orientation maps. EBSD 

maps for various scanning strategies are also presented and discussed. The final EBSD 

images were obtained using microstructural data analysis software (Aztec, Oxford 

Instruments, UK) by combining the orientation maps with the corresponding image 

quality maps. 
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4. Chapter 4: Processing of pure copper with LPBF 

4.1 Introduction  

Although there have been many studies on the LPBF of copper, none of these to date 

have resulted in good conductivity data. The motivation for this study was to produce 

copper windings for the EM and evaluate their density and conductivity. This Chapter 

explores the suitability of using an average powered (200W) LPBF system with a small 

laser spot size capable of delivering higher energy density which could be suitable to 

process copper to the maximum density achievable. This machine was selected as the 

best available option in the laboratory for processing copper. Electrical testing using 

direct four-wire Kelvin measurements was undertaken with respect to initial build 

orientation. Post heat treatments were carried out to measure their effect on electrical 

resistivity. In addition, in-situ absorptivity measurements were carried out in 

collaboration with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to determine a process 

window for laser powers below 600W. This was achieved with the use of custom 

designed and produced LPBF system and the experiments enabled a correlation of melt 

pool geometry, with absorptivity and track quality. For more details regarding the LPBF 

machines used for the absorptivity tests and the experimental apparatus refer to section 

3.9. The thermal conductivity of the as-built copper samples and lattices was also 

experimentally measured. All the results are discussed and summarised in this Chapter. 

4.2 Cu powder characterisation 

The nitrogen atomised Copper AN was a spherical powder as shown in Figure 4-1 with 

a minimum 99.99%w.t. purity. It had an apparent density of 4.80g/cm3 (ISO3923/1) 

with 90% of the particles below 65.3μm. The size distribution is also presented in Figure 
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4.1 with an average D50 value of 38.0μm. It was confirmed through EDX analysis that 

the phosphorus content of Copper AN was below 0.02%w.t. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The feedstock powder was further analysed prior to absorptivity experiments. An XRD 

spectra was obtained to detect oxides present in fresh Cu powder. The powder was found 

to be oxide free as shown in Figure 4-2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Element Weight% 

P 0.02 

Cu 99.98 

Totals 100 

Figure 4-1: a) Particle Size Distribution of Cu powder and b) Elemental analysis using 

EDX show small traces of phosphorus 
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4.3 Parameter Optimisation 

4.3.1 Single scan tracks 

For parameter optimisation, single tracks were investigated first to narrow down the 

process window. In order to determine the optimal laser scan-speed the range was set to 

the speeds previously reported in the literature between 50 and 275 mm/s. Laser scan 

speed with the Renishaw machines was defined as exposure time and a point distance 

and initially four-point distances were investigated (50,100,150,200 μm) as seen in 

Figure 4-3.  Tracks were 18mm long with two tracks per parameter set in order to 

average out any variations in processing. Single tracks were created on a temporarily 

bonded (with ethyl-2cyanoacrylate) thin steel plate that could be removed and sectioned 

easily. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-2: XRD spectra of Cu powder. No oxides were detected for 

fresh Cu powder measured at room temperature with step 0.05o, step time 

2s and 2θ angle between [10o-100o]. 
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Although the initial observations showed good quality melt tracks upon cross-sectioning 

and EDX elemental analysis, it was seen that a considerable amount of iron from the 

build plate had transported into the melt pool as shown in Figure 4-4(a). As such, whilst 

this platform aided in bonding to the substrate, it altered the melt characteristics and did 

not provide accurate information on the parameters needed for processing pure copper 

parts. No cracks or pores were observed in the SEM micrographs of the cross-sectioned 

melt pools) demonstrating that the laser energy density was sufficient to melt copper. 

However, the highly elliptical shape of the melt pool indicated that even though the 

processing parameters were optimised, the laser melting process remained in the 

conduction melting regime [178]. Higher laser power and slower scan speeds would 

Figure 4-3: Single scan tracks of Cu powder with varying point distance and 

exposure time resulting in scanning speed between 50-275 mm/s. 
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cause an increase in the energy density, thus, creating a deeper more stable melt pool 

through a transition towards the keyhole melting regime. 

 

4.3.2 Thin Walls 

After single scan tracks, thin walls were investigated as the next step of parameter 

optimisation. The same range of laser scan speeds and point distances were used to create 

thin walls which were 18mm long and 4mm tall. Two walls were created per parameter 

set in order to compare the same processing parameters with the laser scanning in 

opposite directions. This test set was repeated for three different layer thicknesses: 30, 

45, 60μm. As with the single tracks there was a large amount of iron diffusion into the 

weld tracks at slower scan speeds. An extreme example can be seen in Figure 4-5 where 

a thin wall processed at 50mm/s has a large amount of iron diffused into the melt pool 

for the first 1.5mm. This transition from copper-iron to pure copper was characterised 

by a significant decrease in the wall thickness which was attributed to the higher thermal 

conductivity of copper and the much narrower heat affected zone. 

Figure 4-4: a) Cross section of single scan track and b) EDX analysis for copper and iron content 
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Figure 4-5: Thin walls fabricated with a high laser power and slow scan speeds showing the 

difference in wall thickness close to the substrate, EDX analysis revealing the interdiffusion 

between iron and copper. 
 

When comparing the results for the three different layer thicknesses, 30μm layers 

resulted in some powder spreading issues which caused the first row of thin walls to 

have a raised section nearest to the powder re-coater, with random portions of the thin 

wall missing. The 60 μm thin walls had much less consistent weld tracks with greater 

amounts of sintering than melting. The 45 μm layers showed no signs of powder 

spreading issues and had much better melting behaviour than the thicker layer. For all 

remaining tests a 45 μm layer thickness was used.  

Use of multiple scans for a single track was investigated as a way to try to improve the 

density by melting any particles that failed to form part of a continuous weld track. 

However, combinations of laser powers (100, 150, 200 W) in double and triple scans 

failed to improve the continuity of the thin walls. Instead, multiple high-power passes 

only resulted in increased balling of the thin walls. As a next step for parameter 
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optimisation, a wider range of point distances was selected (20 to 175 μm) to be tested 

at four laser scan speeds (150, 175, 200, 225 mm/s) at 200 W. By comparing these tests 

along with the first three sets of tests used with different layer thicknesses, it was 

determined experimentally that at many different speeds, a 50 μm point distance 

provided the most consistent thin wall and this was used for the remaining tests. Finally, 

a wider range of laser speeds was investigated from 200 to 1250 mm/s. It was expected 

that the highest laser scan speeds would not sufficiently melt the powder to form a thin 

wall, however, all parameters resulted in thin walls. Only the fastest scan speeds did 

result in very thin walls with minimal bonding and low strength but not in catastrophic 

failure. After comparing the continuity of weld tracks and thickness of the sintered 

particles the best resulted from a laser scan speed of 300 mm/s. In Figure 4-6 the thin 

walls processed with the various parameters are shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-6: Parametric study of copper thin walls 
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4.3.3 Cube samples 

Cubes with dimensions of 5 x 5 x 5 mm were created using a power of 200W, layer 

height of 45μm focus position of 0mm, point distance of 50 μm and exposure time of 

167 μs, based on previous experiments on thin walls and single tracks. Hatch distances 

between 50 and 175 μm were investigated along with single and multiple scan strategies. 

Cubes were created first with a stripes scan pattern testing the hatch distance range with 

respect to cross-sectioned optical density measurements. An example of a copper cube 

fabricated with a striped scan strategy with no rotation is shown in Figure 4-7.  

 

 

Figure 4-7: Cross-section of a cube sample processed with a)stripes and b)nested scan 

pattern with hatch distance of 100μm showing side plane, top plane and an optical 

image of the top as built surface. 
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The cube samples and the grain boundaries of a cross sectioned and etched cube sample 

are shown in Figure 4-8. The average grain size as shown in the etched specimen varies 

between 5 and 50 μm with a mean value of around 14 μm. 

After analysing cube samples manufactured by the single scan strategies (stripes, 

islands, rotation and nested), it was found that there were non-melted areas of loosely 

sintered powder within and between scan tracks. In an attempt to melt and fuse these 

areas, multiple scans were applied within a single layer (pre-sintered with lower laser 

power, re-melt by repeating the scan, multiple scans and an offset scan between tracks). 

Despite the wide range of tested scan strategies, little change was seen in the apparent 

corresponding densities. It was found that the multiple scan strategies, whether the 

second was either directly on top of the previous scan or offset by half the hatch distance, 

resulted in 5-15% lower densities than the highest from the single scan strategies. This 

was due to a difference in absorptivity between powder and consolidated powder. The 

highest densities were found with a hatch distance of 100μm with several of the scan 

strategies. Rotation of the scan pattern by either 67o or 90o resulted in higher densities 

compared with non-rotated tests. All single scan patterns with the same scan parameters 

resulted in densities that were within 5% of each other. After comparing all scan 

a) b) 

Figure 4-8: a) Cube samples still attached to the substrate and b) etched cross section of XY 

plane highlighting the grain structure of as-built pure copper. 
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strategies, the final selected set of parameters used a 100 μm hatch distance with 90o 

rotation each layer.  

4.3.4 Density 

Relative densities were measured by both single cross-section optical density 

measurements using thresholding limits alongside helium pycnometry. The highest 

density using the optical method was 85.8%. The average density for all single scan 

patterns was 83.0% (Figure 4-9).  

Figure 4-9: Cross-sectioned copper cube samples processed with various processing parameter 

sets reveal that the average density does not exceed 83%. 

 

Density measurements using the gas pycnometer were obtained using cubes printed in 

both 90-degree alternating layer scan directions, as well as 67-degrees, as these two 

patterns were nearly identical in optical densities. The average for the 67-degree rotated 

cubes was 83.5% and the 90-degree cube was 84.2%. The optimised parameter set for 

copper resulting in the highest density is shown in Table 4-1. 
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4.4 Electrical Resistivity 

Despite much prior research into LPBF of copper and its alloys little work has been done 

to characterise the absorptivity, conductivity and electrical properties. Most prior 

research only specifies density, hardness and/or other mechanical properties. In prior 

published work on LPBF of Cu, electrical properties have been presented using indirect 

measurement techniques that assume isotropic material properties. However, due to the 

nature of the process AM parts are generally not isotropic and thus the accuracy of these 

indirect measurements needs to be questioned when applied to LPBF processed 

materials. 

The test bars used for resistivity testing were manufactured using the cube parameters 

that resulted in the highest density. This parameter set was a scan strategy of stripes 

rotated 90o for each layer and included 3mm high supports in order to avoid iron 

contamination. They were printed in three orientations to determine sensitivity to 

orientation: a vertical orientation, horizontally as well as diagonally with a 45o incline. 

Some of the test bars were measured in the as-built condition while others were subjected 

Table 4-1: Optimised parameter set for Cu resulting in the highest density 
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to a heat treatment at either 800 oC or 1000 oC with a ramp up temperature of 10 oC per 

minute and a dwell time of either 30 minutes, 1 hour or 4 hours. The resistivity was 

measured using a DC four-wire Kelvin resistance measurement meter which directly 

measured the sample’s resistance. By individually measuring the dimensions of the 

specimens after heat treatment and a light polishing of the surface the material resistivity 

was determined. The average standard deviation for the length of each specimen was 

0.02 mm or 0.06% of the length and was 0.01 mm for width and height resulting in an 

average variance in cross-sectional area of 1.1%. The results of the resistivity 

measurements can be seen in Figure 4-10 along with the corresponding calculated 

standard deviations.  

While the average resistivity of the as-built condition specimens was 8.18 μΩ-cm with 

heat treatment, the resistivity dropped to the lowest average of 3.69 μΩ-cm for the 1000 

oC heat treatment for four hours. The lowest average resistivity was found for the 45o 

orientation heat treated at 1000 oC for 4 hours with a value of 3.43μΩ-cm which equates 

to 50.3% IACS. Out of each group of heat treatments, it can be seen that the vertical 

Figure 4-10: Averaged electrical resistivity under different tested conditions (as-built vs heat 

treated) for samples built with different orientations 
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orientation had on average 24% higher resistivity than the average of the other two 

orientations. 

The electrical resistance of a solid pure metal is derived from the number of disruptions 

found in the periodic atomic lattice structure [179]. In alloys, this disruption comes from 

elements that are not the main element of the alloy. However, in pure elements, this 

disruption comes from imperfections in the crystal lattice. These imperfections are grain 

boundaries, vacancies or voids in the atomic lattice, and dislocations in the lattice 

structure. Larger grains result in lower resistivity due to the lower number of grain 

boundaries compared to small grain structures. But in the case where the material is not 

solid but porous, this porosity has the greatest influence on the resistance of the material.  

In additively manufactured materials, porosity with respect to resistivity has been 

previously studied for a custom aluminium-magnesium alloy and shown to be linear 

[180]. This linear relationship has also been shown with porous metals manufactured 

with other powder metallurgy methods [181], where the resistivity for copper with a 

porosity of 15 per cent is approximately 2.5 µΩ-cm or 68.9% IACS. This is better than 

the best values with heat treatment found in this study and is perhaps due to the pressure 

which results in a reducing of pore size, typically used in conventional powder 

metallurgy (sintering) methods.  

In all tested conditions, the specimens built in horizontal orientation had the lowest value 

of electrical resistivity in comparison to the other two orientations. This is reasoned by 

the cross-section of the top plane (XY) that shows more continuous tracks and fewer 

discontinuities than in the side plane (YZ) as previously shown in Figure 4-7 a) and b). 

The highest resistivity values were found in the vertically built specimens regardless of 

the applied heat treatments. This is perhaps due to an accumulation of partially-melted 
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tracks in the build direction (z-axis), in addition to the interlayer and intra-layer defects. 

These defects and lack of interlayer fusion minimised the amount of connected material 

along the direction of current flow in electrical testing which resulted in a higher 

electrical resistivity for the vertically built specimens. 

When comparing the as-built condition to the longest heat treatment, the vertical 

specimen was fractured and analysed using SEM as seen in Figure 4-11 a) with as-built 

and b) heat treated at 1000 oC for 4 hours on the right. As seen in the as-built condition, 

there is a number of un-melted powder particles in between the laser weld tracks. There 

are also noticeable defined edges between tracks. By comparing this to the heat-treated 

case, while there are still some attached powder particles, they appear to not be loose 

between the tracks but rather fused to them. The number of smaller un-melted powder 

particles is reduced after the heat treatment indicating sintering or partial melting. The 

weld tracks also appear to be fused together and do not show the same defined edges 

between them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This result shows that the heat treatment caused necking to occur for both the un-melted 

powders and for tracks that were adjacent to each other. This necking can be seen in 4-

a) b) 

Figure 4-11: Comparison of a fractured section of a) as-built vertical test bar and 

b) heat treated at 1000C for 4 hours vertical test bar. 
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12 where a number of fracture surfaces are identified. This necking and partial sintering 

decreased the number of discontinuities and gaps in the copper, minimising the effective 

path length electricity has to travel, and thus reducing the resistivity of the specimen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to minimise contact resistance in comparison to the actual material resistance, 

the ends of the test bars were soldered to the electrical tabs used for testing. However, 

this soldering could also have caused some of the variations seen in the measured 

resistivity values as, due to having a liquid phase metal on a porous surface, some 

wicking of the solder into the ends of the test bars can occur. While this can help reduce 

porosity, the resistivity of solder is much higher than copper at 15 µΩ-cm being 

composed of 50% tin and 50% lead. Additionally, some variations in resistivity can be 

attributed to small differences in porosity (2-4%) between specimens, due to the unstable 

build process. This is confirmed by using EDX on a sectioned specimen as seen in Figure 

4-13. Multiple specimens were sectioned and the solder wicked an average of 0.6 mm.  

Figure 4-12: Areas on the fracture surface where localised necking of 

particles and weld tracks occurred but were broken off. 
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4.5 LPBF of Cu Coil Windings  

Electrical coils, shown in Figure 4-14 were created using the same processing parameters 

as the resistivity test bars and were subjected to a heat treatment at 1000 oC for half an 

hour. Resistance measurements were taken and were correlated to the CAD and as-built 

geometries. Due to the variation between CAD values and the actual external sintered 

dimensions of the coils, the exact geometry for calculating resistivity is more difficult to 

estimate. Based on an average of these values for these two coils, the expected resistivity 

in electromechanical applications is about 54% IACS and represents the best result from 

this study. It is worth pointing out that conventionally manufactured coils employed in 

EM usually feature 86-98% IACS. The design freedom of AM allows for structures that 

Figure 4-13: Sectioned SEM image of the soldered end of a copper 

test bar(a) along with EDX elemental analysis 
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cannot be created using traditional methods. These include varying the cross-sectional 

shape of a coil while maintaining the cross-sectional area in order to improve the cooling 

capability of end turn windings or to control local resistances within a coil. Hollow 

shapes can also be made for applications, which require additional cooling and running 

either air or a cooling liquid through the centre of the cross-section. It is necessary to 

improve the conductivity of copper processed via LPBF as it can greatly aid in the 

development of new electromechanical applications. 

 

Figure 4-14: Examples of copper coils created with LPBF showing a variable cross-section and 

hollow core. 

 

Based on the results from this study the resistivity of pure copper can be compared to 

the resistivity of other materials processed by LPBF. Despite having relatively high 

porosity, pure copper proves to be the best material choice in comparison to other metals 

and alloys processed with a 200W LPBF machine in terms of conductivity – though not 

sufficient to be truly useful for real electrical machines.  

4.6 IR laser energy absorption of Cu 

To enable efficient processing of copper at practical volumes it is essential to expand the 

parametric window of laser parameters within which copper can be fully melted to 
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produce fully dense parts. LPBF machines are commonly equipped with lasers featuring 

a maximum power up to 400 W [182]. However a new generation of LPBF machines 

with laser power between 500 and 700 W makes the determination of LPBF process 

parameters for copper manufacturing in this power range particularly important for 

industrial applications [183]. In this work, a systematic study is performed in which the 

key process parameters of scan speed and laser power are altered to fully evaluate the 

ability of copper to be processed using commercial equipment. In addition, substrate 

surface roughness was modified to represent typical processing scenarios, and the 

surface condition of the copper substrate was investigated via pre-process oven-based 

heat-treatment to induce a surface oxide layer. The cross-sectional features of the single 

tracks are analyzed to fully understand processing behavior in the context of conduction 

and keyhole melting regimes. High frame-rate video recording and optical 

metallography were also used to support the identification of conduction and keyhole 

welding regimes and offer new insights into the energy coupling of copper as a function 

of laser parameters. 

4.6.1 Experimental method  

Cu foils supplied from Goodfellow Ltd. UK, with thickness of 500 μm were EDM cut 

into 1 cm diameter plates for the absorptivity measurements. Two copper substrate 

preparations were used: bare substrate machined and 500-grit paper ground, and a 

substrate with a 100 µm recess where the powder was spread. Acetone was used for 

cleaning ground substrates prior to experiments. One substrate was placed into an oven 

at 200 oC for 1 hour, to deliberately oxidise the near surface and assess the effect of this 

factor on copper absorptivity. After the laser-melting experiments and the excess powder 

was removed, the build plates were imaged using a reconstructed light microscope (VR-
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3200 wide-area 3D Measurement System, Keyence Corporation, Japan). The substrates 

with the single tracks were cut perpendicular to the track length direction using a slow 

speed diamond saw (Model 65001, South Bay Technologies, USA) and mounted in 

epoxy resin for cross-sectional analysis. Metallographic preparation was performed 

down to a 1 µm diamond finish and samples were then etched using a 3:1 volume 

mixture of HCl and HNO3 to reveal the microstructure and melt pools. Imaging of melt 

pool depth and width was performed using an optical microscope (STM6 measuring 

microscope, Olympus Microscopes, UK) with submicron resolution. 

The LPBF experiments for the absorptivity tests were performed by the author at 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory using an in-house built LPBF-AM machine 

equipped with a 600 W Yb, 1070 nm continuous wave fiber laser. The beam was focused 

using a 450 mm focal length lens to a nearly Gaussian shape with a 1/e2 diameter of 

40±5 μm and scanned using x-y galvanometer scanning mirrors. The optical system was 

designed to simulate that of a typical commercial LPBF machine. The experiments were 

performed in a custom-built chamber [21] supplied with protective argon gas to ensure 

an inert atmosphere.  

The same copper powder that was used earlier from ECKA Granules GmbH (Germany) 

was also employed for this study. Copper powder was manually spread using a razor 

blade as a 100 μm thick single layer on the circular pure copper discs. This layer 

thickness was chosen for the experiments as the small average powder particle size 

imposed a restriction in spreading a thinner homogenous layer on the substrates. Powder 

layer-height was controlled by the screwing of a threaded stage on which the substrate 

was mounted and was calibrated using a height gauge with a resolution of 0.01 mm and 

0.02 mm accuracy (RS PRO Dial Indicator, UK). A series of 5 mm-long single tracks 
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was produced by varying laser power and scan speed. Processing parameters were 

narrowed down, by reaching the maximum power of the laser (400-540W), on bare 

copper substrate discs and discs coated with powder. Considering losses associated with 

the optics of the system, it was calculated that a 600 W nominal power translated to a 

540 W actual power (10% difference). Laser powers of 400, 450, 500 and 540 W, and 

scan speeds from 25-1000 mm/s were used. These parameters were chosen after 

preliminary experimentation and represent practical parameters that are likely to be used 

for a range of highly reflective materials. 

Two standard K-type thermocouple probes were spot welded on the rear side of the Cu 

substrate discs and used for temperature measurements with a standard error of 0.75%. 

This method allowed the measurement of only the part of the absorbed energy in the 

substrate while excluding the energy absorbed by metal vapor and energy that is 

removed by evaporation. The incident laser power varied from values of 100 W up to 

the maximum of 540 W. Scan speed was controlled by galvanometer mirrors. To avoid 

the inertial effects of the scanning mirror, the scanning distance was set to 10 mm and 

the laser was turned on after 5 mm of travelling distance and turned off at the end of the 

track. Temperature was recorded just before the laser irradiation for a duration of 120 s. 

A description of the extrapolation of absorptivity data in this system is also described in 

the work of J. Trapp et. al. [157] . An exponential decay function was fitted to 

temperature data of each thermocouple for t > t1 and temperature was extrapolated to the 

time t0 corresponding to the time the tracks were created, as shown in Figure 4-15. 
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This procedure was chosen to compensate for temperature losses before temperature 

equilibration over the disc. These losses are primarily caused by convection as the heat 

lost through the thin thermocouple wires and the low conductivity sample holder is 

negligible. The total time of energy deposition was in the millisecond range, much 

shorter than the temperature equilibration time. With known disc temperature increase, 

the effective absorptivity can be calculated by dividing the energy necessary to 

uniformly heat the specimen from starting temperature T0 to end temperature T1 (EH) 

by the energy input due to the laser irradiation (EL):  

                                𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑂𝑢𝑡

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐼𝑛
=  ∫

𝑚𝑐𝑝(𝑇)𝑑𝑇

𝑙/𝑣𝑃

𝑇1

𝑇0
 
                 (4.1) 

   𝑇(𝑡) =  𝑇𝑜 + (𝑇1 − 𝑇𝑜)𝑒−𝑘𝑡                    (4.2) 

where m is the mass of the disc including the powder layer (if applicable), P is the 

nominal laser power, v the scanning speed and l the total length of the laser track (5 mm 

for a single-track line). The temperature-dependent heat capacity over the temperature 

Figure 4-15: Typical temperature measurement curves for the evaluation 

of net energy absorption during laser scanning experiments 
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range measured (25<T<150 C) is given by the function Cp(T) = Cp,0(1 + ̨T) with Cp,0 

and ̨ physical properties of copper are shown in Table 4-2.   

Table 4-2: Physical properties of copper [6] 

 

Property Value and Units 

Absorptivity, A 0.05  

Density, ρ 8.94 g/cm3 

Specific heat capacity, cp 386 J/(kg K) 

Melting point, Tm 1084 oC 

Thermal conductivity, k 399 W/(m K) 

Latent Heat of Fusion 205 J/g 

Latent Heat of Evaporation 4796 J/g 

Thermal diffusivity, D 1.11 x 10-4 m2/s 

4.6.2 Cu single scan track morphology  

Single tracks were produced using laser power of 400, 450, 500 and 540 W, with 

increasing scan speeds from 25-1000 mm/s. Tracks were produced on the two substrate 

types – 100 µm layer thickness powder, as well as 500 grit polished. Figure 4-16 shows 

confocal images and height maps for tracks produced at 400 and 500 W with increasing 

scan speeds, on substrates with 100 µm layer thickness copper powder. A clear 

difference in track quality and morphology between the two power parameters can be 

seen. Overall, the 500 W tracks are generally more homogenous and continuous 

indicating a more stable welding regime for higher laser power. For the 400 W tracks 

extensive balling and a start stop behavior in the melt pool was observed. In addition, 

width, height, and denudation zone of tracks at both 400 W and 500 W is reduced with 

the increasing speed. Moreover, in the case of the 500 W tracks, there is a clear change 

in melting behavior between 50 mm/s and 150 mm/s – whereby at 150 mm/s and above, 
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homogeneous tracks are produced. Morphological irregularities either in the form of 

balling or accumulation of material causing an increase in height of the tracks are 

represented as red spots on the height maps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To further characterise and understand track morphology, track width and height 

measurements for 400 W and 500 W tracks for bare substrates and substrates with a 100 

µm copper layer respectively are shown in Figure 4-17 The width and height of the 

tracks was measured for all tracks, taking an average of seven measurements along each 

track. 

Figure 4-16: (a) and (c) optical micrographs and (b) and (d) height maps for single tracks 

of 100 μm layer thickness copper powder on copper substrates using 400 w and 500 w 

laser powers respectively, at increasing scan speeds. optical micrograph (e) and height 

map (f) for single tracks on bare copper substrate using 500w laser power at increasing 

scan speeds. 
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In the case of the substrates that have the copper powder layer, at 400 W and 500 W, 

there was a trend of decreasing width with increasing scan speed. This trend was 

particularly strong in the case of 400 W. For the bare plate, no significant trend of track 

width evolution with scan speed was observed. Under all scenarios, the track widths of 

the substrate with a powder layer were significantly larger than in the case of the bare 

substrate. Track heights in the case of the powder layer were as expected much higher 

than those of the bare substrates. As is the case for the widths, there was no trend of 

track heights for the bare substrates with increasing scan speed. However, for the powder 

layer, a trend of increasing track height from 50 mm/ s – 200 mm/s scan speeds was 

seen, after which track height remained relatively constant.  

4.6.3 Cross sections of single scan tracks 

To elucidate the melting behaviour further, cross-sections of tracks were analysed by 

SEM. Micrographs of key cross-sections at 400 and 500 W of tracks from copper powder 

layers are shown in Figure 4-18. The significant difference in melting behaviour between 

Figure 4-17: (a) widths and (b) heights of single tracks of copper powder on copper and bare 

copper substrates processed at increasing scan speeds, at 400 W and 500 W. 
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400 W and 500 W powers in the case of the tracks on substrates including copper powder 

layers can be seen.  

 

Figure 4-18: (a) SEM micrographs of polished and (b) etched cross sections of single scan 

tracks with increasing scanning speed and 400 W laser power. c) Keyhole deep melt pool is 

shown for tracks processed with 500 W laser power and slow scanning speed 

 

At 400 W from Figure 4-18 (a), (b)), no penetrating melt pool could be seen irrespective 

of the scan speed, and at higher speeds, almost no bonding occurred. Moreover, at P=400 

W the powder is partially melted, but the substrate is still intact. The melted powder 

evolves under the effect of the surface tension. A dense solid film forms on the surface 
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with good adhesion to the substrate. When the laser power is increased to 500 W, a 

transition to the keyhole regime was observed Figure 4-18 (c)). The formation of 

keyholes with depth being independent from scan speed is shown. High scan speed 

increases the probability of defects, both for 400 and 500 W. Lower scan speed means 

more time for voids to be closed. It is worth mentioning that the microstructure of melted 

Cu is similar to that of bulk virgin Cu. As a result, it is difficult to define details of the 

keyhole structure.  

Figure 4-19 shows the melt pool evolution for maximum laser powers of 540 W and 

increasing scanning speed. Deep penetration key-holing was found with melt pools 

reaching a depth of 400 μm. Compared with the 500 W case no defects can be seen. The 

depth is independent of scan speed. Some variation in the shape of the melt pools can be 

explained by the instability of laser-matter interaction due to low absorption of the 

incoming laser energy. Overall, distinct profiles were observed determined by the 

melting regime: heating, melting and transition from conduction to keyhole. These 

melting regimes are critical for determining the overall stability and behaviour of the 

LPBF process.  

Melt pool characteristics for 540 W at 100 mm/s are more consistent with a keyhole 

melting regime, given the higher aspect ratio melt pool, as opposed to the wider and 

shallower elliptical type melt pool seen at 500 mm/s. In the keyhole laser melting regime, 

the recoil pressure is higher than the surface tension and causes a deep and narrow melt 

pool depression to be formed.  
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Figure 4-19: Evolution of a deep melt-pool in the keyhole regime with low scanning speed to a 

melt pool featuring a more elliptical shape for the transition melting regime. Conduction 

melting regime was observed for 540 W 

  

4.6.4 In-situ absorptivity measurements 

Figure 4-20 shows the effect of laser power at different scan speeds on absorptivity for 

bare plates and for powder. In the case of the bare substrate, absorptivity values start 

below 0.1 and remain at this value until the laser power reaches 350 W. Above this laser 

power, we generally observe a steep increase in absorptivity, indicating the transition 

from solid to liquid. It should be noted that scan velocity does not have a significant 

impact on the absorptivity of Cu. In general, materials featuring high thermal 

conductivity are prone to keyhole depression and they are much more dependent on 

temperature rather than scan velocity. For the powder layer, this same trend is followed, 

however the initial absorptivity is notably higher – between 0.165 and 0.2, which reaches 

0.53 at maximum laser power of 540 W. It appears that for the fastest scanning speed 

(100 mm/s), in the case of the powder layer, the saturation value of absorptivity is 
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reached. The main reason is that for 100 mm/s the incident laser power of 540 W is 

sufficient to reach a keyhole-melting regime. This behaviour can be compared with the 

absorptivity of the bare plate at 100 mm/s, whereby saturation does appear to have been 

reached for the highest laser power. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.5 Melting behaviour and absorptivity 

This work has used in-situ absorptivity measurements of copper to understand its 

melting behaviour and dependence on typical processing parameters used in LPBF. With 

this information, practical implementation of LPBF of copper powder, and successful 

additive manufacturing, can therefore be achieved.  

As can be seen from Figure 4-17, there is a clear trend, when using powder coated base 

plate, of decreasing track width with increasing scan speed. This is consistent with a 

higher energy density at lower scan speeds [184], and hence greater melt volume or melt 

efficiency. This behaviour is similar to other metals and alloys seen in LPBF [136]. At 

Figure 4-20: effect of laser power on absorptivity, for bare plate at 25, 50 and 

100 mm/s scan speeds and for a copper powder layer at 100 mm/s scan speed 

(45 μm beam size). 
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400 W laser power, for both height and width metrics, the fluctuation of the data, 

represented here by the standard deviation, shows a steady decrease with increasing scan 

speed. This is indicative of a more unstable melting regime at lower scan speeds. It can 

also be noted that increased width for the 400 W power tracks may also be explained by 

a denudation phenomenon. This is where depletion of metal powder particles in the zone 

immediately surrounding the solidified track is observed, due to a competition between 

outward metal vapor flux directed away from the laser spot and entrainment of powder 

particles in a shear flow of gas driven by a metal vapor jet at the melt track [149]. 

However, at 500 W power, standard deviation of the height and width data, shows no 

trend with scan speed. This suggests that the transition between stable and unstable 

melting is between 400 and 500 W laser power. At both powers, the widths and heights 

of tracks, and their standard deviations, on the bare substrates show no trend with 

increasing scan speed. This indicates that the presence of a powder layer on the 

substrates dominates the melting behaviour.  

The absorptivity results in Figure 4-20 support these findings. The presence of powder 

on the substrate increases the effective absorptivity at all processing parameters. 

Critically, there is a significant increase in measured absorptivity from 350 to 540 W in 

the case of the powder layer, up to a maximum of above 0.5. This is in contrast to the 

case of the bare substrate, whereby until 450 W, absorptivity remains low, and after 

which, rapidly increases. This behaviour is explained by multiple reflections and 

scattering of the laser beam in the presence of powder. For example, it has been shown 

previously that for high reflectivity materials, such as silver and gold, powder 

absorptivity can be increased by a factor of 4-7 in comparison to a flat surface, owing to 

the numerous reflections before effective absorption [185][186]. This is in contrast to 

low reflectivity materials, such as stainless steel and titanium, for which this factor is 
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only between 1.5-2. It can also be noted that in these results, there was no observed sharp 

decrease in absorptivity values at any particular point, which has been seen in the case 

of stainless steel powder for example [157]. This drop in absorptivity, followed by a 

rapid increase is expected in stainless steel powder when the powder initially forms a 

melt pool, and the measured absorptivity matches close to that of the bare substrate. This 

trend has been seen at both low (100 mm/s) and high (1500 mm/s) scan speeds in the 

case of stainless steel [157]. This is likely explained by divergence of energy to the solid-

liquid phase transformation. This quite different trend for the copper powder seen here, 

where there was no drop in absorptivity, gives further evidence that the transition to a 

melting regime is not clear and sharp, supporting the argument that copper powder 

melting behaviour is not stable or predictable, under these processing conditions. 

The instability of the melting regime for copper powder, and hence the requirement for 

fine-tuning of the process parameters, is explained by the inherent thermo-physical 

properties of the material. The rapid heat conduction of copper results in oscillations and 

turbulence in the melt pool resulting in melt ejections as well as defects in the tracks 

[136]. These phenomena can delay or obstruct the onset of effective penetrative melting, 

and the generation of a stable melting regime. The adopted melting mechanism, i.e. 

either conduction or keyhole, depends on the energy transfer efficiency during the 

process. Laser power and scan speed are the two main factors which affect the width and 

depth of the melt pool. When lower scan speeds are used, a higher temperature is reached 

within the melt pool, with lower viscosity, so the molten material moves outwards, 

improving bonding (wettability) [178]. The larger depth of the melt pool compared to 

its width indicates keyhole mode melting rather than conduction mode melting.  
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Track width scan speed dependence for the powdered sample may be related to slow 

melt motion due to the surface tension mentioned earlier and it is consistent with the 

width of tracks that greatly exceed the beam diameter, up to 15 times for low scanning 

speed. The beam diameter in these experiments is small, approximately the same size as 

the average powder particle. This in effect, results in fluctuations of absorptivity during 

the scan. When the laser beam hits a large copper particle the resulting absorptivity is 

low, close to the absorptivity of the bare copper substrate. But when the laser beam hits 

in-between powder particles, absorptivity increases abruptly due to reflections of the 

beam. The fluctuations of absorptivity during the scan can result in the fluctuation of the 

track structure. For a laser power of 500 W a transition to the key hole regime was 

observed. It is important to note that the transition is very sharp as there is no substrate 

melting at 400 W, in comparison to over 100 µm deep depressions at 500 W. This pattern 

is different from keyhole growth in other materials (e.g. Ti6Al4V, stainless steels and 

nickel superalloys) [154], where keyhole depth grows gradually (linearly) with laser 

power. This key difference in behaviour can be explained by the following and is 

illustrated in the schematic in Figure 4-21. 

In the case of copper, the absorptivity of the laser light jumps rapidly by 1.5 times at the 

melting point, and thermal conductivity drops by 2.4 times. As a result, just after the 

laser melting of copper to a temperature above the melting point, there is a sharp 

temperature increase up to the boiling point, resulting in a sharp transition to the keyhole 

regime. Given the difficulties in LPBF of copper, it is critical to determine the process 

parameters that are practical for future implementation of copper in additive 

manufacturing. This work has shown that laser calorimetry is appropriate for 

determining the melting regime taking place during the melting of copper, and hence the 
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expected track and part quality. Despite this, it is clear that copper does not behave in a 

stable manner under all conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-21: schematic showing melting regimes for copper powder on a copper substrate.  

(a) initial heating results in balling of material, (b) melting occurs resulting in a thin film of 

material and (c) a transition from conduction to key-holing takes place, resulting in a fully 

melted track. 
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4.6.6 Absorptivity Scaling behaviour 

In order to obtain a comparative picture of the melt pool formation behaviour in copper, 

the bare plate absorptivity of a range of materials should be considered. In the study of 

Ye et al. [154], that focused on alloy systems with thermal diffusivities lower than 

copper (e.g. stainless steel, Ti-6Al-4 V and Inconel 625), it was found that the 

absorptivity is mainly dependent on two independent dimensionless parameters – 

namely normalised enthalpy β and normalised diffusion length L*th. These parameters 

take into account both material properties and laser processing parameters, and they can 

be calculated using equations (4.6) and (4.7) respectively: 

 𝛽 =
𝐴𝑚𝑃

𝜋𝐻𝑚√𝐷𝑎3𝑢

              (4.3) 

𝐿𝑡ℎ
∗ = √ 𝐷

𝑎𝑢

                    (4.4) 

For a given material with low thermal diffusivity, the transverse thermal diffusion is of 

minor importance as the increase of melt pool depth or depression depth is driven by 

vapour recoil pressure and Marangoni shear flow. In [187], Campanelli et al. found that 

the melt pool depth and absorptivity scale with βL*
th, which leads to a simplified surface 

energy density dependence (∝ Pu− 1) [154]. Thus, for low thermal diffusion materials, 

the effect of thermal diffusivity will tend to cancel out through the counter-dependence 

of β and L*th on D. When this scaling is applied to copper, as shown in Figure 4-22 (a), 

the plots for different scan speeds become further separated. This is because the above 

scaling relationship is not applicable for high thermally conducting materials such as 

copper, where the melt pool depth is strongly influenced by thermal diffusion. For 

example, when comparing the thermal diffusion time, τth, for a 50 μm laser spot, copper 
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thermal diffusion times are in the order of μs while steel, inconel and titanium are in the 

order of 100′s of μs. This can be compared to an effective scan laser dwell time of ~100 

μs for v = 500 mm/s. When the absorptivity is plotted against the original ‘bare’ form of 

normalised enthalpy β similar to the work of Hann et al. [188], which scales as Pu− 0.5, 

the plots follow a more unified behaviour, however, the threshold for the absorptivity 

jump is still broadly separated (see Figure 4-22 (b)). Instead, the scanning speed 

dependency is less significant due to high thermal diffusivity and short diffusion times. 

In fact, in deriving the normalised enthalpy from laser scan parameters, if one replaces 

the effective laser dwell time (a/u) with τth, the resulting form is β’ = AP = β/L*th which 

cancels out the effect of scanning speed (∝ pu ). For a fixed material and laser spot size, 

this scaling is mainly dependent on power as shown Figures 4-20 and 4-22 (c). The 

increased overlapping of the plots proves that the laser absorptivity of copper is less 

dependent on scanning speed and is consistent with the observation that L∗th > 1 for the 

temperature distribution around the melt pool. For the best t, the scaling exponent of 

absorptivity of copper bare plate vs scanning speed is found to be − 0.18 (Figure 4-22 

(d)). Note that the powder case is still separated from the bare plate cases due to the 

effect of the lower thermal conductivity of the loosely packed powder layer.  
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4.7 Conclusions 

Laser processing of copper is difficult due to its high laser reflectivity and thermal 

conductivity. The largest uncertainty in the evaluation of Cu laser processing is the 

effective absorptivity of the laser energy. Therefore, determining the correct parameters 

to produce predictable and stable processing conditions, is critically important. Even 

when processing parameters seem ideal, there is difficulty in qualifying the differences 

between different parameter sets. Direct calorimetry with in-situ absorptivity 

measurement is an emerging field of research that provides valuable insights to process 

behaviour.  

Figure 4-22: laser absorptivity as functions of the power of normalised enthalpy and 

normalised thermal diffusion length /L*th (a), the normalised enthalpy  (b), the ratio 

of normalised enthalpy and normalised thermal diffusion length /L*th (c), and 

/L*thu-0.18 (d). 
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Extensive parameter optimisation was carried out and results on the density of pure 

copper parts as well as results on the electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity were 

presented. In addition, the laser absorptivity of copper was measured with varying laser 

power and scanning speed. The absorptivity of Cu powder is approximately four times 

higher than for the bare material and the presence of copper powder reduces the critical 

laser power required to melt material. The powder layer can be melted at a laser power 

much lower than the melting threshold for the solid material. The melted layer is dense, 

not well bonded to the substrate but is expected to be adhered well enough for practical 

applications using LPBF. It was also demonstrated that melted layer quality and 

adhesion can be controlled by the manipulation of scan speed. 

Laser calorimetry has been shown to be a useful method of characterising the melting 

behaviour of copper and advancing the understanding of material-process-property 

relationships otherwise difficult to identify. The main findings of this research can be 

summarised as the following:  

 The absorptivity of copper powder is approximately four times higher than that 

for solid material, reaching a value of approximately 0.5.  

 The difference in absorptivity of copper between solid (including powder) and 

liquid state increases between 6–8 %.  

 The presence of copper powder reduces the critical energy density threshold 

required to sufficiently melt material during laser interaction when compared to 

bare substrate. The powder layer can be melted at a more stable and consistent 

manner when compared to the solid disc. 

 It was demonstrated that melted layer quality and adhesion can be controlled by 

manipulation of scanning speed.  
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 The onset of increasing absorptivity is shifted to a higher power at increased scan 

speed.  

 From an additive manufacturing perspective, higher laser power and use of the 

powder layer improves the process efficiency by increasing the effective 

absorptivity. This is attributed to the lower thermal conductivity of the loosely 

packed powder. However, even at the full power of the system at 540 W, the 

energy delivered was insufficient to create a stable keyhole melting regime for 

bare plate and powder. Explosive behavior with expulsion of material from the 

melt-pool and sudden changes in absorptivity, even when in the keyhole regime, 

were noticed.  

In conclusion, these findings can be used as guidelines for parameter optimisation of 

copper and copper alloys in LPBF additive manufacturing. The work has also 

demonstrated that calorimetry can be used as practical method for performing 

monitoring of process behaviour during LPBF. The presented results regarding the 

various relationships between absorptivity and processing parameters may also be useful 

as a reference for LPBF of Copper, and of theoretical value for further research.  
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5. Chapter 5: Silicon steel alloys 

5.1 Introduction 

Silicon steel accounts for the majority of soft magnetic materials that are currently being 

used in electromagnetic applications. Low-percentage alloys, with a silicon content of 

between 1.5-3.5%, are used in the main in standard electric motors, generators and relays 

whereas higher percentage alloys, 3-6.5%, are used for high efficiency motors and power 

transformers. As discussed in Chapter 4, with the addition of silicon in iron, the 

permeability increases, hysteresis losses decrease, eddy-current loss decreases because 

of the higher resistivity and no deterioration is observed with time (aging). In this 

Chapter, some of the fundamental aspects of the Fe-Si binary alloy are presented and the 

effect of silicon content in the alloy is evaluated. In order to characterise Fe-Si alloys, 

metallic powder blends with high silicon content, between 3 to 6.9wt%, are processed 

via LPBF. Results are presented that shed light on the effect of processing parameters 

on microstructure and the resulting mechanical and magnetic properties. This will enable 

better understanding of the metallurgy of Fe-Si alloys processed via LPBF and determine 

the optimum silicon content for a 3D printed soft magnetic core based on the resulting 

mechanical, thermal and magnetic properties.  

Silicon steel is highly susceptible to crack formation during LPBF, which cannot be 

avoided via process optimization solely. Therefore, a simple mixing method is 

introduced in this study in order to produce powder blends with varying silicon content. 

The various Fe-Si powder blends (3.5% 5%, 6%, 6.9%) were processed by LPBF. The 

aim of this study is to enhance the relative density of soft magnetic parts being processed 

with LPBF by changing the silicon content in order to fabricate defect-free samples.  
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Unlike other materials commonly used for structural applications such as Ti6Al4V, 

AlSi10Mg, Stainless steel etc., silicon steel had not been extensively researched and an 

optimised parameter set for a Renishaw-125 LPBF machine had not been previously 

published. The aim of this Chapter is to define the maximum silicon content that enables 

the successful fabrication of near fully dense silicon steel parts via LPBF. This research 

elucidates the effect of silicon content on the microstructure of high silicon steel with 

particular emphasis on mechanical and magnetostatic properties.  

Silicon steel powder blends with 5wt%, 6wt% and 6.9wt% silicon content respectively, 

are processed by LPBF and analysed by performing microstructural investigation, 

micro-hardness measurements and tensile tests. In addition, magnetic tests with the use 

of a VSM were performed and the results are presented.  

5.2 Feedstock Powder Characterisation 

The chemical composition of the powders is shown in Table 5-1 based on suppliers’ 

analysis. Figure 5-1 shows that the size distribution is positively skewed for pure Fe 

powder and the average size is 5 times smaller compared to the pre-alloyed Fe-Si 

powder, based on the results presented in Table 5-2. The powder-blend with 3.5% silicon 

content has two peaks due to the high amount of pure iron added to the blend in order to 

reduce the silicon content from the pre-alloyed powder. The left peak coincides with the 

peak of pure iron at 7 μm. 
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 Silicon steel powders  

  6.9% 6.0% 5.0% 3.5% 

D (10) 22.1 22.4 22.7 3.39 

D (50) 36.2 36.1 36.7 7.1 

D (90) 54 56.4 57.6 15.9 

 

In Figure 5-2 (a) and (b) the particles of both powders are observed to be spherical, a 

morphology that favors both efficient packing and flowability. The cross-sectioned 

particles (see Figure 5-2 (d)) revealed inherent pores which suggest the presence of 

trapped gases that might contribute to porosity in the bulk samples fabricated. The 

Table 5-1: Chemical composition in relative weight% of pre-alloyed Fe-Si and 

pure Fe powders 

Figure 5-1: Particle size distribution analysis for the various powders and powder blends used 

in this study 

Table 5-2 D-Values describing particle size distribution of the pre-alloyed Fe-Si 

powder and the resulting powder blends after mixing with pure Fe powder 
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trapped gas inside the powder particles can be a side effect of the gas atomization 

process, which is employed for the fabrication of metallic powder suitable for LPBF. 

 
Figure 5-2: Feedstock material and resulting powder blends a) pre-alloyed Fe-6.9wt%Si, b) 

pure Fe, c) mixed powder blend Fe-5wt%Si and d) cross-sectioned particles of pre-alloyed Fe-

Si with some inherent pores indicated by arrows 

 

 

 

Sample Powder Type 
Average 
Density 

Standard 
Deviation 

(g/cm3) 
Flow Rate 

(s/50g) 

#1 Pre-alloyed Fe-6.9% w.t. Si 7.4030 ± 0.007 0.0062 21.1 
#2 Mixed Fe-6.0% w.t. Si 7.5058 ± 0.007 0.0176 21.7 
#3 Mixed Fe-5.0% w.t. Si 7.6654 ± 0.007 0.0229 22.4 
#4 Mixed Fe-3.5% w.t. Si 7.7371 ± 0.007 0.0199 23.5 
#5 Pure Fe 99% w.t. 7.7552 ± 0.007 0.0075 28.3 (No flow) 

 

Very fine powder, usually smaller than 10μm, is characterised by poor flowability, 

which agrees with the findings for pure iron in Table 5-3. Further, it is shown that the 

c) d) 

a) b) 

Table 5-3: Results of average density and flow rate for Fe-Si and pure Fe powders 
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higher the amount of pure iron added in the pre-alloyed Fe-Si powder, in order to achieve 

the desirable chemical composition, the more the flowability deteriorates. Thus, it is 

generally recommended to use pre-alloyed powders – however, this was not possible for 

this experimentation and thus mixed powders were used. 

5.3 Parameter Optimisation 

The aim of this set of experiments is to narrow down the processing parameters window 

and produce near fully dense soft magnetic parts by LPBF. In order to evaluate the effect 

of the silicon content of the powders as well as the effect of the building parameters on 

the formation of defects such as porosity and cracks, the study was divided into four 

phases listed below:  

 Laser Power 

 Scan Speed 

 Hatch Distance 

 Layer Thickness 

 

The width of the tracks, the continuity and regularity as well as the response to changing 

laser power and scanning speed was determined. In numerous studies, the process 

parameter window was defined on the basis of geometric defects of 3D printed tracks 

and on the tracks dimensional accuracy. These authors presented the existence of 

stability and instability zones and demonstrated the dependence of the geometrical 

features of 316L stainless steel and 17-4PH steel single tracks on the energy density 

input. The stability zone is characterised by the formation of a stable molten pool and 

continuous vectors. On the other hand, instability zone features non-continuous scan 

vectors and drop formation (balling). Single scan tracks, thin walls and cubic specimens 
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were produced (Figure 5-3) to assess the effect of the processing parameters on the 

quality of the end parts. Scan strategies and their effect on density and crystallographic 

texture will be assessed separately later in this Chapter. 

5.3.1 Laser Power  

Initially, the effect of the laser power on scan tracks was assessed and its impact on the 

relative density of coupons was studied. The laser power varied between 100 and 200 

W with intervals of 20 W. The scanning speed (1000 mm/s), layer thickness (30 μm) 

and hatch distance (0.100 μm) were kept constant in order to evaluate only one process 

parameter at a time. The optical micrograph in Figure 5-4 shows that for the selected 

parameter set, a continuous track was obtained for maximum laser power of 200 W. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3: Silicon steel a) thin walls and b) cube samples fabricated with Renishaw AM-125 for 

parameter optimization and density analysis 

Figure 5-4: Single track morphology with increasing laser 

power. 
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5.3.2 Scan Speed  

A further experiment was conducted to determine the optimum scan speed with the laser 

power fixed at 200 W. The layer thickness and hatch distance were kept constant at 

30μm and 0.100 μm respectively.  For the first set, scanning speed was varied between 

300 and 500 mm/s with 50 mm/s intervals by changing the point distance and 

maintaining a fixed exposure time at 40 μs. For the second set, the point distance was 

kept constant at 20 μm and the exposure time varied between 15 and 60 μs resulting in 

a scanning speed between 500 and 1500 mm/s. To determine the scanning speed the 

point distance (PD) and exposure time (EX) settings were adjusted based on the 

following equation: 

𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 =
𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

                 (5.1) 

 

The scan speed that resulted in stable scan-tracks and maximum relative density in 

coupons was 1000 mm/s as shown in Figure 5-5. 

 

5.3.3 Hatch Distance  

A set of samples comprising of seven coupons was manufactured using hatch distance 

values between 60 and 120 μm with intervals of 10 μm. The other parameters were kept 

constant for the specimens in this study (Laser Power 200W, layer thickness 30μm and 

Figure 5-5: Evolution of density with scan speed, micrographs showing the XY (top) plane  
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scanning speed 1000 mm/s). The range of hatch distances (60-120 μm) evaluated in this 

study was relatively narrow and sufficient overlap between adjacent melt pools was 

achieved for 110 μm Significant difference in terms of porosity was observed for lower 

hatch distances Figure 5-6. In [14] the authors showed that heat accumulation in the melt 

pool occurs when using smaller hatch distances because it allows slow cooling of the 

layer, thereby giving a homogenous and continuous layer. Consequently, it is 

recommended to use the smaller hatch distance. In this case, the hatch distance of 110 

μm was optimum and near fully dense parts were produced. This was considered the 

best compromise between speed of production and quality of the final parts. 

 

Figure 5-6: Effect of hatch distance in μm, on relative density of Fe-5%Si alloys 

 

5.3.4 Layer Thickness  

A number of papers [194,195] have presented results into how layer thickness influences 

the microstructure and properties of samples manufactured by LPBF technology. In this 

research we compare the average density of samples manufactured with a layer thickness 

of 30µm, 40μm and 50 µm for silicon steel alloys (Figure 5-7). 

20μm 
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The powder layer thickness has a clear influence on relative density, mechanical 

properties, and on the size of the columnar dendritic cells forming during the LPBF 

process [196,197]. An increase in layer thickness will weaken the bonding between 

layers resulting in reduced tensile strength and hardness [198]. Layer thickness can also 

affect the heat input in the material and the intra-layer fusion between the new layer and 

the previous solidified layer [199]. A larger layer thickness can help reduce residual 

stresses and reduce build times and cost by reducing the total number of layers that are 

spread and melted. However, surface roughness is highly affected by the thickness of 

the powder layer because more powder is available to create spatter. Other studies have 

also highlighted that part density depends completely on layer thickness and if it is 

minimal, the melting between layers is improved, with a beneficial effect on part density 

[200,201]. For a layer thickness of 40 and 50 μm the energy density was not sufficient 

to fully melt the powder particles, giving rise to porosity. Therefore, it was concluded 

that optimum layer thickness (also minimum allowable layer thickness for the 

Figure 5-7: Increase in layer thickness results in lower density due to 

lack of fusion and formation of irregular pores 
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Renishaw-125 LPBF machine) was 30 μm for this particular alloy. This was considered 

the best compromise between speed of production and quality of the final parts. 

5.4 Porosity Investigation 

Porosity is the most common defect typically observed in LPBF parts and laser power 

can greatly affect the number of pores and their morphology in the samples. When the 

laser power is increased, the density of the part is improved due to a higher degree of 

melted powder and reduced melt pool instabilities. However, if the laser power exceeds 

a specific limit, crack formation and propagation start taking place due to increased 

thermal gradients and stresses induced in the part.  

There are two types of porosities observed in LBPF parts, metallurgical and keyhole 

pores, which correspond to the laser energy density and the resulting shape of the melt-

pool. Metallurgical pores are irregular in shape and larger in size as shown in Figure 5-

8(a) whereas keyhole pores are usually small in size with a spherical shape (Figure 5-8 

(b). Metallurgical pores are created at low scanning speed and can be attributed to the 

high energy induced in the material which causes the entrapment of gases in the melt 

pool, while keyhole pores originate from keyhole instabilities in the melt pool [22][57]. 

It is possible to have two different samples with the same amount of porosity but 

different types of pores. One of the main sources of porosity is the presence of gas either 

between the powder particles when the packing density is low or in the form of gas 

bubbles trapped inside the powder particles during the gas atomization process. The gas 

dissolves in the melt pool and because of the high cooling rates the material solidifies 

instantly and the gas remains entrapped in the LPBF part.  
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Incomplete fusion holes, also known as lack-of-fusion (LOF) defects, are mainly caused 

due to the lack of energy input during LPBF. The formation of LOF defects occurs when 

powder particles are not fully melted to deposit a new layer on the previous layer with a 

sufficient overlap [24, 29]. There are two types of LOF defects: 1) poor bonding defects 

due to insufficient molten metal during a solidification process, as in Figure 5-8(c) and 

2) defects with un-melted metal powders in Figure 5-8 (d). In the deposition process of 

a new layer, it can become difficult to fully re-melt these powders and, as a consequence, 

incomplete fusion holes are formed in the fabricated parts. Furthermore, if the laser 

energy input is too low to cause insufficient penetration depth in the melt-pool, LOF 

defects may be generated due to a poor interlayer bonding [24, 29, 37]. Therefore, LOF 

defects are usually distributed between the scan tracks and the deposited layers. 

Moreover, in a location where defects have been generated, the surface of the location 

becomes rough. The rough surface directly contributes to the poor flow of the molten 

metal to form interlayer defects. The interlayer defects may gradually extend and 

propagate upwards to form large multi-layer defects in a continuous deposition process 

[38]. For a easily oxidized alloy materials, such as aluminium AlSi10Mg, a layer of 

oxide film is usually produced at the surface of a part with residual oxygen in the LPBF 

process. As a consequence, wettability decreases and molten metal flow is blocked, 

leading to a poor bonding between the layers to form the incomplete fusion defects [25, 

39].  

For low laser power below between 100-160W, pores were observed in the cross-section 

micrographs of polished samples. The pores were uniformly dispersed, they were 

irregular in shape and interconnected. Moreover, they featured large cavities filled with 

un-melted powder particles. 
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At low laser power the size of the melt pool is small and powder particles are not 

adequately molten to ensure sufficient bonding between the layers due to lower 

penetration depth of laser. At higher laser power the pores are mostly spherical in shape. 

With higher laser power low melting elements might evaporate and become entrapped 

leaving behind gas voids and solidification shrinkage. Similar results were obtained for 

all the compositions of silicon steel alloys that were tested in this study. 

5.5 Cracks Analysis 

Cracks have a detrimental impact on mechanical and magnetic performance of parts. A 

high-power laser beam irradiates metal powders during the LPBF process, which causes 

Figure 5-8: Two types of porosity (a) Irregular Keyhole pores, (b) Spherical 

Metallurgical Pores, Porosity due to incomplete fusion and d) Un-melted powder 

particles trapped inside a pore. 
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rapid melting and solidification with high cooling rates in the melt pool. Effectively, 

high temperature gradients are created within the part and large residual stresses are 

induced. The combination of the two during the layer by layer process causes crack 

initiation and propagation as mentioned in [202–205]. Similar to stainless steels and 

nickel-based super-alloys, silicon steel has a low thermal conductivity and high thermal 

expansion coefficient, thus it is highly susceptible to cracking [206,207]. 

The morphology and size of the cracks was determined by optical and scanning electron 

microscope. Figure 5-9 shows that cracks in silicon steel are more prone to initiate either 

from a pore or from the edge of the part where residual stresses are usually larger. There 

is an increase in the crack formation with a slight increase in the energy density due to 

the large thermal stresses induced in the as built parts. An increase in the number of 

cracks per sample is also observed with the increase of silicon content.  

Substrate pre-heating proved to be only partially effective to reduce the total number of 

cracks and their size. On-going work is being done to evaluate the residual stresses of 

high-silicon parts with different scan strategies that might open the path to processing 

silicon steel with higher silicon content. Preheating the substrate to temperatures higher 

than 200 oC can reduce the thermal gradients and correspondingly the cracks in the laser 

processed parts [208]. 

Cracks were found in all the samples that were fabricated with the pre-alloyed 6.9%w.t. 

(Figure 5-10) For the powder blends with silicon content lower than 6.0%w.t only a few 
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cracks were formed at the edge of the samples. All Fe-3.5%Si and Fe-5.0%Si samples 

were crack free.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-9: (a) Optical micrograph showing the initiation of a crack from the edge, (b) SEM 

micrograph with pore as the starting point of the crack, (c) Micro-cracks due to higher silicon 

content and embrittlement of the sample, (d) Crack propagating perpendicular to the build 

direction. 

Figure 5-10: Low and high magnification SEM micrographs of cracks formed in Fe-6.9wt% Si 

with increasing volumetric energy density.  
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5.6 Microstructure 

The optical and SEM micrographs in Figure 5-11 show the grain structure of the samples 

in the as-built condition (a, b, c) as well as after annealing (d, e, f). Grain size is within 

the 20-50 μm range for the as-built microstructure (Figure 5-11 a), b) and c)) 

irrespectively of silicon content.  

 

The microstructure in the as built state is characterised by continuous melt pools and 

ferritic grains that grow epitaxially over several built layers (Figure 5-12 a)). In higher 

magnification images (Figure 5-12 c) it is possible to observe the cellular-dendrites, 

which are slightly larger closer to the melt pool boundaries where the material remains 

the longest time at the hottest temperature. During solidification the growth of the grains 

starts at the melt pool boundary and continues towards its centre and mainly follows the 

build direction aligning to the z axis (Figure 5-12 b)). Such epitaxial growth has been 

also reported in [8] for Fe-6.9wt%. The melt pool boundary appears thick as the material 

contains a high amount of Si that segregates in these regions. While the x-y plane shows 

a clear anisotropy in the form of grains elongated in z direction, the grain orientation is 

Figure 5-11: Comparison of Fe-Si samples with increasing silicon content in the as-built a), 

b), c) and annealed condition d), e), f) respectively. SEM micrographs in the XY plane 
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completely inhomogeneous on the x-y plane (Figure 5-11) for all three compositions of 

the soft magnetic alloy.  

 

The samples were subjected to annealing in an argon atmosphere at 1150 oC for 90 min 

hour followed by furnace cooling. After annealing the microstructure appears to be 

coarse-grained, and fully homogenised. The melt pool boundary lines have completely 

disappeared (Figure 5-11) and this is attributed to the dissolution of Si in the solid. The 

high annealing temperature resulted in a complete dissolution of the melt pool structure 

and small traces of segregation were observed. In higher magnification SEM 

micrographs (Figure 5-13 a), b) and c)) residual cementite can be seen. In [209] J. Lemke 

et. al. observed the formation of residual cementite even though they used an ultra-low 

carbon steel with carbon content down to 0.002 wt. %, which is lower than the Fe-Si 

alloys in this study. In the annealed condition the epitaxial structure disappeared and the 

Figure 5-12: a) Epitaxial growth of grains over several layers, b) grain growth in melt-pool, 

c) cellular-dendrites 
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material became more isotropic as the grain structure becomes more homogenous. The 

segregations that were originally found at melt pool boundaries went into solid solution, 

the material was completely homogenised and residual traces of the silicon-rich zones 

were not observed. During the slow furnace cooling, the silicon segregated again 

resulting in a structure that overlaid the ferritic grains. Therefore quenching should be 

used as the final step during heat treatment [60].   

 

Figure 5-13: Micrographs for a) 5%, b) 6% and c) 6.9% with arrows showing residual 

cementite in the grain boundaries after annealing 

 

5.7 Effect of Scan Strategies on density and crystallographic texture 

Up to this point the effect of scan strategies on the manufacturing of silicon steel samples has 

not been tested and evaluated. The objective of this further study was to determine whether a 

specific scan strategy could improve the density and alter the crystallographic texture. The scan 

strategies that were used to process Fe-6wt%Si and the resulting relative densities are shown in 

Table 5-4.  
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Meander bidirectional scan strategy with a rotation angle of 67 and 90 degrees between 

layers was employed and resulted in the highest relative density. The checkerboard scan 

strategy resulted in samples with slightly lower density. The ‘Pre-melt’ scan strategy 

applies two scans in each layer with a layer scanned at first with half the power followed 

by a second scan with full power. Although the ‘Pre-melt’ scan strategy resulted in a 

smooth surface finish of the test samples the density values were actually inferior when 

compared to ‘Meander 2’. In Figure 5-14 a sample fabricated with 2.5 x 2.5 mm islands 

is illustrated. With respect to the checkerboard scan strategies, when the overlap between 

islands was set to zero it resulted in small gaps between adjacent islands at the 

intersections of the corners (90o). This finding is highly pertinent as it can be applied 

for printing parts where eddy current reduction is relevant, where the “air-gaps” will 

effectively reduce the eddy current loops in the part and, consequently, the losses related 

to eddy currents. 

 

 

Table 5-4: Scan strategies used for assessment of density microstructure and texture of Fe-

6wt%Si processed via LPBF 
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For the analysis of the crystallographic texture, EBSD maps were collected for each 

sample covering an area of 2.3 mm2 at a step size of 10 µm. All the samples exhibited 

texture, but the type and strength of the textures varied considerably. The majority of 

 

 

Figure 5-14: a) SEM micrographs showing lack of fusion in between islands boundaries 

for the checkerboard 1 & 3 scan strategies in low and high magnification of the top 

surface. b) Optical micrograph (stitched images) of prototype cube 10x10x10 mm 

fabricated with checkerboard 3 scan strategy and zero overlap between islands. 

a) 

b) 
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samples were characterised by a <111> fibre texture parallel to the growth direction, 

usually dominated by one or two orientations around the fibre axis. Of these, meander 1 

and checkerboard 4 had relatively strong <111> fibre textures, while for meander 2, 

stripes 1, checkerboard 1 and checkerboard 2 the strength was moderate, and for pre-

melt 1 it was weak. 

Furthermore, most of the samples had concentrations of {100} pole density around the 

growth direction, though in most cases this was relatively weak. The exceptions are 

checkerboard 3, which showed a cube texture, and pre-melt 2, which showed a <100> 

fibre texture parallel to the growth direction, both of moderate strength. Pre-melt 1 had 

a roughly equal mixture of the <100> and <111> fibre textures. Pole Figure images for 

3 scan strategies are presented in Figure 5.16. All pole Figures can be found in 

APENDIX 2. 

In [211] the texture strength index of Fe-6.9wt% Si alloy for various annealing 

conditions was presented. It was shown that high temperature annealing can be 

performed without weakening the beneficial crystallographic texture induced by LPBF 

[212]. However, in this study when the energy density was increased the 3D printed 

parts suffered from extensive cracking. Therefore, a trade-off between part quality and 

texture intensity was made. 
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The EBSD maps in Figure 5-15 show the crystallographic texture of the grains along the 

build direction, and the transverse direction for meander 1 and meander 2 scanning 

strategies. The EBSD analysis indicates that the scanning strategies employed in this 

study do not alter significantly the <001> fibre texture induced by LPBF along the build 

direction. However, there was clear evidence of grain orientation differences due to scan 

direction effects. As seen, for meander 1 scan strategy (Figure 5-17), a square pattern 

(mosaic) is apparent in the XY plane because of the specific scan paths used for 

fabricating the sample. The same effect was found for stripes 1 scan strategy. The size 

of each square is approximately 100-120μm which is similar to the hatch distance of 

110μm. The same effect was also observed for the stripes scan strategy with 90o rotation 

between layers. A schematic of the formation mechanism was first presented in [210] 
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Figure 5-15: Pole figures showing the type and intensity of texture for the 10 scan strategies 

employed 
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and is also illustrated in Figure 5-16 below;  during LPBF, the thermal gradients and 

growth rates differ along the melt pool due to the movement of the laser beam. Similar 

to the findings in [108] the highest thermal gradients were located in the central regions 

of the melting track and decreased towards the borders [27]. The previously melted 

tracks were subjected to over-heating; they were heavily re-melted and crossed on the 

subsequent laser tracks. In the XZ plane the grains were found to orientate along the 

build direction, which is attributed to the epitaxial mode of grain growth and to the 

symmetry of the BCC crystallographic cell. For meander 2 and stripes 2 (67o) the grains 

are not so well defined in the XY and XZ planes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-16: Schematic illustration of formation of square pattern in top 

view XY for meander with 90o rotation between layers [210] 
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5.8 XRD Results 

XRD samples for Fe-Si alloys with a silicon content between 5-6.9%w.t. were measured 

with an XRD Bruker D8 Advanced Diffractometer (Figure 5-18). Samples of the 

feedstock material in powder form, cubes processed via LPBF in the as built condition 

and annealed cubes were compared. The XRD results elucidate the effect of the LPBF 

process and high temperature annealing on the appearance of DO3/B2 ordered phases. 

A comparison between the three Fe-Si alloys (5%, 6%, 6.9%) used in this study is 

presented.  It is shown that the microstructures of all samples are characterised by a 

Figure 5-17: SEM micrographs and EBSD maps for meander 1 (90o) and meander 2 (67o) 

with epitaxial growth along the build direction and mosaic pattern formed in the XY plane for 

meander 1. 
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single bcc-phase because the high silicon content suppresses the formation of γ phase. 

However, it is evident that diffraction peaks associated with type B2-DO3 phase 

ordering appear following LPBF processing for 6% and 6.9%, where it is assumed that 

LPBF cooling rates cannot fully suppress the ordering phase transformation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After annealing at 1150 C for 90 min, the intensity of peaks is increased suggesting that 

the slow cooling rate (furnace cooling) is not sufficient to prevent ordering. However, if 

quenching follows after annealing, the cooling rates are fast enough to keep the Si in 

solid solution and prevent the ordering reaction, thus quenching of samples processed 

via LPBF is recommended. It must be noted that the ramp up and ramp down 

temperature must be kept to a minimum to avoid cracking of the samples during post 

processing. The XRD results are presented in Figure 5-19. 

Figure 5-18: Fe-Si samples with varying silicon content between 3.5-6.9%w.t. in a) metal 

powder samples and b) as built and heat-treated cubic samples processed by LPBF. 
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Figure 5-19: Comparison of XRD spectra for Fe-Si alloys with 5%, 6% and 6.9%w.t Si for 

powder, as built cubes and annealed cubes at 1150 C for 90 min. 
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5.9 Lattice Peak Parameter  

The lattice parameter of the Fe-Si system decreases linearly with increasing Si content 

[35]. The slope of the function describing the linear relationship changes abruptly at 

5%Si, owing to the onset of atom ordering. As previously shown in [108] the lattice 

parameter for high-silicon steel samples has a lower value when compared to the value 

for pure bcc-Fe and is well above that for cast Fe-6.9%Si, where superstructure lines in 

the XRD spectrum are known to appear due to ordering initiation [35]. The value for the 

unprocessed powder blends was found to be lower than as built and annealed samples 

(Figure 5-20).  

 

Figure 5-20: Evolution of lattice parameter for silicon steel with increasing silicon content for 

metallic powder, as built and annealed samples 

 

Moreover, the lattice parameter decreases with increasing silicon content which is in 

agreement with the findings in [108] and [211]. The decrease of the lattice parameter 

can be explained as the result of diffusion of the silicon with smaller atomic size into the 
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iron matrix, which is characterised by a larger atomic size. Thus, a substitutional solid 

solution is formed during the crystallization process. 

5.10 Conclusions 

The experimental approach to optimise the process parameters for silicon steels has been 

described in this Chapter. The effects of the main LPBF process parameters on the 

quality of the soft magnetic alloys and a microstructural analysis have been presented. 

It has been shown that within the optimal window of laser energy density, some process 

parameters can be adjusted for increased density without undermining the properties of 

the material. However, it must be noted that for Fe-Si powders with high silicon content, 

some defects, such as pores and cracks, were observed in the samples even when 

processed with the optimum parameter set. The impact of scan strategies on the 

crystallographic texture was also presented with the use of pole Figures and EBSD maps. 

Finally, XRD was used to investigate the ordering-disordering transformations for the 

Fe-Si alloys in various conditions (powder, as built and annealed). 

In summary, the laser melting of Fe–Si alloys with a silicon content of 5.0%w.t., 

6.0%w.t. and 6.9%w.t. was systematically investigated in this work. The main findings 

of this research can be summarised in the following points:  

1. Various scan strategies were tested in order to measure and minimise the residual 

stresses and consequently improve the processing ability of Fe-Si binary alloys 

with LPBF.  The effects of the scan strategies on the microstructure and texture 

were also assessed 

2. Fe-5wt%Si samples processed with the optimum set of parameters featured the 

highest relative density of 99.98%. With higher silicon content, the relative 
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density of samples decreased with density values of 99.8% and 98.5% for Fe-

6wt%Si and Fe-6.9wt%Si respectively.  

3. The microstructure of all the LPBF samples consisted of α’ columnar grains 

oriented towards the build direction (z-axis). 

4. Two main defects were observed in the solid specimens, porosity and cracks. 

The formation of un-melted powder defects was mainly attributed to 

inappropriate overlap rates and unstable scanning tracks, which can be 

eliminated by adjusting the processing parameters.  

5. XRD measurements indicated that there is a difference between the phase of high 

silicon steel powders and parts processed by LPBF. Ordering phases were 

observed for the Fe-Si alloy compositions that were investigated. 

6. Metallurgical and keyhole pores were eliminated with the optimization process. 

However micro-cracks were highly dependent on the silicon content. High 

silicon content and its interaction with high thermal gradients and residual 

stresses induced during the LPBF manufacturing process cause embrittlement 

and crack propagation in components with silicon content higher that 6%w.t.  
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6. Chapter 6: Fe-Si alloys material properties 

6.1 Introduction 

The material properties of silicon steel alloys processed using LPBF are presented in this 

Chapter, which aims to shed light on the mechanical and magnetic properties of the 

alloys, in order to lay the foundation for the application of this class of materials for the 

production of electric motors. The effect of silicon content and condition (as built, 

annealed) on the properties of the binary soft magnetic alloy is investigated.  

6.2 Micro-hardness (Vickers Hardness) 

In this study, silicon steel cube samples with silicon content between 3%-6.9%w.t. were 

processed by LPBF with an optimum parameter set. In order to assess the effect of the 

silicon content on the mechanical properties, micro-hardness was measured with the use 

of a Vickers indenter. Indentation results are expressed as mean ± standard error and are 

shown in Figure 6-1.  

The theoretical values shown in Figure 6-1 were calculated for a high and low silicon 

content based on empirical equations 2.1 and 2.2 It can be observed that for the low 

silicon content area (silicon content below 5%w.t.) the experimental value for Fe-

3.5%w.t. Si is significantly higher (219.36 HV) in comparison to the theoretical value 

(approximately 145HV). However, for the higher silicon content area (above 5%w.t.), it 

is shown that LPBF as built Fe-Si samples have lower values than the theoretically 

calculated. This indicates that high silicon steel soft magnetic alloys processed by LPBF 

are more ductile in comparison to the theoretical values calculated and have been 

previously validated in the literature.  
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The micro-hardness was also measured for samples that were heat treated at 1150 oC for 

90min and the results were compared to the as-built samples. The hardness increases 

with increasing silicon content both for the as built and the annealed samples (Figure 6-

2). Annealing causes an overall increase in the micro-hardness of Fe-Si processed via 

LPBF. The evolution of hardness following the heat treatment is more evident for silicon 

over 5%w.t. The increase in hardness values is attributed to the formation of ordered 

phases for the high silicon steel alloys. The XRD spectra presented in Figure 5-19 

verifies the presence of ordered phases that is known to increase the HV. This 

explanation is also supported by the small increase in the HV of 3.5%Fe-Si where 

ordered phases were absent in the XRD spectra. 
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Figure 6-1: Effect of silicon content on the average Vickers Hardness, experimental results are 

shown with red line and dashed line shows the theoretical values calculated based on 

equations (6.1) and (6.2) for high and low silicon content. 
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Figure 6-2: Comparison of Vickers Hardness for as-built vs annealed samples with varying 

silicon content 

 

The results so far indicate that hardening takes place during stress relief [81] and high 

temperature annealing of Fe-Si alloys that have been manufactured by LPBF. Vickers 

Hardness is dependent mainly on Si-content only for near fully dense samples, 

regardless of the heat treatment conditions. For the range of Fe-Si alloys investigated in 

this study, part of the material under the indenter was pushed out on the surface forming 

a small pile up around the sides of the imprint (Figure 6-3). This was observed for both 

as-built and annealed samples.  

An additional set of Fe-6%w.t. Si samples was used to evaluate the effect of porosity on 

micro-hardness. The samples were processed with the maximum laser power of 200 W 

and increasing scan speeds between 800-1500 mm/s with intervals of 100 mm/s. The 

samples featured an increasing value of porosity with increasing scan speed and the 

maximum density was achieved for 1000mm/s.  
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Figure 6-4 shows that the relationship is linear and the micro-hardness decreases linearly 

with a decrease in energy density and effectively an increase in porosity values. It is also 

important to note that the micro-hardness values presented so far were for indentations 

on the plane parallel to the build direction in the as built and heat-treated samples. The 

plane perpendicular to the build direction showed an average micro-hardness of 5% 

lower. As reported previously, anisotropy in the mechanical properties of LPBF parts is 

attributed to the layer-by-layer manufacturing approach and the grain structure and 

texture developed as a result of the thermal gradient. Anisotropy was not observed in the 

Pile up 

Ideal shape of 

the indentation 

a) b) 

Figure 6-3: a) Schematic of indentation pile up shape and b) optical micrograph 

of a typical indentation of a Fe-5%Si sample. 
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Figure 6-4: Effect of porosity on Vickers Hardness for Fe-6%w.t. Si processed with 200 W 

and increasing scan speed between 800-1500 mm/s resulting in increased porosity 
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material after heat treatment and the hardness in both planes was similar to the as-built 

samples. This can be explained on the basis that the microstructure and texture are 

homogenized after annealing at 1150 oC for 90 min as shown in section 5.5. 

6.3 Tensile Test Results 

Two geometries were used for fabricating tensile specimens as shown in Figure 6-5. The 

first type of samples, were found to be unsuitable for testing.  Cracks were observed in 

the thin gauge section of the samples after removal from the substrate. This was caused 

likely by the brittle nature of Fe-Si and the thermal stress induced by the manufacturing 

process. Next, geometry 2 was selected and manufactured with a thicker gauge section.   

Ten samples were produced in total, three dog-bones per each condition (as built, stress 

relieved, annealed) to ensure repeatability in the measurements and a spare sample for 

backup.   

 

 

NO. 1 

NO. 2 

Figure 6-5: Geometries No.1 and No.2 used for manufacturing tensile specimens. Drawings 

and CAD models are shown based on the dimensions of specimen 4 according to 

ASTME8/E8M standard 
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All tensile specimens were built horizontally with respect to the build direction (Z-axis) 

because of limitations in the build height (Figure 6-6). The selected build orientation 

allowed the minimisation of build-time but it added workload in terms of post-

processing and support removal. For all the samples, support structures were built to 

anchor the parts to the build platform. This allowed for an easier removal (no EDM 

required) and contributed in the reduction of residual stresses in the built parts while 

minimising cracks and delamination. After removal from the substrate the samples were 

post machined to achieve dimensional accuracy according to the CAD files. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yield and tensile strengths increase up to 4.5% in silicon content, but they suddenly start 

deteriorating at higher Si contents. Importantly, ductility quickly goes to 0 in the vicinity 

of 5% Si. Because of the brittle nature of high-Si steels, processing this material (e.g., 

by rolling and punching) becomes extremely difficult. Therefore, practically all-

Figure 6-6: a) Tensile samples of geometry 1, b) tensile samples of 

geometry 2 in the as-built condition and c) after annealing 
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commercial Fe-Si cores contain around 3.5%w.t. Si. Before fabricating soft magnetic 

cores from high silicon steel, the mechanical strength of the printed material must be 

measured to ensure structural robustness during operation. Mechanical integrity of the 

printed objects becomes particularly relevant for rotors employed in high-speed 

electrical machines, as even relatively small structural inconsistencies are likely to lead 

to propagation of cracks in the rotor and fatigue failure in its integrity. In this study, 

tensile tests only for Fe-6.0%w.t. Si alloy were performed for as-built, stress relieved 

(700 oC for 1h) and annealed (1150 oC for 90 min) samples.  

Monotonic uniaxial tension tests were conducted using an Instron 5581 universal testing 

machine with a load cell that has a maximum capacity of 50 kN. The tests were carried 

out in accordance with the ASTM standard E8/E8M [176]. The crosshead speed was 

1mm/min employing a 0.5%strain rate. A random spatter pattern was applied to the 

surface of the tensile samples using white and black spray paint to collect strain data 

using a video gauge as shown in Figure 6-7. The fracture surfaces of the tensile samples 

were imaged with the use of SEM. The engineering stress-strain curves in Figure 6-8 

show that all the samples behave in a brittle fashion under tensile loading. Brittle fracture 

generally occurs in materials that exhibit low levels of yielding and elasticity. 

When the material is under excessive stress levels sudden catastrophic crack propagation 

can initiate from a micro-scale defect such as a void, inclusion or discontinuity. Due to 

brittle failure all samples exhibited a flat fracture with cleavage failure surface. No 

plastic deformation was observed during the tests. As-built samples are found to be 

marginally stronger than the samples subjected to annealing. 
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Stress relief post heat treatment of the samples at 700 oC for 1hr followed by furnace 

cooling reduced further the material’s strain hardening capacity and fracture occurred 

for a tensile strain below 0.3%. With regard to the annealed samples, the ductility is 

slightly decreased without a drastic loss in tensile strength. This supports earlier findings 

where the micro-hardness of the as-built material was found to be lower in comparison 

to the annealed specimens.  

Although the material behaviour is clearly brittle, in order to reveal the failure mode, the 

macroscopic features of the fracture surfaces of the tensile samples were investigated. 

The brittle failure mechanism is categorised based on two types of fracture mode, 

namely transgranular and interganular. Transgranular fracture is characterised by 

fracture cracks that pass-through grains and the fracture surface features faceted texture 

because of the different orientation of cleavage planes in grains. On the other hand, 

intergranular fracture is characterised by fracture crack propagation along grain 

boundaries. High magnification SEM micrographs were obtained and revealed that 

 

Figure 6-7: a) Fe-6%w.t. Si tensile sample during test and b) image 

captured by video gauge after rupture has occurred. 
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failure always originated from a defect such as a pore or crack and intergranular fracture 

was observed. As shown in Figure 6-9 (a), cracks propagate along the plane 

perpendicular to the loading direction until catastrophic failure. Shallow dimples were 

not observed in any of the tested samples. Macroscopically, the fracture surface was 

relatively flat with no signs of shear lips.  
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Figure 6-8: Series of tensile Stress-Strain curves comparing the mechanical behavior of 

Fe-6wt% samples in a) as-built,  b) stress relief heat treatment (700 oC) and c) annealing 

(1150 oC). 
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Low to no ductility was also evident by the lack of necking in the tested samples (Figure 

6-9 (b)). The fracture surface of the tensile samples features distinguishable tear ridges 

(Figure 6-9 c)), micro-voids (Figure 6-9 d)) and secondary cracks (Figure 6-9e)). This 

suggests that the crack propagates along the grain boundaries between melt pools that 

are weakened or embrittled and failure occurs through de-cohesion between layers 

(Figure 6-9 d)).  

 

Figure 6-9: SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of horizontally built Fe-6wt% Si, a) 

Overall morphology of failure with cleavage fracture features aligned as indicated by the 

arrows, b) Relatively flat fracture with no indication of “necking”, c) Tear ridges d) Micro-

voids of varying size, e) Secondary cracks aligned with cleavage features 

 

In [213] Lemke also observed a similar step-like failure morphology for horizontally 

built stainless steel 316L samples and it was speculated that cracks are more prone to 

propagate across layer boundaries. Hence, horizontal specimens appeared as more 

damage tolerant when subjected to tensile loads. This is further supported by the 

numerous short and long secondary cracks that appear over the whole fracture surface. 
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The effect of secondary cracks is also evident in the tensile strain curve as small 

deviations (noise) during the measurements.   

The overall tensile properties of the samples for all three conditions can be found in 

Table 6-1. The decrease in the material’s ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, and 

modulus of elasticity after low and high temperature heat treatments is attributed to the 

microstructural coarsening, as determined by the microscopic investigation, meaning 

reduction in the amount of grain boundaries that hinder the motion of dislocations during 

deformation. Stress relief reduced the ultimate tensile strength by approximately 28%, 

whilst decreasing the ductility by a factor of 1.8. The tensile results presented for high-

silicon steel processed via LPBF, are an addition to the literature on tensile behavior of 

LPBF Fe-6wt% Si.  

Table 6-1: Comparison of tensile properties of Fe-6wt% developed via LPBF in this study for 

the as built condition and with low and high temperature post heat treatment 

 

Sample Tensile Yield 

Strength (0.2% 

offset) MPa 

Tensile modulus 

(GPa) 

Ultimate Tensile 

Strength (MPa) 

Elongation at 

failure (%) 

As built 657.612 ± 42 195 ± 27 760 ± 29 5.3 ± 0.8 

Stress 

Relieved 

474.134 ± 32 185 ± 7 550 ± 41 3 ± 0.2 

Annealed 631.227 ± 24 190 ± 19 685 ± 13 5.2 ±0. 6 

 

In comparison to horizontally built stainless steel samples (316L) via LPBF [213], Fe-

Si shows the same UTS value of 685MPa in the annealed condition and a superior UTS 

value of 760MPa for the as-built samples. Further research on the effect of build 

orientation on the tensile strength of Fe-Si alloys is required because the layer-by-layer 

manufacturing process during LPBF can have an impact on the mechanical behavior of 

parts built in different orientations. The authors in [214] presented that pores or melting 
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defects, segregation, oxidation and inclusions increase stress in parts and deteriorate the 

mechanical performance. These become more frequent at the interface between layer 

boundaries normal to the build direction. In vertical samples, boundary surfaces between 

adjacent layers are perpendicular to the loading direction, whereas in horizontal samples, 

these surfaces are aligned to the loading direction. Hence, the position of layer 

boundaries with respect to the loading direction could cause premature yielding and 

lower strength and elongation to failure in vertical samples.  

A comparison between the fracture surfaces of samples in all three conditions is shown 

in Figure 6-10. The SEM micrographs reveal a similar fracture surface, however, a 

decrease in the number of micro-voids and partially melted powder particles can be seen 

for the stress relief and annealed condition. In comparison to the as-built condition, 

annealed samples feature a smoother surface. 

 

Figure 6-10:  Fractured surface of Fe-6%wt Si samples a) as-built, b) stress relieved and c) 

annealed. Micro-cracks can be observed in all three conditions. 

 

In order to improve the mechanical properties of Fe-Si alloys, a further increase in the 

ductility of high silicon steel is required. To overcome this problem, two methods can 

be applied. The first method includes the investigation of heat treatments and cooling 

rates that could retard or completely inhibit the appearance of disordered phases. Tensile 

tests presented in [215] on annealed Fe-6.5%w.t. Si steel produced by melt spinning, 

suggested that the appearance of D03 super-lattice structure is responsible for the loss 
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of ductility. The authors also showed that the ductile as-quenched samples could be 

converted into brittle materials by air cooling or annealing, and brittle ribbons can be 

converted back into ductile ribbons by annealing above the B2-D03 temperature 

followed by quenching; this further supports the argument that D03 ordering renders the 

Fe-6.5wt% Si steel brittle.  

With regards to the second method, various alloying additions have also been explored 

in the literature such as Al, Ni, Nb and Mn that were found to slightly increase the 

plasticity of high silicon steel [216][217][218]. However, careful consideration is 

required when alloying silicon steel with additional elements because they can have a 

detrimental effect on the magnetic properties [217]. Hence, alloying additions must be 

restricted to a limited amount. 

6.4 Magnetic Properties 

In this study Fe-Si alloys with silicon content 5%, 6% and 6.9% respectively, are 

investigated to assess the effect of silicon content on the magnetic properties. The effect 

of the build orientation (horizontal and vertical) and post heat treatment annealing are 

evaluated and correlated to the magnetic performance of the binary soft magnetic alloys. 

All samples were processed with the optimum parameter set to eliminate any macro-

structural and crystallographic effect originating from variance in energy density. The 

magnetization (M-H) curves of all three Fe-Si alloys in the as built condition are shown 

in Figure 6-11 and the results for annealed samples in Figure 6-12.  They feature well-

defined hysteresis loops both in the as-built and annealed condition and exhibit a typical 

soft ferromagnetic behaviour.  
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Figure 6-11: Normalised magnetisation curves (hysteresis loops) for horizontally 

and vertically built Fe-Si alloys in the as built condition 
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Figure 6-12: Normalised magnetisation curves (hysteresis loops) for annealed horizontal and 

vertical Fe-Si alloys with insets zoomed in on the data around zero field. 
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The saturation magnetization (Ms) and maximum permeability values for the Fe-6.9wt% 

Si samples in the as built condition are 204 emu/g and 2170 respectively. After annealing 

the saturation magnetisation remained the same but the maximum permeability 

increased significantly to 26450. Grain growth after annealing justifies this increase, and 

the results are in good agreement with the findings in [81] where the same alloy 

composition was used. However, the addition of silicon beyond 5% did not improve the 

magnetic permeability significantly although permeability is highly dependent on the 

composition. This could be attributed to the increase in cracks and pores for the higher 

silicon content samples. The remanence ratio was also calculated and a decreasing trend 

was observed with an increase in the silicon content of the silicon steel, which was more 

pronounced for the annealed samples. The average values of magnetisation saturation 

(Ms) residual magnetization (Mr), maximum permeability (μmax) and the remanence 

ratio (Mr/Ms) are summarised in Table 6-2.  

Table 6-2: Magnetic properties of high silicon steel alloys in the as built and annealed 

condition for samples built in two directions (horizontal 0o and vertical) 
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Unfortunately, no coercivity values can be provided for the samples under investigation. 

Normally to calculate coercivity values, one just estimates where the magnetization 

crosses the y (m) = zero axis as the field increases (this would be a positive field h+) and 

where it crosses the y axis (m=0) as the field decreases (this would be a negative field 

h-) and then calculate 
𝐻𝑐 =

(ℎ+−ℎ−)

2

. In every case as the field increases the 

magnetization crosses m = 0 at some negative value of h and as the magnetic field is 

decreasing m crosses 0 at some positive field. So, this is unphysical as shown Figure 6-

13). Basically, the coercive field of the samples are lower than the trapped field in the 

superconducting solenoid magnet. The trapped field in the solenoid will be negative 

(between -10 and -30 mT) as the magnetic field is decreasing and around (+10 to +30 

mT) when the magnetic field is increasing. In other words, the data just reflects the 

trapped field in the magnet. Hence, the coercive fields in these samples are lower than 

10 mT (the trapped field in the magnet). Due to the very soft magnetic nature of the 

samples, they may have a coercive field of 0 to 10 mT, which cannot provide sufficient 

and credible data for the calculation of Hc. 

 

Figure 6-13: Inability to provide coercivity values due to the unphysical behavior during tests  
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A representative permeability curve for Fe-6wt% Si is shown in Figure 6-14. The 

permeability was calculated from the 5th quadrant of the M-H curve when a 

magnetisation cycle is complete. The experimental technique of ac susceptibility can be 

used as a probe of magnetic dynamics in a wide variety of systems. Its use is restricted 

to the low-frequency regime and thus is sensitive to relatively slow processes. Rather 

than measuring the dynamics of single spins, ac susceptibility can be used to probe the 

dynamics of collective objects, such as domain walls in ferromagnets.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-14: Representative permeability curve for Fe-6wt%Si soft magnetic alloy 
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The AC susceptibility results in Figure 6-15 show the magnetic response of Fe-6wt%Si 

where χ is plotted against the applied ac field H. Measurements of χ versus ac field H 

were taken at six fixed frequencies f (11, 31, 113, 311, 1031 and 3343 Hz) in an ac 

driving field of 1Oe. The frequencies are roughly log spaced and are all prime numbers. 

The dc field was swept from 0 to 5 kOe with increments of 200 Oe for each run. 

Furthermore, measurements for χ ΑC versus frequency f at fixed field H in an ac driving 

field of 1 Oe were conducted. Fields were 0, 1, 2 3, 4 and 5 kOe and frequencies were 

10 to 7000 Hz with 50 steps on a log scale (sometimes the run ended before 7 kHz as 

the signal was too large and the signal saturated).  

Figure 6-15: AC susceptibility χ of Fe-6wt% Si soft magnetic alloy for samples built 

horizontally and vertically in the as built condition. χ is plotted against applied field H and 

against frequency 
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It can be seen that the AC susceptibility is essentially frequency independent. From this 

data set, there is little evidence that the AC response varies with frequency, but this is 

quite a small frequency range (11 Hz to 3343 Hz). Furthermore, the AC susceptibility 

becomes smaller (tends to zero) in higher field as the magnetization of the samples 

saturates. The ability to process high silicon steel in near-net shape form in 3D 

geometries via LPBF with good magnetic properties is a step towards the fabrication of 

complex geometries for novel components used in electromagnetic applications.  

6.5 Electrical Resistivity  

In this study, the electrical resistivity of silicon steel samples, only in the as-built 

condition, with varying silicon content was measured. The results are summarised in 

Figure 6-16 for three build orientations. The resistivity was measured using a DC four-

point Kelvin resistance measurement meter that measured the specimen’s resistance 

directly. The rectangular test bars were 50mm long with a cross sectional area of 25 mm2 

fabricated with the optimised parameter set.  
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Figure 6-16: Electrical resistivity of Fe-Si samples in the as-built condition with varying 

silicon content and build orientation 
 

It is evident from the results that the resistivity increased with an increase in silicon 

content, as one would expect. The lowest resistivity was found for Fe-3%w.t.Si with an 

average value of 85.2 μΩ-cm and featured isotropic electrical resistivity irrespectively 

of the build orientation. Hence, it is suggested that for the lower silicon content, silicon 

steel does not experience anisotropic crystal structure during LPBF with the optimum 

set of parameters. However, when the alloy contains a higher percentage of silicon, 

anisotropic behavior can be observed. It can also be observed that the anisotropy 

increases with an increase in silicon content. For all the Fe-Si alloys investigated in this 

study, the highest resistivity values were found in the vertically built specimens showing 

a dependence of sample resistivity in relation to the build orientation. 

According to the literature, the resistivity for commercial 3% and 6.5% Si content silicon 

steel are approximately 47 and 85 μΩ-cm, respectively [14]. Based on the results from 

this investigation, the resistivity values of Fe-Si processed by LPBF is approximately 
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two times higher when compared to Fe-Si fabricated with traditional manufacturing 

methods. The highest resistivity value was 152.6 μΩ-cm for Fe-6.5wt% Si test bars, as 

one would expect. All cracks propagated perpendicular to the build direction of the 

samples, which is an indication of high thermal gradients and residual stresses which 

resulted in higher resistivity for diagonally and vertically built samples in comparison to 

horizontally built samples.  

Silbernagel et. al. found that the electrical properties of AlSi10Mg processed by LPBF 

were anisotropic, which was attributed to the melted microstructure of the printed 

samples [161]. The lowest resistivity was measured in the build direction, because 

needle-like shapes of aluminium solidified in the build direction. The anisotropic 

behaviour was eliminated after heat-treatment of the samples, which resulted in a 

homogenous internal structure. Anisotropic behavior was observed in this study for high 

silicon steel in the as built condition. Further research in the electrical resistivity of 3D 

printed silicon steel is required for the annealed condition. The results are expected to 

be in agreement with the findings in [161] because a homogenised microstructure was 

found for all three compositions of Fe-Si alloys that were subjected to annealing. 

6.6 Conclusions  

LPBF is a promising manufacturing technology for the fabrication of complex net-shape 

electromagnetic components from soft magnetic alloys and this Chapter has shown how 

varying Si content and the use of a post process anneal can be used to optimise the 

process to minimise defects and achieve a balance between mechanical and magnetic 

properties. However, it still remains a challenging process due to various material 

properties and multiple processing parameters.  
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 Micro-hardness of the samples is mainly affected by the content of silicon and 

not by the processing parameters. However, it must be noted that increased 

porosity leads to decreased material hardness.  Material hardness reached a 

maximum for the pre-alloyed powder with 6.9%wt Si.  

 Electrical resistivity measurements for the binary alloys under investigation were 

superior to traditionally fabricated silicon steel. More specifically, 6.5%wt Si 

featured a resistivity approximately two times higher than this of hot-cold rolled 

silicon steel with a value reaching 152.6 μΩ-cm. 

 Tensile tests for Fe-6.0%wt Si in three conditions (as built, stress relieved and 

annealed) were performed and the tensile yield strength, UTS, tensile modulus 

and elongation at failure were presented. It was shown that stress relief heat 

treatment reduced the ultimate tensile strength by approximately 28%, whilst 

decreasing the ductility by a factor of 1.8. The best mechanical performance was 

obtained for the as-built parts.  
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7. Chapter 7: 3D-printed Rotor for Switched Reluctance 

Motor 

7.1 Introduction 

This Chapter investigates the readiness of metal additive manufacturing applied to 

electrical machines and contributes to bridging the gap of how to use this technology in 

power and energy applications. A soft magnetic material featuring high silicon content 

(Fe-5.0%w.t. Si) has been developed for laser powder bed fusion and a rotor has been 

3D printed for a switched reluctance machine. The printed rotor was assembled into a 

conventionally laminated stator and the performance of the whole machine was 

evaluated. Its performance was compared to an identical machine equipped with a 

laminated rotor of the same dimensions made of conventional non-oriented silicon steel. 

A comparative study was carried out through both finite element simulations and 

experimental tests. The efficiency of the two machines were assessed, together with the 

principal electrical and mechanical quantities, under several operating conditions. 

Considering the AM rotor, the findings show increased power losses at high frequency 

operations, due to the greater amount of eddy currents losses in the solid piece rotor. 

However, in terms of output power and efficiency up to 600rpm (i.e., rated speed) the 

overall behavior of both SRMs is comparable. 

7.2 Benchmark SRM 

The SRM is a singly excited, doubly salient EM, where the energy conversion occurs in 

discrete cycles exploiting the tendency of the rotor to align spontaneously with the stator 

according to the principle of minimum magnetic reluctance path [22]. In recent years, 

the SRMs gained renewed attention in both the academic and the industrial world, 

because of their rugged and robust structure, as well as independence from permanent 
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magnets [23, 24]. Further, SRMs can cover wide constant power speed ranges and 

operate efficiently in harsh environments [22]. Although the SRM’s control relies on 

more advanced and complex strategies, the mentioned benefits led the SRM in being 

considered a valuable alternative to permanent magnet and induction machines in many 

applications such as aerospace, automotive, industrial and energy storage. 

In this work, an off-the-shelf, three-phase SRM was chosen as the benchmark EM, 

because of the rotor simplicity and availability. The selected SRM has 12 slots and 8 

poles, and its rated values are listed in Table 7-1 along with the main geometrical 

dimensions. In particular, the outer diameter of stator and rotor and the axial length were 

150 mm, 79.2 mm and 104 mm, respectively. 

 

Table 7-1: Parameters of the benchmark SRM 

 

Parameter Value 

Rated Speed 600 rpm 

Rated Torque 17.2 Nm 

Rated Voltage 360 Vpk 

Number of Slot 12 

Number of Pole 8 

Axial Length 104 mm 

Stator Outer Diameter 150 mm 

Rotor Outer Diameter 79.2 mm 

Number of Turns 220x4 
  

 

Both stator and rotor cores were laminated structures featuring 0.35 mm lamination 

thickness made of non-oriented silicon steel M800 (Fe-3.5%w.t. Si). The cross-sectional 

view of the machine and its winding layout are illustrated in Figure 7-1. Each phase has 

a total of 4 series-connected coils with 220 turns each. The measured DC phase 

resistance at 20 C was 10Ω.  
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A standard, commercial converter implementing a soft-switching strategy was used for 

controlling the machine. The controller receives the rotor position feedback from a 

simple optical position sensor based on three photodiodes and three light emitting 

devices. Based on the rotor position, the control algorithm generated and sent the control 

signals to the switching devices. A digital hysteresis control algorithm was used for 

maintaining a flat-topped current when the SRM operated at low speed (i.e., the phase 

voltage was chopped for maintaining the current within the hysteresis band). The turn-

on and turn-off angles of each phase were automatically selected, according to the 

instantaneous torque request, for minimising the required current (i.e., maximum torque 

per ampere algorithm). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.3 3D printing of the SRM rotor 

In the presented work, a step-by-step approach was preferred to evaluate the viability of 

the AM technologies applied to the EMs. For this reason, it was decided to 3D print only 

one out of the two SRM’s ferromagnetic cores, namely the rotor core. Indeed, the extra 

core losses arising from the choice of also having an AM stator might be source of 

concerns in terms of thermal management, due to the undersize of the benchmark SRM’s 

cooling system. Therefore, the 8 poles rotor was additively manufactured and its 

Figure 7-1: Cross-sectional view and winding 

layout of the case study SRM. 
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dimensions mirrored those of the benchmark SRM’s rotor. As for the samples previously 

3D printed, the LPBF process was employed, since it produces near net shape parts with 

densities comparable to the bulk material. Based on the data contained inside the CAD 

file of the benchmark SRM’s rotor, a high-power laser beam was applied to the metallic 

powder layer and its energy fully melts the powder layer-by-layer. The subsequent rapid 

cooling of the layer effectively creates a near net shape metal part (Figure 7-2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to build height restrictions in the LPBF machine, the AM rotor made of Fe-5.0%w.t. 

Si was fabricated in three segments for an overall axial length of 104 mm, as depicted 

in Figure 7-3. Due to technical difficulties with the LPBF machine, the rotor height was 

prohibitive for one build. Therefore, the rotor was divided into three segments. In 

particular, the first segment featured an axial length of 54 mm, while the other two were 

25 mm long. The final AM rotor was composed of the three segments, and the ensuing 

eddy current paths along the axial direction were thus shorter compared to a single piece 

solution. Thus, a positive impact on the containment of the eddy current losses was 

expected on the 3D-Printed rotor. 

 

Figure 7-2: CAD design and 3D printed prototype inside the build chamber 
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For Fe-6.0%w.t. Si processed via LPBF, despite the various scanning strategies 

employed to reduce residual stress, all SRM rotors were found to be delaminated as 

shown in Figure 7-4. Catastrophic delamination and warping near the edges of the rotor’s 

teeth occurred in most cases during manufacturing. In some cases, delamination and 

crack propagation was observed during cool down of the substrate whilst in the build 

chamber of the LPBF machine.  Overall, for parts with dimensions bigger than 10x10x10 

it was very hard to obtain crack free parts when the silicon content exceeded 6%w.t. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After machining, to ensure the right tolerances, the three segments were assembled as a 

single piece on a mild steel key-locked shaft, with the same dimensions as the benchmark 

machine. The AM rotor was mechanically balanced up to a speed of 3500 rpm, by 

Figure 7-3: Fe5%Si 3D-printed segments on 125x125mm mild steel substrates; two 

25mm long and one 54mm long segment constitute the 3D-Printed rotor. 

 

Figure 7-4: Delamination and cracks were observed for all 3D Printed 

SRM rotors made of Fe-6%Si. 
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removing the exceeding material from the mild steel lock rings. In Figure 7-5, the fully 

assembled 3D printed rotor is shown and compared to the laminated one of the 

benchmark SRM. In turn, both rotors of Figure 7-5 have been integrated into the 

benchmark SRM’s stator and tested. Knowing the magnetic properties of the high silicon 

content material (Fe-5%w.t. Si), a comparative analysis was performed on both SRMs 

through FE simulations, before moving to the experimental tests campaign.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-5: Conventional laminated 8-pole SRM rotor (left-hand side) and 

identical 3D printed rotor (right-hand side) a) before and b) after assembly. 
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7.4 SRMs FE Analysis 

The fastest way to gain in depth insight over the SRM, mounted with the additively 

manufactured rotor, consists in implementing its 2D FE model and simulating the related 

electromagnetic behaviour (see Figure 7-6). The FE simulations have been carried out 

with the use of MotorCad considering two cases: 1) both stator and rotor ferromagnetic 

cores are made of M800 laminated silicon steel (i.e., benchmark SRM) and 2) the stator 

core material remained unchanged, while the rotor core, adopted the 3-piece high silicon 

content material (i.e., AM SRM).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The machine performance was evaluated in terms of generated electromagnetic torque, 

magnetic saturation level and losses. By determining the iron loss distribution, we can 

calculate the iron losses of the rotor so that experimental results can be better analysed. 

In order to quantify the rotor loss variation equation (1) was used where Prot were the 

rotor losses, Pel was the electrical input power, PJoule were the winding Joule losses, Pstat 

were the stator iron losses, T was the shaft torque and ωm was the mechanical speed.

 

       

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡  ≈  𝑃𝑒𝑙 − 𝑃𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒 − 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇 ∙ 𝜔𝑚
        (7.1) 

Windage losses are not included due to the relatively low operational speed. 

(a)  

 

(b)  

 
Figure 7-7: FEA model: (a), solid components, (b) 2D mesh. 
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Figure 7-7 shows the flux map and magnetic field lines of the benchmark and 3D printed 

SRM while operating at base speed and delivering the rated (average) torque of 18.7 

Nm. From this plot it was possible to verify that the magnetic core of the 3D printed 

SRM was slightly more saturated as opposed to the benchmark machine. Such an effect 

was more accentuated within the stator poles, meaning that the 3D printed machine must 

be fed with a larger current (and ensuing larger magnetic flux density) for developing 

the rated torque.  Despite the visible loss concentration in the rotor teeth tips (Figure 7-

8), the rotor losses share over the total iron losses is less than 20%, as reported in Table 

7-2, where the loss results obtained from the FE simulation are summarised. These 

include also the Joule losses, which are one order of magnitude higher than iron losses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-8: Flux density and magnetic field lines at rated operating condition 

for a) benchmark SRM and b) 3D printed SRM. 
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Moreover, a speed-sweep analysis was carried out for determining if there was any 

particular operating speed range in which the SRM developed excessive torque ripple. 

As a result, it was found that within the range 800 – 1200 rpm an anomalous ripple was 

detected. This is visible in Figure. 7-9, where the instantaneous torque developed at 1000 

rpm is plotted. Its torque ripple is higher than 120%. Therefore, experimental tests with 

the machine operating within the aforementioned speed range was avoided. 

 
Table 7-2: Loss distribution for the benchmark SRM (rated condition) 

 

Loss component Magnitude 

Stator iron 11.3 W 

Rotor (total) 2.7 W 

Joule losses 615 W 

 

 

Figure 7-9: Iron loss distribution for the benchmark SRM 

operating at rated condition. 
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7.5 SRMs Experimental Tests and Test-bed description 

This Section describes the experimental test procedure and reports the main results for 

both the benchmark and the 3D printed SRMs. In order to test the electromechanical 

performances of the manufactured 3D printed SRM and to compare them with the 

benchmark machine, the testbed shown in Figure 7-10 was used. The description of each 

component/instrument is reported in Table 7-3.  

The SRM was flange-mounted to an “L” plate. Its shaft was mechanically coupled 

through a Magtrol® torque meter to a 70 kW, variable-speed Oswald® induction motor. 

The load induction machine was torque controlled via an Emerson Unidrive® three-

phase inverter. Phase current and voltage were measured through a hall-effect current 

clamp and a differential probe respectively. These were connected to a Lecroy® 

Wavetouch oscilloscope for instantaneous time-domain analysis and logging. In 

addition, the instantaneous electric power analysis was carried out using a Rode & 

Shwarz power analyzer, which records and processes the phase and current voltage. 
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Figure 7-10: Shaft torque for the benchmark SRM 

operating at 1000 rpm obtained through FE analysis. 
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Table 7-3: Test-bed Components / Instruments 

 

ID 
Description 

1 3D printed SRM 

2 Magtrol torquemeter 

3 Oswald induction machine (load) 

4 Lecroy Wavetouch® oscilloscope 

5 Rode & Shwarz power analyzer 

6 Magtrol torque / speed datalogger 

7 Pico current and voltage probes 

8 Benchmark/Laminated SRM drive (converter) 

9 Induction machine drive cabinet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.6 Test Results 

Both machines (i.e., benchmark SRM and the one with 3D printed rotor) were tested at 

various operating conditions, with the purpose of covering the entire torque / speed 

envelope. In particular, both machines were tested at more than 50 different operating 

Figure 7-11: Experimental test-bed (analytical description provided in Table 7-3). 
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points. For brevity the measured torque speed envelope, and efficiency maps are 

summarised in Figure 7-11 and 7-12 for the benchmark and 3D printed machines 

respectively. At rated speed (i.e., 600 rpm), the SRM with the 3D printed rotor produced 

13% less torque compared to the benchmark SRM. This was more clearly identifiable 

from the data reported in Table 7-4, where the measured electrical and mechanical 

quantities at rated speed are tabulated. When the operating speed was increased, the 3D 

SRM’s performance tended to improve, both in terms of both maximum mechanical 

power and efficiency, as observed in Table 7-5, where the electric and mechanical power 

quantities, measured at 1500 rpm and maximum torque, are listed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-13: Measured efficiency map and torque/speed envelope for 

the benchmark SRM. 

Figure 7-12: Measured efficiency map and torque/speed envelope 

for the 3D printed SRM. 
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Table 7-4: Measured Quantities at Base Speed 

 

Measured 

quantities 

Benchmark 

SRM 

3D Printed 

Rotor 

Mechanical Power 1170 W 1020 W 

Electric Power 1995 W 2130 W 

Average phase current 3.27 A 3.31 W 

RMS phase current 4.11 A 4.17 A 

 

 

 

Table 7-5:  Measured Quantities at 2.5 times the Base Speed 

 

Measured 

quantities 

Benchmark 

SRM 

3D Printed 

Rotor 

Mechanical Power 960 W 925 W 

Electric Power 1149 W 1420 W 

Average phase current 1.74 A 1.77 W 

RMS phase current 2.13 A 2.44 A 

7.7 Time domain analysis and discussion 

Reporting the time domain electric quantities for both machines provides a more 

insightful analysis on the obtained experimental results. In particular, in Figure 7-13 and 

Figure 7-14 the instantaneous electric quantities for the benchmark SRM running at base 

speed are plotted. Similarly, Figures 7-15 and 7-16 report the measured electric 

quantities for the SRM with the 3D printed rotor operating at 600 rpm. 

For the benchmark EM (i.e., Figure 7-13), it was possible to observe the soft-chopping 

action, necessary to maintain the current within the hysteresis band. On the contrary, a 

flat-topped voltage waveform was recorded for the 3D printed rotor SRM (i.e., Figure 

7-15). This indicates that the power electronics converter has reached its current limit. 

Such an observation was also confirmed by the time-period of current / voltage 
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waveforms. Indeed, for the benchmark EM, two electrical periods last 25ms, whilst they 

last c.a. 27ms for the 3D printed rotor SRM. Accordingly, by calculating the mechanical 

speed as in (2), where fel was the electrical frequency, it was possible to verify that the 

3D SRM was actually slowing down by c.a. 45 rpm. 

𝜔𝑚[𝑟𝑝𝑚] =
60∙𝑓𝑒𝑙

𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠

 (2) 

 

Further considerations can be made relying on the instantaneous power waveforms (Figure 7.14 

and 7.16). First of all, by calculating the ratio between active and apparent power, it was possible 

to obtain the power factor. At base speed the latter, was equal to 0.52 for both machines. This 

interesting result indicates that, in principle, the volt-ampere rating of the power converter for a 

3D printed rotor SRM can be identical to a standard laminated one (with the same rated power).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, for the SRM at hand, because of the increased rotor losses caused by the solid 

rotor structure, the power converter results slightly underrated. In fact, the RMS input 

power for the benchmark SRM was 3.83 kVA, whilst it was equal to 4.24 kVA for the 

Figure 7-14: Voltage and current for the benchmark SRM at base 

speed and rated torque. 
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3D printed rotor SRM. The larger demanded apparent power was needed for partially 

compensating the efficiency reduction, which can be calculated as the ratio between 

average mechanical power and average electric power. In particular, the efficiency 

reduction (at base speed) was c.a. 22 %. As the operating speed was increased, the 

efficiency of both machines rises accordingly; peaking at c.a. 83 % for the benchmark 

SRM and 65 % for the 3D printed one. Such behaviour was mainly ascribable to the 

progressively decreasing RMS phase current with increasing speed (for constant and 

decreasing power operating conditions). Accordingly, the stator Joule losses tend to 

decrease at high speed, leading to a higher overall efficiency for both machines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7-15: Instantaneous power for the benchmark SRM at base speed and 

rated torque 
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Figure 7-16: Voltage and current for the 3D printed SRM at base speed 

and rated torque. 

Figure 7-17: Instantaneous power for the 3D printed SRM at base speed and 

rated torque. 
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7.8 Conclusions 

Additive manufacturing can be one of the main enablers for future, high performance 

electrical machines. This work demonstrates the high technology readiness level of 3D 

printing and more specifically LPBF, as a manufacturing method for soft magnetic 

materials employed in electrical machines. 

Although there is a wide on-going research effort on the topic, few are the examples of 

operational 3D printed active parts for electrical machines. The main objective of this 

work is to prove the concept that additive manufacturing for electric motors is actually 

viable and feasible from a manufacturing and technological point of view. Starting from 

the raw material (i.e., soft magnetic powder), a complete, test-ready rotor has been 

manufactured through LPBF and coupled to an existing commercial switched reluctance 

stator. Comprehensive experimental tests have been carried out, covering the whole 

torque / speed envelope. The obtained results have been compared to those 

experimentally recorded on an identical, benchmark machine, featuring a conventional, 

laminated rotor.  

Clearly, because the rotor was a relatively simple solid block with no laminations, its 

losses were considerably higher with respect to the benchmark machine due to higher 

eddy current losses. However, thanks to the strengths of additive manufacturing, a more 

geometrically complex and magnetically optimized rotor could be easily built, for 

improved overall machine efficiency. Nonetheless, the main objective of this work was 

achieved. Namely, to prove that additive manufacturing for electric motors is viable and 

feasible from a manufacturing and technological point of view.  

Future work will investigate a multi-objective, 3D finite element optimization and how 

the magnetic structure can be modified / improved in order to mitigate the effect of eddy 
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current losses. The outcomes of this Chapter highlight comparable behaviors within the 

low-speed region, while improvements to contain the core losses are required at higher 

speed. 
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8. Chapter 8: Conclusions and recommendations for 

future work 

8.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis, a systematic approach was followed to manufacture a 3D printed electric 

motor via LPBF. Due to the inherent physical properties of Fe-Si and Cu, which were 

the materials of interest in this study, extensive parameter optimisation and material 

characterisation was carried out before trying to manufacture motor components (rotor, 

stator, windings etc.).  This Chapter is divided into three parts based on the results. New 

information on the two materials investigated in this study will be shown and the results 

from the 3D-printed SRM rotor will be presented. The first part presents the main 

findings on pure copper processed via LPBF, the second part presents the findings on 

Fe-Si steels and the third part presents the main conclusions that were drawn based on 

the experimental tests of the 3D-printed SRM. 

8.2 Copper Findings 

Laser processing of copper is difficult due to its inherent properties such as high thermal 

conductivity and high reflectivity. In this work, in-situ absorptivity measurements for 

copper were used, to understand its melting behaviour and dependence on typical 

processing parameters used in LPBF.  

 AM has the potential to create windings with higher fill factors than traditional 

manufacturing methods suitable for electric motors. 

 Cu cannot be processed to near fully dense parts with a 200W IR laser. 

 The use of several scan strategies did not have a significant impact on the density 

of copper samples (pre-melting, re-melting etc.) 
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 As-built specimens by LPBF featured anisotropic resistivity that was justified by 

the lack of both intra-layer and inter-layer fusion. 

 Horizontal samples had a lower resistivity than vertical ones. 

 Post-heat treatments aided in sintering together material and slightly increased 

the density of samples resulting in a lower resistivity.  

 Anisotropic resistivity was also observed for the heat-treated samples.  

 For both as built and heat-treated samples, resistivity remained higher for the 

vertical samples. 

 In-situ absorptivity measurements were conducted (laser calorimetry) to shed 

light on the interaction of pure copper with an IR laser up to 600W and understand better 

its melting behaviour.  

8.3 Fe-Si Findings 

One of the main challenges in laser powder bed fusion of high silicon steel alloys is the 

formation of high degrees of cracking in the fabricated parts. In this study, the 

composition of a soft magnetic alloy was modified in order to improve ductility and 

reduce the in-process formation of cracks. Higher silicon content in the alloy, leads to 

embrittlement, therefore a first step was to gradually reduce the %w.t of Si. A pre-

alloyed Fe-6.9%Si powder was mixed with high purity Fe-powder. The resulting powder 

blends were used to produce near fully dense samples that were characterised in terms 

of mechanical, thermal and electromagnetic properties. The novelty and results of this 

work on Fe-Si can be summarised in the following: 

 Through compositional adjustments of the soft magnetic powder blends it has 

been shown that robust rotor cores can be manufactured via LPBF. 
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 An optimum parameter set was identified for the production of near fully dense 

(99.98%), crack-free, Fe-5%w.t. Si parts via LPBF.  It was observed that the 

higher silicon content resulted in less dense parts and increased porosity. In 

addition, embrittlement leading to multiple cracks initiating either from pores or 

from the edges of samples was seen for Fe-6.9%w.t. Si alloy independent of 

geometry and size. 

 Higher substrate temperatures resulted in a reduction of in-process crack 

formation and reduced residual stresses.  

 Extensive cracks and delaminations were observed in several cases for silicon 

steel powders with silicon content higher than 6%w.t. 

 For increased volumetric laser density in LPBF of Fe-Si alloys the samples 

feature a cube texture along the build direction which can be favorable for 

electromagnetic applications. However, increased laser density causes a higher 

degree of porosity and/or cracks leading to parts with inferior mechanical, 

thermal and magnetic properties.  

8.4 3D-Printed SRM Findings 

One of this work’s aims was to provide an initial proof of concept for a 3DP electric 

motor. For the purpose, a switched reluctance machine was chosen as a case study. Its 

rotor core was additively manufactured through laser powder bed fusion. Its 

performance was compared to that of an identical commercial motor featuring a 

laminated rotor core, via in-depth experimental tests. The main conclusions are 

presented: 

 It has been demonstrated that successful manufacturing of a soft magnetic core 

via LPBF is possible. The functional 3D-printed SRM rotor was tested at rated 
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speed and two times the rated speed and the performance was directly compared 

to a laminated rotor core. 

 The 3D printed soft magnetic rotor core was able to develop the rated power, 

however an efficiency reduction was noticed when compared to the conventional 

motor. 

 Losses were found to be considerably higher for the 3DP rotor with respect to 

the conventional laminated rotor. That is attributed to the fact that the 3DP rotor 

was a relatively simple block of material consisting of 3 segments. It is well 

known that a laminated construction reduces losses, so this is not unexpected and 

the 3DP rotor performs well considering it is not of a laminated construction. 

 In terms of output power and efficiency up to 600rpm (rated speed) the overall 

behaviour of both SRMs is comparable. This allows us to conclude that LPBF 

has the potential to pave the way towards the widespread adoption of AM in the 

production of components for lightweight and highly efficient electrical motors.  

8.5 Benefits of the study  

 The findings from this study, can be beneficial for many industrial sectors interested in 

selective laser melting of soft magnetic alloys and highly conductive metals and alloys 

such as pure copper for electromagnetic applications. Automotive, aerospace and energy 

are some of the sectors where the successful implementation of AM for the fabrication 

to fabricate components can revolutionise the way electrical machines are manufactured. 

A trade-off between the material’s ability to be processed by LPBF and its magnetic 

performance was made in order to successfully fabricate near fully dense parts. A 

significant increase in porosity and cracks was observed for the Fe-Si with silicon 

content above 6%wt.t. Therefore, it was determined experimentally that a good 
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composition for silicon steel LPBF was Fe-5%w.t.Si, which can be used as a baseline 

for further research. Moreover, the availability of a wide range of Fe-Si alloys, together 

with their main physical properties, is also expected to help machine designers in 

industry and academia to decide on the appropriate composition with application 

dependent criteria. 

8.6 Recommendations for future work 

The development of new soft magnetic alloys and the expansion of the list of materials 

suitable for the LPBF process is necessary. For example, adding Al to high silicon steel 

alloys to enhance their process-ability and determine the processing windows for soft 

magnetic alloys with commercial LPBF systems. As an alternative to silicon content 

reduction, elements that increase the ductility of the alloy could be added specifically to 

silicon steel with silicon content 6%w.t or higher. A good candidate would be 

aluminium, which is often added to Fe-Si alloys to improve their ductility and increase 

resistivity. However, aluminium addition in Fe-Si could decrease permeability and 

saturation magnetisation, therefore, in depth investigation of dynamic losses is required. 

One of the current limitations with commercial LPBF systems is the substrate 

temperature reaching a maximum of 200oC. It would be beneficial both for soft magnetic 

alloys such as Fe-Si and highly reflective metals and alloys such as copper to be 

processed at higher temperatures. In the case of Fe-Si, this would allow successful 

processing of high silicon steel alloys and for copper it could expand the process 

parameter window.  

 The heat treatment applied in this study on Fe-Si was a simple annealing at 1150oC for 

1½ h based on standard heat-treating practices for silicon steel sheets. There is a lack of 

information in the existing literature regarding the influence of annealing temperature, 
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time duration and cooling rate on the microstructure of LPBF processed Fe-Si. Further 

investigation in fine-tuning of heat treatments is necessary in order to better understand 

its effects on the resulting microstructure and effectively on mechanical and magnetic 

properties. It is expected that improvements in heat treatment procedures may result in 

corresponding improvements in the soft-magnetic properties. Heat treatments should be 

correlated to the frequency and the operating temperature of the 3D-printed components. 

Although several research groups have claimed that they have successfully produced a 

fully 3D printed electric motor there is still no evidence of a functional motor with all 

its components fabricated through AM. LPBF currently features the highest technology 

readiness level for such an endeavour.  

It has already been demonstrated that soft magnetic materials can be manufactured 

through LPBF for stators and rotors. Furthermore, coils and windings can be made of 

aluminium or copper by various AM technologies. The next stage would be to design a 

motor that incorporates all the components that could be manufactured entirely via AM.  

AM has several advantages to offer, and a next logical step would be the production and 

testing of a fully 3D printed electric motor as a proof-of- concept. More radical design 

solutions are required to enhance the performance of a 3DP-SRM. Some design ideas 

are presented below for future research: 

 Reduce eddy currents generated in the soft magnetic rotor core through the 

introduction of slits in the microstructure or in the end design of the rotor. 

 Lattice structure integrated into the casing for weight reduction and improved 

cooling performance. 

 Waved coils with a non-uniform cross section to increase fill factor and heat 

dissipation  
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 Skewed rotor for low torque ripple 

 Curved air gap for enhanced magnetic flux  

 Integrated cooling channels (windings and/or casing) 

More design iterations for the SRM motor are required to further improve its efficiency 

by reducing its weight and improve its efficiency by minimising eddy current losses 

formed in the bulk material.  
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APPENDIX 1 – Grinding & Polishing Steps 

 

Fe-Si Wheel/Cloth Lubricant 
Force 

(N) 

Wheel-Speed 

(rpm) 
Time (min) 

Plane 

Grinding 

SiC 220 mesh Methylated Spirit 30 300 3 

SiC 800 mesh Methylated Spirit 30 300 3 

Fine 

Grinding 
SiC 1200 mesh Methylated Spirit 30 300 3 

Polishing 

MD-Largo 
9μm diamond 

suspension 
10 150 3 

MD-Dac 
3μm diamond 

suspension 
10 150 10 

MD-Floc 
1μm diamond 

suspension 
10 150 15 

MD-Chem 
0.04μm silica 

suspension 
10 150 30 

 

Cu Wheel/Cloth Lubricant 
Force 

(N) 

Wheel Speed 

(rpm) 
Time (min) 

Plane 

Grinding 

SiC 400 mesh Water 25 300 As needed 

SiC 800 mesh Water 25 300 1 

Fine 

Grinding 

SiC 1200 

mesh Water 
25 300 1 

SiC 4000 

mesh 
Water 25 300 1 

Polishing 
MD-Mol DiaPro Mol R3 25 150 4 

MD-Chem Iron (III) Nitrate 15 150 1 
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APPENDIX 2 – Pole Figures for various scan strategies 
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